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An apparatus has teen designed and constructed to measure 
solubilities of the order of to"̂  to 10**̂  mole fraction of non-roactive 
gases in liquid phases# The solubilities of 2F^ ©nd are reported, 
and the estlimted enthalpies and entropies of solution are compared with 
mlues predicted by seai-eqpirical relationships•

% e  reaction of with aqueous ferrous ions buffered at pH 0*4 
has been studied# The results supported the predicted equation for the 
react ion I
to 4 — > 10 4 ♦ 4P
Under the conditions used, the reaction was controlled by the rate of 
solution of into the aqueous phase, and it appeared likely that the 
rate of the reaction was not effected by ferrous ion concentration#

üetheaoglobia formation by end Is discussed with regard to 
the solubilities and reactivities of those gases#

Eaaan and infrared spectra (20«*1?(X> cmT̂ ) of have been recorded# 
Vibrational assignments have been bade on the basis of these spectra and 
of approximate normal coordinate calculations, and statistical thermo* 
dynamic finotiom have been calculated# Statistical thermoslyimmio 

functions of PP^ have been calculated using revised etructuml data and 
confirmed vibrational frequencies* The theiml decon^sition of PPgl 
Is discussed#



Eanian (ÎOO 11CK5 coT̂ ) end infrared (330-tlCMDO craT̂ ) spectra of

have been recorded, end the analysis of the nuclear magnetic
resonance spectrum of has been reiaveetigatod# The results
strongly favour a tram configuration for end tontative
vibrational assignments are made for four isifrared-activ© and six
lÎQiaaa-ectiv© furastoontal frequencies*

o C»The ultraviolet spectrum (?0Q0A-7000A) of has been record©!* 
divergent from that predicted by the previously propose! 

relationship between eubstituont electronegativity* The
decomposition of P^F^ %ma followed, end the order of the decomposition 
reaction was estimated as P*$9 (1 0.08) *

ElectiTO-impoct appearance potentials for the parent end 
fragment lorn from P^^, PF̂ , PFgl and PF^H have been measured.
The ionisation potentials are reported and D(F2P-4Fg) has been 
estimated as 99 (* 9) kcal.molo*^*
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The nomenclature of nitrogen fluorine oompounds has been developed 
by the cjan̂r diemists Involved, and it is not, therefore, surprising 
that in some cases a particular compound or class of corapomids has 
acquired two or more chemical names* Frequently non-eysteoaatio names 
have been used to denote the preparative route or some novel char
acteristic of the compound* Thus a completely consistent nomenclature 
compatible with the names coiamonly in use is not possible at present, 
and in this thesis the names nwst commonly used in the literature have 
been used* Similar problems have arisen with phosphorus-fluorine com
pounds and also with the hemoglobin derivatives and again the most common 
names have been used.

Usual nomenclature 
Bitrogea trifluoride

V 4
C I R

BI3Fm

Tetrafluorohydrazine
Chlorodifluoramine
Difluoroffiin©

Others 
Trifluoramlne 

Biaitrogen tetrafluorid©

PP,

P F jI

Phosphorus trifluoride 
Tetraflaorodiphosphine

Difluoroiodophosphine

Bifluorophoephine

Trifluorophosphina
Biphosphorus 
tetrafluoride
Phosphorus difluoride 
iodide
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neffiogîobia Fe in 4-2 state 

Hemoglobin 
(Ferr£heeioglobin) 
(Haemoglobia)

F© in 43 state 
Ilethemoglobia 
(Ferr^emoglobin) 

(Baeraî lobin)
Although the Enayme Commission of the International Union of 

Biochemistry (Amsterdam, 1965) has reoorænended the use of the prefixes 
ferro- end f©rri- to denote the valence state of iron in hemoproteim, 
the older terEB using the prefix met- to denote the trivaient state are 
still more commossly used, and will be used through this thesis*
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p,mT 1, c&jpotnm

nmoDücno^

Interest in coapo'onds containing nitrogen-fluorine bonds has been 
continuous since the beginning of this century #ien Koisean̂  fluorinated 
several organic amines#

Only four binary compounds between nitrogen and fluorine can be
9envisaged t nitrogen trifluoride, tetrafluorohydrasine,

difluorodiasine, and asiae fluoride, B̂ F# Although there are a 
few examples of organic molecules idth chains of more than two nitrogen 
atoms, most of these compounds are unstable and it eeems unlikely that 
a stable binary fluoride of this type will be prepared#

0ie search for methods to synthesize these binary fluorides has 
received spasoodio attention since Ruff and Geieel^ fiiBt attempted a 
preparation in 1903, but it was not until 1928 that Ruff and co-workers^ 
reported the preparation of nitrogen trifluoride by the electrolysis of 
ar&ydrous ammonium bifluoride# In subsequent studies the preparations 
of several related materials such as HgRF and were claimed,
but these claims were later shown to be in error#

It was not until fourteen years later that two other binary 
nitrogen fluorides were prepared# Haller^ isolated fluorine aside 
from the interaction of fluorine and hydrazoio acid in 1942, and 
obtained difluorodiazine from its decomposition#

The field of nitrogen-fluorine chemistry received little attention 

in the years following 1942, with only scattered reports such as a



6 7struct oral determination of end some étudiés by Bigelow

of the action of fluorine on organic nitrogen ooapotmda# However,
the study of liquid and solid rocket propellants has again stimulated
widespread interest in compoui^ containing nitrogon-fluorino bords#
This third phase of the study of those compounds is a direct result of

8the search for hi^-energy inorganic oxidisers for use in rocket 
propulsion system# Consideration of bond energies dictates that 
this search must be centred on the fluorine and oxygen atoms with 
nitrogen, oxygon and chlorine as carrier atoms# Althou^ a liquid 
hydrogen-1 iquid fluorine combination gives a very good theoretical per
formance, the difficulties associated with storage and controlled com
bustion make this combination impracticable#

For liquid propellant systems, cocidisers are usually compared 
theoretically on the basis of combustion with or B̂ S #̂ Calcul
ations on nitrogen-fluorin© compounds by liederhauser and Hilda^ and 
also on osygen-fluorine compounds have shown that the performance of 
these oxidisers is excellent lAien compared with the more conventional 
oxidisera such as nitrogen tetrozide, nitric acid, hydrogen peroxide, 
liquid oxygen, anmnium nitrate and smnonium perchlorate# Performance

Qfigures for these had been calculated previously by Barrera ♦
The search for hi^ energy oxidisers based upon nitrogen-fluorine 

and oxygen-fluorin© bonding is considered to be the area in which the 
most significant advances can be made, sinm the oxidiser comprises
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70-80;t of the fuel combination* A small improvement In the oxidiser 
is therefore of greater value than a similar improvomont in the fuel 
itself#

The search for better oxidisers begsm in the 1950 *8, and the last

of the envisaged binary nitrogen-fluorine compounds, tetrafluoro-
hydrazine, wm prepared in 1957̂ *̂̂ #̂ Sinos then there has been a
rapid growth in the interest end effort in this area of chemistry#
Tetrafluorohydrasine was found to be an important intermediate in the
preparation of other compounds containing B-F bonds# Calculations
of its performance as an oxidiser in combination with either or

have shown that there Is considerable promise in fuels based on

and its derivatives, especially if it proves possible to form
derivative molecules of hi#er molecular wei^t#

The preparation of has led the way to the preparations of
several other inorganic M *  compounds# Difluoramine was first 

12prepared in 1931 as one product from the electrolysis of ammonium
1>difluoride, but Kennedy and Colburn were unable to repeat this work# 

It was mt until 19(93 that a reproducible preparation^^ from the 
reaction between and are ine, or better thiophenol, was found# 
Chlorodifluoramine (CIBF̂ ) mm first prepared and characterised in 
1959̂ *̂ Although not itself a useful propellant oxidiser, it received 
extensive studies in the hops that it wou3.d prove a valuable inter
mediate in the synthesis of hi^ energy BFg compounds# This hope has 
eo far not been fulfilled# Bromodifluoramin© has also been prepared^
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but iododifluoramlne was not prepared by aa analogous reaction using

aqueous iodine*
!5uch research has been concluded on better preparations of

these B-F compound and end are now available
cosMiereially and their physical and chasieal properties have been well
r e v i e w e d ^ B o t h  and are colourless gases at
room temperature, melting at about -208*5^0 and boiling at about

While ITgF. melts at ahout -1C5®C end toils at -73°Ĉ '!
As with most industrial chmicals, it was necessary to investigate

the possibility of toxic hasarda arising from aocidontal release of
these cos^unda in manufacture, trsjisport, storage and handling at the
site of use* This is all the more importait whore chemicals could be
produced in large quantities, as would be the case for rocket propellant
systeim where very large quantities are used and failure of the rocket
would result in widespread contamination by the fuel and oxidiser*
Several toxioologioal studies of the effects of IP- end ILF* Inhalation

j  c 4
by mammls have been carried out and havo shown that both gases ere 
relatively toxic*

In 1931, Ruff^^ reported that, althou^ the mono- and difluor idea 
of nitrogen (Ĥ IF and ^re quite toxic, nitrogen trifluoride was
rather low in acute toxicity %Aen inhaled, and that it produced 
methemoglobinemia (oxidation of the iron atoms in the hemoglobin molecule 
from the +2 to the 43 state) # Preliminary studies on the toxicology of 
nitrogen trifluoride^ by intraperitoneal injoction of the gas into rats
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and rabbits showed that rabbits wore loss affected thrua rats, which 
developed severe cyanotic appearance (cliooolate-brom) • Hethoisoglobia 
levels produced by single sublethal doses of nitrogen trifluoride gas& 

were up to 5*5 ̂ 100 csâ  of blood as compared with control animals 
itiïore the level was not more tîm 0*02 g/lOO cm̂ * Pathological changes 
including the enlargement of the spleen, the heart and the liver were 
observed, and increased fluorine contmt of the blood, bones and teeth 
showed that nitrogen trifluoride was at least in part metabolised*

Similar results were observed for inhalation by rats of single 
doses of nitrogen trifluoride at concentrâtiom from 1,000 to 2,000 

parts per million for durations fro3 12 minutes to 7 hours# Deaths 
at all but the lowest concentration were ascribed to excessive methomo- 
globimæda# Repeated doses of inhaled nitrogen trifluoride at 100 ppm 

for 7 hours daily, 5 days a week for 4#5 months Indicated no significant 
changes in the blood hemoglobin content, but total fluorine content of 
the urine was increased and definite Injury was observed microscopically 
to the livers and kidneys of exposed animals#

The authors'̂  ̂rocoasaended further research before a level without 
any adverse effect could be defined, but that human exposures should be 
limited to well below 100 ppm# Olfactory tests ehoî̂ rod that concen
trations of 500 ppm of nitrogen trifluoride could not be detected, and 
thus monitorit^ iî tnaaenta should be used to prevent excessive exposure* 

Althou^ of moderate to hi#i toxicity, the mode of toxic action
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of nitrogen trifluoride during repeated inhalation could not be 

tmdorstood# The lacJ: of gross acoimlation of fluorine found in the 
bones and teeth indicated that little fluoride ion was released by the 
moleoule, end hesice it m s  ooncluclod that the imthologloal changes end 
high methemoglobia levels could have been caused by the intact nitrogen 

trifluoride molecule#
Similar preliminary studies on tetrafluorohydrasine,

* 3*5ostiîsated the 4-^our $0% lethal concentration for rats to be $0 ppm
Further experiments with rats, guinea pigs and dogs ehowod that the
toxic ©igas of exposure included nasal and eye irritation,
cyanosis, body woi^t suppression and death. Pathological changes to
the lungs, livers, îâdneys and spleens were observed for near lethal
concentrations, while at low level exposures, methemoglobln levels chow
that îsethoDoglobiaemla is a real danger. Significantly, dogs were
found to be more sensitive than rats to tsethemoglobln formation by

bester*'* has shown that for two antipyretics the descending
order of methomoglobia formtioa in various species is oat, man, dog
and rat* If this order is also significant for &&#emoglobin formation

by ̂ 2̂ 4* greatest hasard expected from short exposures of man to
^2^4 methemoglobinemia* The authors^^ noted tliat unstable
In the presence of air, and detected nitrite ion on absorbing room air,
from around a leaking cylinder, in ̂  IX)g absorbing reagent*
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TMs toxicity of I3F. and ILF. is eoneiJiat surprising conoidoring3 4
the investî itiosmj by Hurst and Ehayat^^ on the hydrolysis of thse 
nitrogen fluorides, was found to be inert at 133 C to pure Û O

and dilute acids (lHD̂ ,IIg80̂  and ÎICIÔ ), but to react with aqueous 
ionic nucleophiles such as aqueous base and halide ions. The rate of 
reaction under similar Conditions mu3 increased ©oaotonioally with the 
accepted valuê *̂̂  of the nuoleophilioity of the mil on. Reaction wasA
also observed with eleotrophileo ©udh as AlGl^ and acidic and neutral 
ferrous sulphate solutions were readily oxidised by to give ammonium, 
fluoride and ferrio ions* Aqueous ferric chloride acted as a 
hydrolysis catalyst yielding nitrio oxide and nitrate, but this was 
not found to be a general property of transition motal lone as shown 
by the total inertness of solutions of other transition metal salts 
tested,

Tetrafluorohydrasine was found to react more readily than 
with aqueous solutions* %drolysis at 133°G was rapid, giving 
si^ifleant qixmtities of nitrogen gas end nitrate in addition to nitrio 
oxide, but at lower tcK^eraturea nitric oxide formation was nearly 
quantitative, Kinetic st'^^es showed that long induction periods wavs 
followed by exposontial increase# In reaction rate, indicating a complex 
mechanism. The marked acceleration with time was shown to result from 
nitrio oxide formation catalysing the réaction, and from a similar but 
©nailer catalysis by hydrofluoric acid formation. Oxygen was shown to 
be at least tm% times as effective as nitric axid© in promoting the 
reaction.
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Hbile étudiés of ths toxicology had covered the results of 

inhalation of various concontrations of sad over various 
periods of time, the iwde of intoxication had recoived little attention* 
In particular, the question of whether mothemoglohin formation m3
caused by the unreacted looleoule, or by a reaction product was not

3-3answered* The study of the hydrolysis of these gosoa showed that both 
were estremely résistant to chmical at tacit by pure water* reacted
with aqueous beso at elevated tmperatures yielding nitrite and fluoride 
iom, reacted with acidic, basic and neutral solutiom to give
mainly nitrio osido and fluoride ions, further reaction of nitric oxide 
with the aqueous system giving rise to nitrite ions end nitrous oxide*

This format imi of nitrite ions from the hydrolysis of both and 
has caused speculation about the possibility that the metMmoglobin 

formati(m in intoxicated animals mi^t result from a nitrite intermediate. 
Bitrits ion is a woll known cause of methemoglobinemia^^ * 40,41 ̂ The

reduction of nitrate ions to nitrite in the iatestinê *̂^̂  o M  by
AA A®5 Û.Ûbacterial action on spinach * is well îsnowa m  a cause of the 

cyanosis resulting from methemoglobinemia. Very recently the dietary 
committoQ of the United lotions Food end Agriculture Organisation and of 
the llorld Health Or^pnlsatloa (Boiua, 1972) recommended that spinach bo 
eaten immodiately after being cooked and urged that babies aged under 
throe months should be banned from eating fresh or frozen spinach.

Other sources of nitrite poisoning havo been reported, amongst which or©
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47tho adulteration of fish with sodium nitrite ‘ and the use of moat- 

curing
©1030 dangers have cauood the kinetics of Eothemoglohia formation 

by nitrite ions to be studied* In vitro peculiarities ooour^\ and 
with low nitrite Gonoent:%ti<%is the reaction is very slow, but increasing 
the nitrite concentration promptly produces mothesoglobin* This has

egbeen shown to result from an induction period"̂  tjhich, at pH 7, is
inversely proportional to the square of nitrite concentration ♦ The
reaction was found to be strongly offooted by the nitrite and hydrogen

ion concentrations ^ and on the degree of oxygen ooordiimtica on the
homoglobin^^’§nd to be autooatalytio, but forrlhonoglobia concentration
had no obsorvabile effect on the rate^^*̂  It has also been shorn
that the initial retardation of the reaction is not duo to reduction of
methemoglobin by nitrlt©*̂ '̂ # Bydrogen peroxide is generated during the
reaction^ and nitrio oxide hemoglobin is produced as well as mcthemo-
globin, althou^ the relative proportions of tho products varies greatly 

€1with species •
Similar results havo been observed in vivo for do^ end 

TLo degree of methmacglobln formation was not affected by changes in * 
ataospherio pressure ^ and the notion of nitrite in red cells appeared 
to be limited to eeth^aoglobin formation olthou^ nitrio oxide hecKjglobin 
has boon observed in a fatal case of human nitrite poisoning^ *̂

Dost £t al îiav© completed several further studies concerning the 
toxicology of I3P̂  mid Thoy have examinod tho decomposition of
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66tôtrafluoioliydrasin© in the preoenc© of oxygen e M  water on! ehom!
that riitroeyX fXuorlde (lIDF) was cn intermediate in the formation of
the products, HF, ÎK} and Wo réaction couli he detected la the
oboenco of either oxygen or water and under all conditions no 13?̂  mxQ
ohsorved as a reaction produca. This was contrary to the findings of 

61a previous study la whidi.B^F. was reported to react with oxygen fromc. 4
laboratory air to prodooo ECF and It la possible that the epeotro-

Bcopic ©vidonoo for as a product In this earlier work was duo to an
impurity la tho original its prooeaco being masked by tho

largo infrarod adsorption of in tho came region of tho ©poetrum*
A study of the fluorine distribution in rats after aouto intosloatioa 

63with îF^ showed that a general Increase in fluoride throu{̂ out tho 
tissues was produced during the inhalation, but disappeared mainly within 
tho nest 24 hours. The pattern of fluoride distribution following 
treatment was similar; these effects wore aleo similar, but on a Boallor 
scale, to those o1)sorved following ̂ iF administrât ion. An important 
exception to the mobilioatioa of fluoride eccujaulated in tho tissues was 
observed in erythrocytes for both ÎF^ end but not for ILF.

fluoride conoonti^tlons in ezythrocytos oaixsed by intoxication 
persisted tlirou^̂ ut the post-intoucication eanspling period and appreciable 
amounts of fluoride tdiich appeared in the spleens of some animals wore 
talcen as reflecting those hi# concentrations. Althou^ this fluoride 
was ehoiai to be associated with the hemoglobin and nethemoglobin in the 
erythrocytes, it did not appcnr to be located on the home iron.
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Dost el have confirmed the degree of toxicity of inhaled•we*  ̂ ■ ,

BF^ reported earlior̂ ,̂ and observed that ell animals tested rooovered, 
if not dead by five minutes after tho termination of exposure*
Administrât irai of by intraporitoneal injection, however, caused 
death, usually two to three hours after methoooglobln had been dispelled, 
indicating that a second lethal laechsirAsm mi^it be open tive#

A comparison of the rate of methisoglobin reduction following IF. 
inhalation with the rate following sodium nitrite intoxication showed 
that I2P̂  induced methemoglobin was redumd approximately twice as fast 
as that produced from nitrite* #ille nO major interference by 
on the rate of methomoglobia reduction was observed, the level of ©etheno- 
globin, however, remained at 2 to 5?v for several days, hi^er than similar 
results for control or sodima nitrite intoxication* Thim might be 
attributable- to Heins body formation caused by the IF^ intoxication %&i<^ 
has boon observed by Vemot et; **o!* mmm

The to T>% oxidation of hemoglobin to methemoglobin in terminal 
etnges of intoxication was thou^t to be tho cause of death ©von thou# 
cats and dogs can tolerate methemoglobia levels up to C^"^* However, 
the delayed following intraperitonoal injection of indicates
that other lesions may bo caused* Tho differoi^es between the ©ffeots of 
IF^ and of its hydrolysis products, nitrite and fluoride ions, were felt 

to indicate that those Iona were probably not involved in IF^ intoxication* 

Dost al have also investi^tod the stoichiometry of the reaction 
of IFj with hemoglobin both in vitro and in vivo^\ In vitro, the
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disappearance of 1 mol© of taao accoapajaied ia each oao© by tho 
oxidation of approxiæ.t©ly 3 hem© equivalent© to Ê thenjoglobia regard!eoo 
of pH or ozygon content of the h^aoglobla eolations# . Spectra Indicated 
that the metheaoglobin formed was Idonticsal; to that forced by the action 
of nitrite and no evidence woe found for the formation of methomglobln

79fluoride . ■ lb reaction could be detected in  a  cmtrol esporlmoat
betWG^i and 0»1jM ferrous sulphate eolution under aimilar conditions#
In ln-<vivo > «Œperioonta on dogs, the rat# of reduction'of methemoglobin 
by reduotas© activity had to be ileterrained in order to correct the 
observed flm.1 sothomoglobin'concentrât ion# •■- Corrected result© indicated 
that 1 mol of was removed fr<m the atmosphere in the oxidation of 
approximately' 3 hm© equivalents as was touaà tor in vitro experiments#
Ibis agrément was taken as indicating that inhaled reacted only with 
circulating hmoglobin# ;
• ' Dost et BÎ have mad© similar tozicologio studios on ELI*, in onmmm mmm C 4

atteĉ Jt t© dotemin© th© tosioity of itself rather than its degradation 
products^''̂ #̂ V Following lethal exposures to a confirmed ÏT̂ F̂  atmosphere, 
a hi# terminal mothemoglobin concentration of between B) and TOff̂ of total 
hGŒOglobin was found in aîsîost all , animals• Bats exhibited rapid, sharp,
gasping respiration duriî g and after ©zposures# The cyanosis accompanying 

intoKioition did not appear .Identical to tliat caused by or nitrite 
poisooing end the nor© pronounced grey-blue skia and mucous membrane 

colour indicated that moihamoglobinomia iai#t b© aoooppanied by peripheral 
circulatory stasis# 3a earlier ezperimcats in %Mch the integrity of the
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Êtoosplioros wao not laaintainodf a eimilar ©vomll lotMlity ms 
oboorvodf but with lowor tomiml mothemoglobin levol® of only 7 to 15^ 
^GD© results were oioilar to those of Carson and lülinoki^^ and 
indloated that the taaaifostatlons of iato^icatioa depend on the
estent and nature of the products of doooqposition in the air and
respiratory gases* Xntrapcritonoal injection of failed to oame 
hi£^ toethoQoglobia lovelo with only about 10^ c^datioa of hemoglobin 
from lethal doses#

In order to clarify the relation of dooomposition products to 
those rcalto# rats wore exposed to DOg and ID for qualitative observations, 
IDg- iaduood seth^noglobin failed to esoeed 11^ oven with letl:al doses, 
and mcthoooglobln formation appeared unrelated to lethal effect, ID̂  
ooaoontratioa or ozposure time* The physioal signs of intosioation wore 
identical to those observed for IT̂ F̂  in early cgperiosnts vhm the 
integrity of the atnoo^ere vjom not maintained, Indicating that 
laldht well have been degraded to IDg and W  before inhalation in these 
esperimenta.

However, ID oonoentratlons of 5X) parts per million or greater 

caused very rapid and oztemlve methmoglobin formation which^ooeded 05̂  
of total hemoglobin an some an5.mls before refle% activity woo lost* 
hltrio Qslde roaoted rapidly with oizyheooglobln in vitro to form metheao- 
%lobin and it eoomod likely that ID ml#t be a major contributor to the 
tozioity of ITgF̂  when the atmosphere was maintained prior to Inhalation*
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However, the lasting fluoride concentrât Ions In erythroc^eo 

showed that a fluorine^caring component, not derived from
IbF or IF, active in both end intoxication end therefore 
the toxicity of cannot be entirely due to degradation to end IF*

The characteristics of îF^ intoxication cannot be produced by
administrâticm of-a conbimtion of fluoride and nitrite and
it therefore appears that the mode of Intoxication probably involves
reaction of itself with hemoglobin* However, results from Intra-*
peritonml injection of seem to indicate that the lethal effects
ere not confined to cothemoglobin formatioâ *̂ The studies on the

71etoidiiooctry of the reaction of with hemoglobin , howevir, euggoot 
that inhaled can Only react with circulating hemoglobin and that 
oxidation of hmoglobin by is the only lethal pathway when the gas 
is inhaled*

llith the similarities to nitric oxido-iaduood methemoglobinmia
indicate that degradation of to ID may be a major factor in its mode 
of Intoxication. However, administration of fluoride, or a combination 
of fluoride and nitrite, does not lead to retention of fluoride in the 
erythrocytes as m s  observed for The degree of degradation
before inhalation caused little change in the overall lethality but caused 
largo changes in the properties accompanying intoxication, most eapooially 
in methemoglobia concentrations. Using * intact* atmospheres, the 

large resulting n^thomoglobin concentration was apparently the cause of 
fatalities, but when the atmosphere was not mlntainod, lethal doses
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failed to cause extensive methemoglobin formation*
The retention of fluoride in eiythrooytes indicates the 

possibility that the mode of intoxication by both and m y  
be via direct reaction of these gases with hemoglobin, and not throi%#i 
intemediatoa* Since, in this case, the first stage of the 
intoxication must be the solution of the gas in a liquid phase, the 
solubilities of these gases are important factors (Part 1, Section l) * 

Phosphorus has a valence shell structure of electrons formally 
similar to that of Hitrogon (both are Group 7 elements; second and 
first rows respectively) * However, the absence of available d-orbitals 
in the nitrogen valence shell causes differonces between the chomistries 
of the two elements* Thus nitrogen will form very strong p7f-pTT bonds, 
but none of pTT^rr character, lAlle for phosphorus, weak to moderate 
d77"-«p77"bonding is important, but no pTT*-pTT bonds are known. The 
availability of vacant d-orbitals in the valence shell of phosphorus 
allows valency expansion to occur with the formation of such entities 
as PKy etc., where X is a halide, alkoxy or phenyl group#
However, the tendency towards ionic character with increasing atomic 
weight in the Group V elements is not sufficiently advanced in phospîiorus, 
lAich is essentially covalent in its chemistry# In the case of the 
trivalent derivatives, however, there is a great similarity between 
the phosphorus and nitrogen compounds, the exception being in some of 
their reactions when valency expansion or TT^bonding becomes possible.
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Thus phosphorus trifluoride and tetmfluorodiphoophino laay bo 
considered aa model compoimds in tho study of nitrogen trifluoride 
and tetrafluorohydraslno, and similarly difluoroiodophosphino m y  be 
considered as a model compound in the study of (X «* Cl or Br) 
(vide infra) #
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FAR? It SKCTIOIT 1
ms EOLUsitiTtrs

IM̂ OmJCTIOIT
Aithou^ the eolubiiitles of gases in liquida has received much

attention, much of the earlier work was more qualitative than quan- 
Î7titative • Cfes solubilities have become increasingly more important

both for the theoretical understanding of the liquid state and
solutions, and for practical applications and a greater understanding
of the solubility of gases in mammalian tissues and of the solubility
of gases in molten salts and Estais*

With the increase in work toviarda a theoretical, understanding
of gaseous solutions, there was a demand for practical déterminâtiona
of solubilities both of a greater accuracy and also covering a larger
range of solutes and solvents# The data available have been compiled
mid reviewed periodically^^*74,75,76,77  ̂ The anomalous solubility

73properties of fluorine compounds have proved to be of great importance 
in the investigation of solutions of nonwaieotrolytes^^'76,79̂  Althou^ 

hydrocarbons show a regular behaviour In their solubilities in non#p61ar" 
solvents ~ , plots of partial molal entropy of solution against - 

R In *» mole fraction of gas) for fluorocarbon and other fluorinated
gases and solvents show ©a anomalous behaviour^,v1,82,03̂  Studies of

the solubilities of theoe fliAorino-oontaiaing gases have also proved 
useful in advancing the understanding of aqueous eolutiona^ *̂^̂ # Early 
work on CF. and 3̂,S5 that, at 25°C, these gases had the
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lowest reported eolubilitieo in t̂ ter* The very low solubility of

was attributed to the unusually largo entropy decrease on forming
the solution # However, since most workers had used ©(pilpnent desi^ied
to measure considerably hi^or solubilitiesestimates of the
changes in thermolynamio properties on solution of gases with such low
solubilities were subject to great uncertainty*

BâSmith ̂  ̂  ■ used an apparatus specifimlly designed for the
--6measurement of the solubilities of gases of the order of 10 mole

fraction# They meaoured the solubilities of CF̂ , SF^ end in tetter
over a wide temperature range in order to oonpile accurate thermodynomlo 
data* Previous reports of the change in entropy for the transfer of 
one mol® of SF^ gas at one atmosphere to a hypothetical solution of unit

**t #.4 ^4 p:Kmole fraction had varied from -5̂  cal.mol* dog* " to ̂ 3o cal.mol* dog# 
and such discrepancies hindered theoretical analysis of the dissolution 

process#
In this thesis the design and construction of an apparatus to 

measure the solubilities of gases in water are reported together with the 
solubilities of and obtained#

A variety of Bpproachos has been used for the determination of 

solubilities of gases In liquids, and these may be broadly classified 
into two groups; chemical end physical# The first of these involves 
the quantitative moasurement of dissolved gas by chemical means# . r 

However, slthou^^ in specific cases this method can be highly precis©
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these methods are usually epocifio for a single gas ead do not show 
general applicability# The most notable euooeesful use has been 
in the seasurement of the solubility of oxygen in water# Hinîcler ' 
used the oxidation of freshly precipitated manganous hĵ droxxde by 
dissolved oxygen at hi# pH values to fora maaganio hydroxide#
At acidic pH the manganic hydroxide oxidised iodide ions to iodine 
ybich was then titrated against standard thiosulphate* However the 
lack of well documented quantitative reactions of and suitable 
for this typo of estimation of these gases Bolces this approach 
inapplicable*

The second group involves the estimation of the dissolved gas 
by physical measurements, and can be subdivided into saturation and 
extraction methods# The saturation method involve the emillibration 
of previously degassed solvent with a gas under conditions where 
appropriate pressure, volume and temperature measur̂ seiits can be made, 
&t met ion methods require the qtiontitativ© degassing of a previously 
saturated solvent, again under ocmditions where the appropriate para
meters may be determined# The methods in the former subdivision have 
the disadvantage of requSxing the measurement of the difference between 

two, usually large, quantities# This is the difference between the 
total oEïKiunt of gas in the system and that remaining in the gas phase 

Wim saturation of the solvent has been achieved# However, the 
methods in the latter subdivision require not only the attainment of 
an equilibrium saturation of the solvent, but also the quantitative
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degassing of this saturated liquid# This complete degassing 
incorporates many difficulties# Also, has a vapour pressure at 
-196®C of 6,65 X 10“̂  torr^̂ *^^ (a printing error In Ref. 87, p 554, 
Eqn# 3 is repeated in Ref. 27, Appendix B), and therefore cannot be 
quantitatively trapped at liquid nitrogen tenq)eratures, making this 
approach impraotioahle for this #s# The saturation methods have the 
further advantage of allowing several measurements for a ras^ of 
temperatures end pressures to be mad© for a single charging of the 
apparatus and this also allows a tost of saturation#

For these reasons, the apparatus described in this thesis was 
designed to measure solubilities by the saturation method. Further, 
since the solubility of is ©mall and the solubility of îî̂ F̂  was 
expected to be similar, the apparatus was designed to measure 
accurately gas solubilities of the order of 10"^ mole fraction. 
Measurements of the solubility of in water were expected to be 
further complicated by its slow hydrolysis. Hurst and Khayat 
have followed this reaction at 60®G and with partial pressures of 

gas between one and two atmospheres* Long induction periods 
were observed of 5 to 9 days. This period was followed by an 
exponential increase in reaction rates*

Although the apparatus used by Smith ̂  was epeoifically 
designed for the measurement of very low gas solubilities, the authors 
stated that 12 hours was usually sufficient for complete equilibration.
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This long time for the equilibration between solute in the dissolved- 

and gas- phases would necœsitate charging the apparatus several
times should the solute hydrolyse slowly  ̂ The apparatus described

8 8by pymond ̂  ̂  • was designed to reduce this equilibration time
3partly by using & considerably smaller solvent volume of about 250 cm

to 300 cm as opposed to a volume of nearly 1200 cm used by Smith
^  ei# The central feature of Byiaoad*s apparatus was a side arm
containing a glass-encapsulated magnet ioally-ectivated pump lahich
rapidly pimped solvent from a lower bulb containing the solvent into csi
upper bulb where the liquid flowed down the side of the bulb, continually
exposing a fresh surface to the gas. By these mmna an equilibration
time of one to three hours was found to be sufficient» However,
althou^ a series of measurements of the solubilities of various gases
in oyclohexane and dimethylsulphoxide have been made using this 

00 S-®'apparatus * * \ most of the solubilities recorded were greater than
mole fraction of gas and none less than 2.84 % 10*”̂  mole fraction

/ 00 .r V , • - ■
(He in dimethyleulphoxide )• However, Bymond claimed that the values 
of the mole fractions for solutions of gases in cyclohexano were

.
accurate to well within (mole fractions ranging from 1.79 x 10*" to
i?eo * 10*^ ®’).
(a) The Fain Solution Vecsel

An attempt was made to construct a main solution vessel as designed
' CSby Bymonà ̂  ul The main features of this design are shorn in
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Figure 1# The greatest problem in this construction was found to be 
its essential part, the ©ide-̂ ina P containing the magnetically operated 
pump» Huaerous attempts by a professional manufacturer (Quarts Fused 

Products, îfeiltoa, Surrey) failed to produce a reliable pump»
Precision bore tubing was used in order to obtain a eliding fit 
between the exterior of a glass encapsulated hollow cylindrical soft 
iron follower and the interior wall of the pyrex glass side arm»
Too close a fit was found to cause too great a frictional resistance 
to allow the pump to be operated magnetically, and too loose & fit 
allowed too muc^ back-flow of the solvent# The main cause of failure 
of pumps with reasonable fit appeared to be from excessive strain 
iĜ osed by movement of the glass encapsulated follower* It was also 
found that the size of the soft iron folot/er was critical, too small a 
size not allowing the plunger to follow the magnetic field, and too 
large a size causing similar problems due uo the increased wei#it of the 
plunger and greater restriction of flow through the decreasod internal 
bore of the plunger.

In an attempt to overcome these problems, a soft iron core was 
imbedded in a solid block of P.T.F.F. (Crane Pacîcing Ltd#, Slou^)»

The P.T.F#B# was then machined to give a sliding fit inside a length of 
precision bore tubing and then a hole was drilled centrally through the 
P.TJT.E# inside the soft iron core# While allowing an excellent fit
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FIGURE 1.
Main Solubility Vessel as designed by
Dymond et aL.**‘
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and als2oat friotionleG0 sliding of the plisngor vithin the ©id© arm, 
the size of the plimger had to he kept larger than ejcpeoted dixo to 
thermal cooling effects within the P»T*F«S* aronnd the soft iron core.

had caused excessive cracking of the P.T.F.E* in the vicinity of 
the iron core due to impeded flow of the P.T.F.E. on cooling. In 
consequence the increased ciaas of the plunger over that expected 
caused consideraVl© prohleam in ita activation.

Sa the absence of a reliable pump for the circulation of the 
solvent, and with no suitable eubstitute for this part of the appsiratus, 
the attempt to construct a main solubility vessel on the lines of that 
described by Dymond ̂  ̂  was eventually discontinued*

Two main methods of obtaining equilibrium between the gaa and 
liquid phases, other than flowing a film of the liquid through the 
gas, have been used. The first of these involves the shaJcing of the

Pgapparatus containing the two phases as was described by Cook end Hanson
CQend Kader ̂  al̂  . The basic apparatus was mounted on & steel plate wr 

lAioh was vibrated horizontally at a frequency of about 170 minT  ̂and 
amplitude of about ̂  inch* 4a air thermostat ccmtrolled to at least 
• 0.1® was used* Using this system Cook et have measured the
eolubilities of hydrogen end deuterium in a variety of non-oqueous 
solvents* These ranged between a mole fraction solubility of 
0.9Ê5 X 13"̂  for Eg in CSg at -?5°C, to 15.3?9 * 10"^ for Dg in fluoro- 
heptane at 35̂ C end an accuracy of 0.1,t was claimed.

!Ihe second method of equilibration inwlving bubbling the gas
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through the liquid does not appear to have been widely used in con- 
junotion with the Baturation Bmthod# However, oany methods have 
been used utilising internal stirring or agitation of the solvent *
This increases the surface area of contact between the two phases 
end with fast stirring this area is often increased by gas from the 
bottom of the vort^ bubbling througdi the solvent This type of 
equilibration has been often ueed^“ and ms used by Saith'"̂  in the 
apparatus mentioned earlier.

This method was adopted, but involved considerable modification 
of the main* Solubility vessel. The design used is shown in Figure 2, 
The two bulbs used in Dymond*© design have been replaced by one 
bulb B of approximately the same total volume. The side arm A was 
retained but with hair lines a and a* delineating fixed volumes.
The base of the bulb ms flattened but on a slope to allow drainage 
of the solvent into the vortical manometer a m  C. The flattened base 
of the vessel allowed escolleat stirring using a P.T.F.E* encapsulated 
magnetic follower about 23 mm long and about 6 mm diameter (?), ridged 
centrally to provide a pivot for rotation. This follower was driven 
by a fully, submersible magnetic stirrer motor (îknik: Brothers,
Botisham, Cambridge) « In operation at hi^ stirring rates the liquid 
vortex reached the magnetic follower, spraying gas bubbles into the 
liquid thus increasing the surface area of contact between the two 
phases.
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Main Solubility Vessel.
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maia vessel calibrated to give the volarae
between tap ? and hairline b and also to give the volnaes of water 
repaired to raise the Eoniscns froà hairline b to hairline a and from 
hairline b to hairline a** For this purpose the apparatm waa cleaned 
thoroughly wing a warmed solution of Quadrsleno Laboratory Detergent 
(Qiiadralene Chemical Products Ltd. # Derby) followed by copious rinsing 
with greasfree d"̂ stilled and deionised water. Measurements were made 
by additions of water from pipettes and burettes previously calibrated 
by weight of water delivered at ?5̂ C. Hie laboratory distilled waterI
supply was found to be contaminated by significant quantities of greasy 
material Wiich tms presumably carried by the steam supply# übis could 
not be used for calibration es suooessive dotorainations of the volume 
between hairlines b and a* showed a steady increase ïdiich ijas 
attributed to deposition of grease on the vessel causing changes in 
surface tension* feter distilled in an all glass apj^ratus and 
deionised was found to give far better reproducibility. For all these 
measurementa care tea tWcen to mintain the ana C in a vertical 
position using a spirit level, m  sll^t deviations cawed inaccurate 
results especially In the measurement of the volumes delineated by the 
hairlines( .a■ and à!.

The vortical mnossster ena C, fabricated from precision bore 
tubing, was calibrated to give the volume per unit Imizgbh by the addition 
of knô æi aliquots of water and measureoent of the change in dietoaco 
between the water meniscus and the hairline b using a oathetometer#
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tap T was a grease-̂ free vaouum stopooch (Glass Precision 

Engineering Ltd#, Henel Hempstead)* These taps have a valve key 
fabricated from P*T*F*E* and therefore limit the solvent and solute 
to contact with Vyrox glass, P*?#P*E* and the mercury in the manometer.

% 8  vertioal manometer arm C was approzimately 3P cm long, there 
being about 24 cm between the hairline b and the water inlet capillary H. 
This length allowed the solubilities of gases to be measured over a 
considerable range of pressures and temperatures using a single 
charging of the apparatus.

(b) gie_^no3eter
In order to follow the change in pressure aooonpanying the 

dissolution of gas, the vertioal tube C of the cmin solubility vessel 
(Figures 2 and 3) was used as the hi^ pressure arm of a mercury 
manometer. This was connected throu^ a hi^ vacuum groase-free 
stopcock to a second vertioal tube U (Figure 2) viiich was used as the 
low pressure arm of the CKanoiaeter. This tube was about 140 om long 
and allowed the measurement of pressure differences from aero to 
130 cm Bg (1300 torr) # In order to maintain the level of mercury in 
the solubility vessel within the tube C, a mercury reservoir arm S 
was incorporated, adjustment being achieved by varying the pressure 
throu^ taps 3 end Tl of the air above the mercury in the reservoir*
Hith hi^ pressures in the main solubility vessel, pressures greater 
than one atmosphere were required in the reservoir arm end were 

obtained using a bicycle pump fitted with a football-blader adaptor/valve.
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FIGURE 3. 
The Manometer System.
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The reservoir biilb was approximately the same volame as the combined 
voltes of the manometer arms 1 and C to allow complet © adjiistment 
for all pressures up to 130cm %•

One of the greatest error® la the measurement of pressures 
using meroury columns is the capillary orror̂ "̂  du© to the surfac© ’ 
tension of Zmercury at the menlsous# ®his error was partly compcn#* 
sated hy using Pyrex glass tubing of the same internal diameter for 
both manometer arms# C and M* î&>wever, the magnitude of this effect 
is not only influenced by the bore of the tubing used# but also by the 
condition of the glass and mercury surfaces* feiy precautions wore 
talien in order to ensure clean glass surfaces and clean mercury.
The glass was cleaned using war© Quadralen© solutions followed by 
copious rinsing with grease-free water. The mercury used in the 
manometer was of triply^istilled quality, and was filtered through 
a pinhole and then redistilled under vacuum using grease-free glass 
apparatus fitted with P*T,F*E* sleeves on standard ground-glass joints. 
The manometer was filled with mercury idiile wider hi^ vacuum and with 
continuous pumping, the mercury being allowed to enter slowly to ensure 
that all dissolved gases were removed,

However, there was no way of avoiding one meniscus being *wet* 
through contact with the water used as solvent, and the other being "dry*, 
end correction for this difference between the menisci could not be 
applied due to lack of data on the surface tension of mercury in contact 
with water* This error ims therefore minimised by using a large
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internal diameter of 16 mm for the manometer tubes C and lU A greater 
diameter mB not used as this would have increased the volume and 
weight of mercury required excessively and also would decrease the 
sensitivity of the measur^ent of volume in terms of the length of tube C 
below hairline t« (Figure l)«

In order to maiataàa a reliable reference pressure in the low 
pressure arm of the manwaeter (&l), this arm ms pimped continuously 
during pressure measurements# The vapour pressure of mercury at the 
temperatures used is of the order of 10 torr and this continuous 
pumping thus ensured a reference pressure of less than 10 torr#

entire manometer was thermostated to the same temperatui*© as the
main solubility vessel (vide infra)•

Both arms of the manometer were set vertical using a spirit level,
and were positioned B cm apart, as close as possible# This facilitated
accurate measurements of the positions of the mercury menisci using a
cathetomoter situated about 22*50 cm away from the manometer* The 

94*sine error* due to deviations from the vertical of the cathetometer, was 
thus limited by allowing both menisci to be observed with minimum rotation. 
This error was further reduced by careful levelling of the oathotometer* 
For this purpose the incorporated small circular spirit level was 
inadequate, and it was found to be far more precise to use the linear 
spirit level on the telescope itself# Levelling was achieved by 
altering both the main and the telescope adjustments until rotation of 
the telescope and scale through iBO® caused no change in the position of
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the spirit level bubble* This procédure Viao repeated at $0̂  to the 
former positions, before the former positioi  ̂were checked*

It lias long been recognised that a greater accuracy is achieved by 
placing a scale alongside the c^rcury tubes rather than by using the 
oathetometer scale (Morley, to89«Hef#94»p*15)* i&ere the cathetoneter 
scale is used, largo errors ere introduced from eli^t deviations of 
the optical axis of the teloecope from horizontal* ¥ith a zaanc«aeter- 
to-cathetoDoter distance of 2250 cm a deviation from the horizontal of 
1*5 minutes of arc would cause an error of 0*1 mm if the cathetomotor 
scale tms usod̂ *̂ steel rules (3abone Chostorman Ltd*,
Birmingham)» calibrated in ssa and halfétaa, were used to provide a scale 
between, end at apprcxiwtely the same distance from the oathetometer 
08, the manometer arms (in practice, it was found necessary to place the 
steel rules 2 <aa further away)* The first of these m& a mateositio 
stainless rule graduated over CO cm and was used inside the water 
thensostating bath (vide infra) # The second was a %t carbon steel 
metre rule and was used outside the bath,above ̂but overlapping,the first 
rule* The rules were both claî xsd firmly at the top, but only 
sufficiently at the bottœa to maintain a vertical position set by spirit 
level* The vertical position was checked before end after each run in 
order to limit the error m.used by deviatioas (*cosine error*̂ )̂ * The 
li^t clamping at the bottom of each rule allowed thermal expansion to 
tube place without beniii^ of the rule*
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combined m e  of the two steel rules permitted the aocurate 

measurement of any level within the manometer system relative to these 
rules* To determine subdivisions of the rule scale divisions, the 
following method was used* The vertical oathetometer focussed on 
the mercury meniscus ©ad adjustments made to bring the èi^tiag-crosa 
coincident with the mercury meniscus* The oathetometer scale reading 
was recorded and the procedure repeated for t#o steel rule graduatioim,
1 asa ©part, one above and one below the mercury meniscus* The position 
of the mercury menisoss relative to the rule was then obtained by 
interpolation* The same procedure was adopted for measuring the levels 
of hairline b (Figure 2) and of Î M  solvent (mter) meniscus and also 
for the relative positiom of the two steel rules* In this way no 
correction was required for the thermal expansion of the cathetometor 
B^le# '  ̂- ,

Good illtsainatioa was required for accurate sighting on the mercury 
n̂ niscus and also on the other levels recorded* Frontal illumination 
VOS foimd to be adequate for sitting on the two steel rules, but 
inadequate for the other levels due to reflection of ll^t from the 
glass and mercury surfaces* Green transmitted li^t has been 
reoomaended and ms found to silhouette the mercury menisci sharply 
and also greatly facilitate sitting on hairline b and on the solvent 
meniscus # Best results were obtained by blanking off the lî t̂ just 
above fhe meniscus thus preventing any reflections from its surface.
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method gives Illumination of the meniscus as seen through the 
oathetometer by nearly parallel li^t in the vertical direction thus 
simulating the conditions found necessary for greatest precision by 
other authors'"^without necessitating the use of lenses* The 
illumination however had to be repositioned for each reading* A 
15 watt * pearl* bulb ia conjunction with a clear-green filter was 
blanked off for half its vertical illuminated length and used for the 
low pressure arm M of the manometer* The higii pressure arm C was 
illuminated using an 11 inch fluorescent 6 watt tube* This was wrapped 
in a green filter end sealed inside a pyrex tube for use in the water 
bath (vide infra) • A black plastic rider on the pyres tube movable by 
a wire from outside the water bath allowed the li^t above the mmisoua 
to be blanlted off*

Using the above method, measurements of the positions of all the 
levels were poproducible to - 0*002 cm* The calculation of the 
pressures from those readings together with the corrections that had to 
be applied, is discussed in a later section (h) *

(o) The Che Biirotte and Baromoter

A gas burette was built to the normal design* The volumos used
B3were sli^tly smaller than those used by Dymond et al , the fixed 

volunca being epproximtely 20 cm  ̂and 30 cm  ̂la combination with a 
25 cm^ graduated burette tube* These two volimes and the burette tube 
were calibrated by woi^ing the mercury displaced from each* The gas
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burette was desired to be lased outside the thermootating tank for
the solubility apparatus (vide infra) ia orler to faeilitat© operation and
m a  thorsjoatsted by rapid clrcidatim of mter throng a jacket#
A therssDStating circulator with Inbuilt chiller (Churchill Instrument
Co# Ltd* Perivale, lîiddleses) was used and m a  set at 25̂ 0# The
tesporatui'o of the circulating mter was measured m  exit from the gas—
burette jadœt# Creaoe-free, higdi vacuum, P*T#F*S* otopoodke were
used throû iiout# The pressure reference tube, opm to the etmosphore,
was beside the graduatod bui'ctto tube and of the same inteïmî diameter#

The operation of this apparatus necessitated a knowledge of the
atsosphorio prcGSure at the time ami place of Two barometers ,
were tested using the gaa solubility apparatus manometer, with the main
vessel open to the atmosphere, as a standard# The first of tWso
barometers (Chemistry Department) was found to give readings about
2#5 mm above those obtained using the laasmoter# The second (Physics
Departmmt) differed from the Esnomoter readings by only about 0#1 mm,
but this was considorod to be within the limits of reproducibility for
this baroaoter, since the mercury in the reservoir was covered with a
soum# It also become apparent, from a series of readings using the
first barometer con̂ ?ored with readings on the manometer, that this
instrument was m t  enable of the precision req»iired# The appareî it
reproducibility of the reading from the first barometer ma i 0#4 mm %,
far worse than the estimated precision of Î 0*025 m  for this type of

94instrument under optimum conditions ♦
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Dug to this lack of on ©dequate existing instrument, a barometer 
m s  ooastruoted and Inooï^rated into tho solubility apparatus* Â 
roservoir of about 40 mm Internal diameter ms usai in omjunotion 
with a medium boro (approadiaately 8 mu external dianxster) barometer 
tube iAlch ma ooimeoted to 16 mm internal bore tubing to cover the 
region 70 ca to 62 ca above the s*eservoir* The oapillary error*^^ 
m s  therefore limited by the large areas of the menisci* The cathoto- 
meter vsb used for cmsurlng the hei^t of the mercuiy oolmm using the 
eomo steel rules as for the mnometor and the same typo of illumination* 
Similar procautiom were taZcen, but the barometer unavoidably had to 
be placed about ̂  om further from the cathetomeîier that the ml os, 
necessitating very uortsful levelling of the oathetometer* Continuous 
pumping on the upper mercury surface ensured a good vacuum* The 
calculations end the oorreotions involved in these calculâtioi2S of the 
atmospheric pressure from the hel^t of the læroury oolusn mre the same 
m  for the csmoiaeter and are discussed later*

To operate, the gen burette m s  ovaomted and mercury from the 
reservoir admitted to fill the fixed volnmc«a and graduated burrete tube* 
T5ic gas m s then introduced, displaoing the EBroury fromvthe two fixed 
volumes and the graduated tube badk lato the reservoir* The mercury 
level in the two fixed volumes m s  adjtated to the bottom hairline and 
tho etopoock to this arm closed* By adjustment of the height of the 
reseivoir, the menisci in the graduated tube and in the proseuro 
reference tube wore brouglit to the same level using the oathetometer for 
eooparison. The graduated burette tube reading was recorded* Gas
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m s  thon admitted to the solubility vessel and the levels of the

merouiy oenisoi ia the qbb burette readjusted# la raost oases this
involved filling both fixed volumes with mercury followed by adjustment
of the levels in the graduated and reference tubes# Â glass plunger
fitted with P#T»F#B* •0* rings was fitted ia © side arm on the reservoir
and coupled to a screw-thread to allow fine adjustment of the mercury
level in the reservoir* The atmospheric pressure, using the barometer
described ia the previous section and the temperature of the theriao-*
stating water, were recorded, allowing the amount of gc&s added to the
solubility vessel to be calculated from the difference between the
volumes in the gas burette before and after the addition*

This method allowed the initial quantity of gas to bo measured
in a ♦dry* state, i.e. free of solvent vapour# It has been suggested
that the commonly used *wet* method frequently gives rise to low values

' 77 Fd 97 ' 'in the measurement of gas eolubilities especially if there is
say uncertainty m  to whether the gas is saturated with solvent vapour# 

The main difficulty found during operation of the gas burette 
was cauood by changes ia atmospheric pressure# Changes of only 1 to 2 
cm %  in the gas pressure within the gas burette can cause adiabatic 
boating or cooling sufficient to require on additional half-hour in 
order to attain temperature equilibrium^^'Thus after addition of 
gas to the solubility apparatus and rou(^ adjustnent of the gas burette 
bad!-: to atmocpherio pressure, at least half an hour had to be allowed
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before final adjTietaent and meaeureaente coiald be made# This time 

m s  almost in'variably ©\2fficient for significant changes in atmospheric 
presenre to have occurred, and no imthod for the control of atmospheric 
pressure ms available* These fluctuations made it essential for the 
barometer to be road as near to the time of reading the gas burette as 
possible* However, tmdor some weather conditions, those fluctuations 
Were so fkst that, even during the interval between the measurements 
of the two mercury menisci of the barometer, there were significant 
changes in atmospheric pressure*

It Was also found necessary to add the solvent to the solubility 
vessel after addition of the gas* In early experiments addition la 
the reveres order led to errors due to diffusion of water vapour from 
the solubility apparatus Into the gas burette during the addition of gas* 
This caused low values for the cmjount of gas added, and consequently low 
values for gas solubilities*

(d) Solvont end Solute miri float ions

For goa solubilities, the purification of the solvent and solute
are contributing factors to the accuracy, especially t&ere low
solubilities are involved* In particular, incomplete degassing has
been considered to be a main source of error in the determination of gas 

68 'solubilities  ̂ The most frequently used method of degassing a liquid 
is to boll away a portion of it under vacuum* Usually to of the 
solvent has to be evaporated off and tests (vide infra) have to be used 
to ensure cosqslete degassing* This pumping usually has to be continued 
for several hours*
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àn alternative method has been mod in order to minimi so the

loss of solvent involving punping on the fro&on solvent followed by
melting without punning* Hiis cycle has to be repeated several timoo
and tests to ensure complete degassing are even more important than in

77the previous method #
93In order to ensure complete degassing, Clever ̂  al used the

first method to remove about of the dissolved gas, imd thon sprayed
the preliminary degassed liquid through a fine noasle into mi evacuated
flîaah* Rapid and complete degassing by this method was claimed*

99A similar method had been employed for the degassing of oils
From previous experience on the vacuum line, degassing by pumping 

on frozen or liquid solvents was found to be far less efficient than by 
tisp̂ -tô trap distillation* Thia method effectively combines the two 
operations used by Clover ̂  Into one operation. Since all the 
solvent is evaporated, degassing is aliaoot ccKoplete after one dis
tillation* However, even with continuous pushing, e<xae gas is trapped 
in a matrix of condensed solvent and a second distillation is required 
to remove the last traces of gas from the solvent*

The apparatus used mss completely greaso-free* This was achieved 

by using grease-free, hi^̂ -̂ vacwa, stopcocks with P*T*F*E* valve keys in 
pyr€^ glass* Greaoe-fi'e© distilled water fjos obtained by distillation
from acidic pctassium permanganate solution* This îjos introduced into 
the vacuwn line in a 5CX) cm round-bottomed flao!c fitted with a grease- 
free joint (J, Young, Scientific Glassware, Acton)* The traps usod
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were of a ♦U* tub© design, but built to aoooooodato the distillation
of 850 aliquots of eolvent, tlio tm arm boing approxiisatoly 6*3 cm

and 2*3 ca in diapoter with the eolvont being oojdonooi la the larger
asm* Thio diameter t*u3 found to be eufficimt for coîîdonsing about
300 cm of liquid solvent before blod:ing the tube* The t m  ams
were joined by a horizontal 6*5 cm tubo over 9 oa long.
This large volume below the tw asms allowed the solvent to melt inside
the ♦Ü*' tubo without the liquid moniscus being in the arms# Vith

volumes greater than about 275 oô , the solvent la the enro prevented
water vapour passing througji tho trap and caused severe •bumping* lAen
the solvmt was being distilled out of the trap#

Two traps of this design wore used to allow two euccGûslve
distillations* Iki order to ̂ îsure o(%#lete dogossing the solvent
was distilled a third time under hi#i vaooiua into a ̂ )0 cc? round-
bottomel flash equipped with a capillary tub© for siphoning the solvont
out* Hy th*‘s method the solvent could be transferred to a 5̂
storage vessel, the vapour pressure of the solvent being eufficient to
initiât© siphoning if the solvent was slightly warmed#

Sie most uoed criterion for ccaplete degassing has been the
reproducibility of the measureamta or, its corollary, th© agreeoent
between several workers for the ease moosuresont* This criterion has 

77been criticised in that it does not allow for the repetition of 

systematic errors and also perpetuates older moasurements as standards 
then they m y  have been superseded by more reliable measureomts*
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Two additioml criteria for complete degassing have been used *
The first involves the nionitoring of the pressure of non~conienoible 
(by liquid nitrogen) vapoizrs during degassing# A vacuum gauge is 
situated between the piE%)ing system mad a liquid nitrogen trap 
protecting it from the solvent degassing system# In this the 
pressure recorded drops during degassing until the base pressure of the 
pump is reached indicating that only negligible amounts of non-coŝ denoible 
g^es are present# , Eowovor, whoa the degassing procedure involves the 
Bimltaneous boiling and pumping on the solvent, it has bem recoimeMed
that an additioml quantity of oolvent should be evaporated to be.

T7eettain of coLipleto degassing "
The second method requires the cushioning of the degassed solvent 

between mercury followed by inspection for gas bubbloe* This method is 
quite sensitive since gas bubbles much smaller tiicn ca^ can be 
detected, and siÆice solution rates are slow, the bubbles will persist 
for several mnutes# '

Tho former of tliOGo two criteria was used to enouro the cornplcte 
de-^^sing of the solvent during trap-to-trsp distillations# A liquid 
nitrogon trap situated between the water distillation aosombly and the 
root of the vacuum line and gas solubility apparatus prevented wator 
vapour reaching the pumping system, the base pressure of %Aich was 
between 10 and 10 toir# An ionjoation-type procsuro gauge %saB uood 
to monitor the pressure of gaocs not condomod by the liquid«?nitrogon trap#
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Preliaàïiary evacuation of the round-bottomed flask la which the 

solvent was introduced removed moot of the above the water with 

only a little water being lost to the llquid-nitrogea trap* Following 

this, it ixis found beneficial to allow several hours for re—equilibration 

between the liquid end gas pliosos before dà±allation to the first •U* 

tube \mB ocmmonced* Crushed solid carbon dioxide in acetone was used 

throîi£̂ out for the condensing of water vapour*

Following an initial pressure surge during the first distillation, 

the gauge-recorded pressure was maintainod below torr by adjustment 

of the iateroonnccting stopcock, \M.ch Could be fully opened after a few 

minutes of distillation* By maintaining this low pressure, only small 

amounts of gas were trapped in the ice matrix* During the second 

distillation, the gaugo-recorded pressure quickly fell from an initial 

pressure of under 10**̂ torr to the base pressure of the pmnping system*
This base pressure was maintained throughout the third distillation, 

indicating that, within the limits of this criterion, complete degassing 

had been achieved by the first two distillations* Â water bath roughly 

thermostated at tempomtures up to 60°C was used to increase the rates of 
the second and third distillation and also for the first after the inter

connecting stopcock was opened fully* The water was stored In a vessel 

sealed by high-vaoum stopcocks* The vacuum system between the siphon 

trap and the main solubility vessel inclusively was thoroughly cleaned 

with warm Quadralene laboratory Detergent solutions followed by copious 

rinsing with grease-free distilled water end finally pumped for several days*
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This guarded a^inst contamination of the water after the final 

distillation#

for use in tbo gos solubility apparatus woo purified by trap- 

to-trap distillation within the nain vacuum line (vide infra) • 

Distillation throu^ o trap refrigerated by an iso-pent one slush (-160̂ C) 

removed all likely impurities from the research grade used (Air 

Products and (Siemicals, Inc,, Pennsylvania, U.3*A#), The passing 

throu^ this trap was mainly collected in a liquid nitrogen trap and any 

nitrogen or oxygen ir:̂ urity was pumped off# Some ÎF^ unavoidably 

lost on passing throu{^ the liquid nitrogen trap# The purity of the 

m s  confirmed by pressure measuroments on the vapour above liquid 

IFj held at -126̂ 0 (tîethyl-cycîohexaaô eluoh) before end after expanoim 
of the vapour into an evacuated bulb# Ho significant change in the 

vapour pressure observed ( — 1#5 mm %) #
Research grade (Air Products and Chanlcals, Inc#, Pennsylvania, 

U#3#A#) was used with a stated purity of 99#0 , the major cxmtamimnts 

being HOF end H^O# exhibited a pale purple coloration %Jhm.

condensed in the vacuum lino strai^t from the cylinder# This purple 

coloration has been attributed to the thermally unstable expound 
HP^^^7t100,101̂  it being estimated that as little as 0,10 of 
caused a pronounced purple coloration# Purging on the condensed gas 

held at -196®C also showed the presence of an irpurity with a vapour 
pressure at this temperature of about 5 % tO*̂  torr (probably end 

this Ic^urity was removed by repeated fractionation with pumping throog^
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in samples is well doomoated, a survey of the literature revealed

that CK>Gt studies had apparently been carried out without further

purification, and no method for the removal of this impurity could be

found* However, the presence of an ic^urity even to the extent of less
than 0*1'̂  could cause serious errors in solubility determinations. The

impure was therefore fractionated throu^ a trap at -160®C

(isopontano slush) to a trap at -196^0 in an attempt at purification,

The vapour pressure of at has been variously estimated as

0,329 torr^^, 0,564 torr^^ end 1,638 torr^^ and thus this gas should
pass ©lowly tbrou^ a trap at is known to dissociate in

27the gas phase to and HO , and since the vapour pressure of the 
latter is greater than 100 torr at -160®G, HO should posa throu^ this 

trap quickly. During this distillation, passed only very slowly

throu^ the trap at -160®G, but cocmarison of the contents of the two 

traps after about one hour of fractionation revealed only a very slight 

difference in coloration, the contents of the -196^0 trap being eli^tly 

darker. It was evident that either the had not decomposed

extensively in the vapour phase dm'ing distillation, or that recombination 
of HPg radicals with W  had ocoun^cd during condensation of the in

the -163®C trap* lb vapour pressure data for EF^SO has been reported, 

but from this distillation it was apparent that at -163^0 its vapour 
pressure must be approximately the came as that for
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Furlficatioa m s  eventually achieved by mixing the impure 

with bromine in the Vapour phase* Bromine should %mt react with 

^2^4 theoe conditions * but should react with nitric oxide to form
H3Dr* A reaction time of approximately 1 hour was allowed before 
excess bromine was removed by fiwfcionation throu^ a trap at -Oo^C 
(solid CO^acetone) * The fraction not retained by this trap ims 

trapped at -196^0 and on warming formed a clear liquid, in which a very 
faint mauve colorati<m could just be detected, above a brown ©olid* 
Fractionation of this throu^ to —196^0 at first produced a

fmet ion passing throng ̂ 1(9)®C $61ch on melting was a pal© mauve, 
liquid, the coloration being of about the same intensity as the liquid 

before purification. Continued fractionation tbrougii these traps 

produced fractions held at -196®C with steadily decreasing coloration, 

until after one hour no coloration could be detected. This fraction

was collected for a further tea hours la order to obtain ©li^tly less
A *than 10 cm"̂  of liquid eazaple*

T m  gas phase infra-red spectrum of this sa^lo recorded over the 
range 4000 cm*^ to €25 cm""̂  (Perkln-€lmer, Itodel 257) showed absorption 
maxima at 1029, 10l2, 1009, 997, 959, 945, 932 and 735 cm**% These 
frequencies are in excellent agreement with literature 
106,107,108,109̂  ^0 other absorptions were detected even at hii;̂
pressures and the absorption observed at cm"^ must be assigned
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as an Impurity In agreement mth the assignment of Host or and

, In particular, no absorption was fomd in the region 

of 645 emT̂ , the frequency assigned to the Î3-Br stretch for 

The purity of this sample was oontlvmà by the method used for EP^ by 

vapour pressure measurements before and after expansion with the 

liquid held at about —3D®C* (Solid COp/ao©ton© slush) . Ho

significant pressure change was observed. ( - l#5 mm %.).

HP^ and were stored in previously evacuated vessels at —196̂ 0#

(c) To^wereture Control. •

A full analysis of the effect of temperature fluctuations on gas
4-ic 77solubility measurements has been published by Cook# • Four main 

faotoi’S were given; the temperature coefficient of the solvent vapour 

pressure; the temperature coefficient of solubility or the change in 

the equilibrium partial pressure of the dissolved gas with temperature 

at approximately constant concentration; the temperature level of the 

experiment; and the pressure level of the experiment. The magnitude 

of these factors depends not only on the system studied, but also on the 

type of apparatus used. Cook found that temperature control to 1 O.t^C 

was adequate for an overall precision of — 0*03f using his apparatus 

for the system - zWieptane in the range - 30°G to 50^0. A preliminary 

calculation, however, showed that considerably better thermostating was 

required for use with the present apparatus. This difference partly 

resulted from the lower eolubilities to be measured, but also from the
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77 112design of the apparatus. Cook*s apparatus designed ©ueh

that all hut about 1 cm̂  of the solute gas ma  dissolved, limiting 

the range of presswes and temperatures that oould be covered using 

one charging of the appoint us and also necessitating a good estimate 

of the solubility before starting to take measurements. In the 

present apparatus, the gas dissolved was calculated from the difference 

between the gas originally added (about fX) cm^ at H.T.P.) and the gas 

remaining undissolved (90 to 95 om^ approximately) •

Prom calculations on using the solubility data reported by
P.A %Smith et al this difference should be 5-1^ era • Analysis of the 

effect of temperature fluctuations on this basis showed that for an 

overall precision of O.lf, temperature control to — O.OlG wuld be 

necessary at 58 0̂, but only to — 0.03C at 15°C.

A %mter bath was fabricated from a 33 gallon ̂ Ivanisel Iron tank 

(?• X 1* 3" by ?♦ high). % e  front ?• % 2* face was removed and 

replaced by ̂  plate glass. A water seal hatmm. the glass and

the metal w^s achieved using Cold-Cure Sllastomer 9l6l (Hbpkin and 

Williams Ltd., Chsiwell Heath, IDesex). The gloss was wedged to maintain 

a position about 3/l6" from the frame and held In pwiti^n by stays across 

the tank before the liquid Silastcxser was poured between the frane end the 

gloss and allowed to set imder the Influence of the catalyst. The ©tj^ 

were left permanently In position since Sil&stoamr has poor adhesive 

properties lAen set. This method of soling was fmmâ preferable to
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at temperatures above ?5^c causing extensive leaJclng# This tank 

oould be raised to surround completely the main solubility vessel to 

above tap ? (Figure 2) and the manometer arm U and compensating arm H 

up to this level. A eemi-submersibl© pump (Grant Instruments 

(Cambridge) Ltd., ^^rrington, Cambridge) was used to provide fast 

circulation of water from the bath through a jacket enclosing the part 

of the manometer arm M above the water bath* %is ensured that the 

manometer and cmln solubility vessel were thermostated to the same 

temperature* The level of m©rcr«ry in the coznpensating arm R was 

never outside the water bath and no further thermostating was required* 

Temperature control ms achieved using a mercury contact thermo- 

meter adjustable between 0® and tOÔ C (a# fellenkaïap and Co* Ltd.,

London. ) " in conjunction with a hot-wire control relay

(Sunvio Controls Ltd., supplied by Griffin and George Ltd., Wembley)* 

Four iîmerslon heaters were used to allow heating mtes between 250 mtts 

and 2250 mtts, and the rate was varied with the bath temperature 
required such that the heaters were operating gO^ of the time. A neon 
indicator light fitted to the control relay facilitated this selection 

of heating rate* For temperatures just above and below ambient, oxi 
even, slow cooling rate was ensured by slow cold water flow throu^ a 

cooling coil, made from 5 feet of 3/8" diameter copper tubing, %jhich was 

submersed in the wter bath. For temperatures tail below ambient, two 

chiller circulators (Churchill Instruments Co* Ltd., Perivale, Middlesex)
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were used in series to circulate refrigemted anti-freeze solution 

through the copper cooling coil. Thermostatic control could he 

maintained at temperatures down to about 10 degrees helow the ambient 

temperature hy this method.

Â four inch, six-bladed stirrer was mounted on a 12" shaft and 

driven hy an electric motor rated at 0.13 horsepower and 1400 

revolutions per minute. This motor was originally mounted on the 

framework supporting the main solubility vessel and rcnometer, hut was 

found to cause excessive vibration* Â heavy-duty fbxible drive was 

therefore used to allow the motor to he mounted remote from the main 

framework, considerably reducing the vibration. Further reduction ma 
achieved using a P*T#F.E# bearing round the shaft near the stirring 

blade. This stirrer was positioned to give maximum circulation of 

imter round the tank, with the shaft at an angle of aWut 45^ to the 

horizontal* % e  immersion heaters and cooling coil were positioned 

such that water flowed past the heaters, down past the stirring blades 

and through the coil.
The temperature stability of this system was tested using a 

plat inuç-resistance wire coupled throu^ a bridge to a chart recorder, 

giving a 3 cm per centigmde degree scab* Temperatures between 15^C 

and 45^0 were tested, and each m s  mintained to Î O.OI^C, with eli^tly 

better stability than this at temperatures near ambient.

A constant-level device m s  incorporated into the design in order 

to compensate for changes of the water level in the water bath due to
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evaporation or to a change of temperature* A siphon tube maintained 

the water la the water bath at the same level an in a tube outside the 

bath, and the level in this tube was maintained by constant flow of 

mter into the tube and out of an overflow*

The vacuum etopoooks used on the main solubility vessel and at the 

bottom of the manometer system were inaaersed in the water bath during 

runs* Despite the temperature range of from -20°F to 4400®F 

(-29°C to 2D4®C) quoted by the aanufaoturers, these P#T#F#E# keyed 

stopcocks failed to maintain a vacuum at 15̂ 0# This necessitated a 

modification lAich is described in the section dealing with the vacuum 

line (vide infra).

(f) Callbrg.tlons.

The results of the volume calibratio!^ of the main solubility veosel 

emd of the gas burette, i^ich have been described, are given in Table 1. 

The accuracies of these calibrations have been estiimted and the limits

are expressed either in terms of twice the standard deviation of the mean
IPO , **for the measurements B^e \por n readings vr with mean 7 .I — m n

/ ( 7 ^Standard Deviation of the mean *» I «5--— — &L.) or as the spread of the
V n (n-l)

readings from the mean.

Data of the accuracy and coefficients of linear thermal cxpaK^ioa 
of the two steel rules and of the coefficient of thenml capozslon of 

•Pyrex* glass are listed in Thble ?♦
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TASIS 1. ?cr.c;3 CAim?ATI3S

HalnSolnblli ty Femmel %t 2®»®0
Part Volume (om̂ ) Intimated AcoiJiraoy(cm )

Tap T to hairline b. 378.0136 Î 0.005 **
Hairline b to hairline a* 218.3 (see text)

Eairllno b to hairline a*. 282.0 (see test)

Per cm length of tube below 2.0006 i 0.012
hairline b.

fas Birette at

Part Volume {oxa?) Estimated Acouracy(oa^)

Largo calibrsted volime* 29.078 t 0.002'*'
Small oalibmt^d volume. 18.185 1 0.0D1 ̂

Graduated tubs. ’
. , , Goal© Reading Volume (on̂ ) .Deviation from scale

0 0 0
' ■ ' ■ 2 1.998 -0.002
, , . 3. 3.018 40.018

5 5.023 40.023
7 7.039 40.039

' ' ID 10.051 40.051
12 12.060 40.060
15 15.073 40.073
IT 17.075 40.075

'20 20.073 40.073
22 22.067 40.067
25 25.069 40.069

Estimated eoovrscy of volume between any two levels1 . ^.02cm^
[ÜGtimted limits are expressed in terms of talos the standard deviation 
of the mean^^ or (for limits tsaiked by *) in terms of the spread of the 
readings taken.]
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Steel Ruleg
Rule Accuracy Coefficient of linear
60 cm IWemltlo ■ ■ 4 ̂   . ,erpansioa ^
Stainless, 0.0'!' 03 at 20^C 10*9 X 10 C

100 cm ii Carbon t 0.025 cm at PO^C 11.1 s 10^
Steel.
P̂yrex* Glesa
Coefficient of linear Thermal Expansion » 0.033 x 10*̂

(for 300^0)
Coefficient of Cubical Thermal Ibrpansion # 0.099 % 10"  ̂C*"̂

TABLB 3
Hiermometer 1.(for use with Eorette). Calibrated at 13 different 
temperatures between 24̂ 0 and 2€*5̂ C. At all te%>cratnres tested.
T » [(Sending of thermometer l) 4 0.08)̂ 0.
Thermometer 2. (for use in fete? Thermostat feth)
T M [(Soading of thermomoter 2) 4 A]®C.
Temperature (̂ C) 6(®C)

15 0.10
25 0.16
35 0.24 . _
45 0.33

flieraometer 3. (for tme to measure ambient tmperature-temperature of 
0.1^ Carbon Steel rule).
Calibrated from SÔ C to 30̂ C*
Temperat w e  (̂ C) A(̂ C)

20 0.15
25 0.13
ID 0.18
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Three meronry-in«glas3 thermometers, . gradû fced from -5^0 to 5O^0&

were calibrated "by comparison with a therometer calibrated at the

National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Middlesex. The results of

these calibrations are listed in feble 3*

During the calibrations of the volumes of solvent contained

between hairlines b and a and hairlines b and a* of the main solubility

vessel, great difficulty was experienced in filling the apparatus to

place the meniscus exactly on the hairlines a and a*. The accuracy of

these calibrations affects not only the accuz%cy of the measurement of

the solvent volume, but also the accuracy of the measurement of the

volume of residsal gas after solution equilibration. Since only 
35-10 cm of gas at IT.T.P. should dissolve, the accuracy of the measurement 

of this gas volume must be to about - 0*05 for an overall accuracy 

of in the measurement of the solubility. The diameter of the main 

solubility vessel at the levels of hairlines a and a* is about 9 cm and, 

therefore, for this overall accuracy, the level of the meniscus in the 

side arm must be coincident with the meniscus to i 0.008 mm# It was not 

felt that this accuracy oould be achieved.

in a trial solubility run using as solute, the water volume was 

measured five times by bringing its meniscus to hairline a* and measuring 

the vertical length between hairline b end the mercury meniscus in tube 0 

(figure P). The edjustmmt of the pressure in the manometer compensating 

arm in order to “bririQ the water meniscus coincident with the hairline was 

found to be very difficult. After each measurement, the position of the
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water meniscus was moved and then readjusted to again bring it 

coincident# The spread, or standard deviation of these results, is, 

therefore, a measure of the accuracy of Baling the water meniscus and 

hairline coincident# The accuracy found (twice the standard deviation 

of the mean) " was - 0#12 om'̂ , IMieating that this method of 

measi'irlng the solvent volume was hot suffioiently accurate#

The total volume of the main solubility vessel was known to 

within satisfactory limits and therefore the residual gas volume could 

be calculated, provided that the solvent volume Is ̂ sufficiently defined* 

The factor therefore required In order to achieve satisfactory accuracy 

of the measured solubilities was an accurate method for the delivery of 

a known volume of solvent (about 300 om̂ ) into the main solubility 

vessel# A solvent calibration vessel was built for this purpose and 
incorporated in the solubility apparatus between the solvent storage 

vessel and the solvent inlet to the main solubility vessel# This 

apparatus is shown in Figure 4# The bulb A was designed such that a 
volume of about 300 cm^ could be tmpped in between taps and T^*

The evacuated bulb A could be filled with solvent throng tap from 

the storage vessel, and the fixed volume of solvent contained between 

the three closed taps could then be transferred to the main solubility 

vessel throuf^ tap Tg# feter was forced throu^ the fine (0#5 

internal diameter) capillary connecting this vessel to the main 

solubility veosel by the introduction of mercury under pressure throu^ 
tap Tj from a reservoir#
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Solvent Calibration Vessel.

0-5 mm. capillary 
to Main Solubility Vessel

1-5 mm. capillary 
from Solvent 
Storage Vessel.

from Hg. Reservoir.
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%%3 vessel ims calibrated by weicbir.̂  deptsseî water delivered 
froT3 the vessel throv̂ ÿ̂i the 0.5 otî capillary. % e  vessel was
positioned to be inside the water bath when in w e  and g'lass-blovjn

into the solubility apparatus except that the 0.5 sa eapillai^ wim

not connected to the main solubility vessel. Iho calibration vessel

m s  filled with degassed water» which was then displaced by mercury

and forced out through the capillary tubing and collected in a conical
flask. This m s  cooled in an ie© bath to guard a(?ainet loss of water
by evaporation. In order to transfer the water as completely as

possible, residual mter in the capillary was forced out by allowing

mercury to flow through into the conical flWt. The small bore of the
capillary tubing allowed the mercury thread to act as a piston and force

out the water. The flask was then stoppered and weired before most of

the water m s  decanted. The mercury remining m s  washed with methanol,
dried, and the flask and mercury then welded to constant weight, thus
allowing the wei^it of water to be calculated by difference. This

process m s  repeated five times using different flow rates through the
capillary to guard against possible eystematie errors. The volume of

water delivered by this method was calculated from the weight and was

30̂ . 1*̂1 cm^ at 25̂ 0, with an accuracy (twice the standard deviation of
the mean for (&% readings) of t, 0.0T4 cm̂ ,

The last calibmtion required m s  the measurement of the cimnge in

volume of the main solubility vessel with changes in the pressure Inside

the vessel, or, more precisely, with changes in the difference between
P'Athe pressures Inside and outside the vessel. Smith' states that this
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was a most important correction for his apparatus. The volume, with
negligible pressure difference, had already be n calibrated as
previously described, but in order to measure the volume with an

Internal pressure not equal to atmospheric pressure a different method
had to be employed. This calibration was achieved by pressure,

temperature and apparent volume measurements on gas samples previously

determined by addition to the tnaln solubility vessel from the gas
burette. Carbon dioxide m,s chosen, since it was readily obtainable

(solid CÔ ) and was easily purified by fractiojiatlon In the vacuum
111line, The second viriol coefficient is also known, allowing 

accîjirate calculations of the amount of gas from pressure, temperature 

end volume measurements.

Carbon dioxide was measured in the gas burette and the number of 

moles, o, of gas added to the main solubility vessel was calculated 

using the equation of state;

« 1 4 pressitret T, volumeî ?, absolute temperature*
TiîITT ^ 11H, gas constant? 3, second virial coefficient )

The main solubility vessel ms thermostat el end the temperature and 

pressure were measured, allowing the actual volume of gas to be 
calculated, egp,in using the equation of state* From the vertical 

distance from the mercury meniscus to hairline b and from the volume of 
the main solubility apparatus sialibrated with no pressure difference, the 
apparent volume of the gas was calculated* This progess was repeated



FIGURE 5.
Calibration Graph for Main 
Solubility Vessel.
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snver&l times ming different eooimta of gas and thiis with different

pressures in the main solubility ves'oel. A graph was plotted of the

difference between the actual and apparent volumes of the main

Bolubility vessel, AV, a^inst the pressura of gas inside the vessel,

end is shown in Figure 5* A graph of àV against the cube of the

difference (AP) between atraospherio pressure (T̂  cm %) end the

pressure inside the vessel Is linear (Figure 6)f M a  (AF)^/l7t,06B 
%where M  Is in cm and &F is in cm % .  % e  acouraoy of M  was 

estimated from the linear graph to be — 0#02 cm^#

During this calibration, great care had to be taken to ensure 
that fluctuât ions is atmos#ierio pressure woi>e small» Several readings 

were discontinued or discarded when these fluctuations became too large 
(i*e* la excess of — 0*03 mm)* Because of these difficulties, the 

Intended method of measuring the gas added to the main solubility vessel 
at the start of solubility runs was discarded* For all solubility runs, 

the gas was measured only rou^ly in the gas burette, instead of the 
intended acourat© mmsurement of the gas introduced using this ̂ paratus* 

Accurate soasurenent of the gas, by pressure, volume and tep^raturs 
moasuremonta In the main solubility vessel before the solvent was added, 
was found to be far more satisfactory in that fluctuations in atmospherio 
pressure did not effect the readings*

(g) Poadinrs end Calculations#

% e  solubility apparatus is shown diagrammatically In Figure ?.
5i© sequence of addition of the solvent and of the gas %as found to be
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Important as mentioned previously and the full method and sequence of 
operations and readings for a solubility run are given helow#

With the degassed water in the solvent storage vessel and with the 

purified gas stored at -196^6 in the main vacuum linOf the gas 

solubility apparatus (gas burette 0 and main solubility vessel B) was 
evacuated to better than 10 torr* By adjustment of the pressure in 

the manometer compensating arm B* the mercury level in the main 
solubility vessel was raised to bring the mercury meniscus to between 

the two hairlines on the eldo arm A* %is prevented too great an 

addition of gas from the gas burette to the main solubility veosel, 

ensuring that, after addition of gas, the pressure in the gas burette 
could be Sid justed bock to atmospheric pressure# With taps and 

(Figure 7) closed, the gas burette was filled throi#i tap with gas to 

a pressure of one atmosphere# % e  gas burette pressure, volume and 
temperature wore recorded before tap was opened admitting gas from the 

burette to the main solubility vessel# The mercury levels in the gas 

burette were adjusted, such that with tap closed, the pressure in the 

gas burette could be reo^usted to atmospherio pressure with the correct 

volume of gas added to the solubility vessel* This process oould be 

repeated if a greater amount of gas was required in the main solubility 
vessel# These gas burette measurements were used only as a guide, and 
not w  the basis for eeeurat© calculation of the number of moles of gas 
added# With the required amount of gas in the main solubility vessel, 
tap was opened, taking care that the mercury level the Emin 

solubility vessel m o  kept above the solvent inlet at the betters of tube C* 

The evacuated solvent voliim® calibrating vessel B was filled with the
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degassei tator froni the stora^ vessel F, W t  tap m s  left open# 

% @  hiilh D m a  filled oorpleteîy and no uubbles of gas could be 

observed, a farther indication that the uater m s  crü^letely degaesed, 
A similar criterion involving the cushioning of the solvent between 

mercury ̂  has boon mentioned in Section 1(d)#
She thermostat tank was raised, filled and thermostated to 2$^b# 

Mercury mo added slowly to reservoir E throu# tap T.̂  end degassed by 
continuous pumping on the reservoir# About one hour was allowed for 

thermal equilibration before tap was closed, calibrating the solvent 

volume in vessel D# The amount of gas in the main solubility vessel 

was determined by measurement of the positiô iS of both mercury menisci 

in the manometer, and of the position of hairline b# This allowed the 

pressure and volume of the gas sample to be deteroinod and thus the 
number of moles of gas from the relevant equation of state# For

lie
end ̂ 2̂ 4» equations of state used wore those given by P^ikmtov ct ■

These were in the form of a van dor feals equations
(P + ” - b3) » nHÏ with I - 7.4300 x 10*  ̂atm. cm® end
B I» 66.712 cm^ for BgF., end with â • 3.4777 x 10 atm.cm and

%
B « 53#(̂ 74 cm for BF^# Froosur®, volume end temperature measurements 

for the gas in the main solubility vessel were repeated as a check on the 
emoimt of gas# The accuracy of this method of measuring the gns was 

estimated to be t l#0 % 10*̂  moles (twice the standard deviation of %e 

mean) for an addition of 5 z 10**̂  moles of (Î 0,02^)#
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The thermostat tank was emptied and lowered and the meroury 
level in the main eoltability vessel was lowered to just below the 

solvent inlet, care being taken, however, to keep the mercury meniscus 

in the tube C# Tap was closed and taps Tg, and fj (Figure 7) 

were opened# Mercury from the reservoir E, entering the solvent 

volume calibrating vessel (D) , was allowed to force the water slowly 

through the capillai^ tube into fie main solubility vessel. ISien all 

the water was ezpelled, mercury m s  allowed to flow throu#, the 
capillary tube until the mercury meniscus in tube C rose to above the 

solvent Inlet. Tap was closed, and, by admission of air into the 

manometer oompemating a m  (H), the level of mercury In the oanomotcr 

ana B m o  raised such that on sli^t opening of tap the mercury 

meniscus in tube C rose slowly until just below hairline b. It was 

observed that If this meniscus rose too fast, some solvent was trapped 

between the mercury column and the glass below the mercury meniscus.

The flow of mercury from the manometer arm M into tube C was therefos*© 

controlled by tap until it could be fully opened without movement of 

the menismm#

With known amounts of gas and solvent trapped in the main 

solubility vessel, the submersible motor driving the magnetic follower was 

started and the thermostat tank was raised, filled and thermostated#

Three hours of fast stirring were found to be sufficient for equilibration 
between solute in the solution and gas phases, but an eztm half*-hc5ur or
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Accolemtioîî duo to gravity# g m pOl,1726l (i 0#00364)<%z*soo

(standard g » 980*6̂ 5 csa.aoà**" )
117Bemlty of îlsrcury* Re-f. p#F5*

Density of IJator# pp P4f PS#
..■a #4%

TapoKr Prooouro of Ihter#j5̂ . *
117 11'̂lootherml Comr̂ regslbilitT of tfeter» '

Sulk lîodalBa (I-Ç - (Pp-ï>^)/((V^-Vg)Ai) 
p5? t# pressurei volumo# I5F « initiais final*

Isothermal Cosproosibiîity (ẑ ) » 1^4^

T<°C) Xç(m^dyna“'' z lO"")
0 5.02

10 4.73
50 4.53
%  4.57
33 4.43
45 4.44
55 4.44
(76*0 btGaadord oa#%. « 1 standard AtimsiAm « 1 #0133 z 10̂  dyne «soT̂ )
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hour W d  to be alloiised before taking readings for the dispersal of 

bubbles of gas on the eurfaoe of the solvent • After this time, 

the room end thermostat bath teopesaturea were recorded and the 
oathetometer was used to measure the levels of the two mercury 

menisci, the solvent menisous, end hairline b and also the n lative 

posit 1(%13 of the two steel rules* These measurements were sufficient 

for the calculation of the solubility (vide infra) * TMs procodure 

was repeated several times for each température of the thermostat bath, 
using different pressures of gas above the solvent, thus allowing a 

check that the oystem m s  equilibrated*

An ezamplo of the calculations is ehown below in order to 

illustrate the corrections involved* Data used in the calculations, 

but not proviomly listed, is given in Tiblo 4*

r>̂,Tjy>le of Calculations

(i) Calculation of the Initial Quantity of Gas (before addition of 
solvent) *

Gaa

Bath Thermometer) Heading » PA.BiC t Temperature #» F4*97C

)vcl Cothotometer Heading . Position on Huleo

> Meniscus in Tube C 34.8P7 P9.5505 on fO oa

&
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îiAvel Cat het omet or Pendi ng Position on Fuies
[Position of %  meniscus In Tube C «» ~ ^ 29*5

(34.87^-34.777)

m P9.5505 on (%> cm rule]
Eairlino b 36$T»35 30.94% on 60 cm rule

30^} m  cm rule

%  monlecm in tlanoootor !•!. 14.195 95**1677 on.60 cm rule

l:S ® i«:S
Difference between mercury menisci o (5?* 1677 — P9.5503)

« (P2.6172) cm unoorreoted for thermal ezpansionoof rule 

= 22.6172 (1 4- 10.9 X 10 (24.97 -  20,00)) ca (oorreoted)

#% Pressure « Î?2.6l34 cm % *  at P4»97^
a 22.6134 (l3*5P40/l3.5955)<%n% at O^C 

. (correcting for change in deimity of Bg with tei#erature — 

all pressures are referred to mercury at Ô C)

» 22#5161 (981,17361/9'%)#665) csn Hg at standard g* 
m 23.5277(5) standard m  % ♦

Length of Tube C below hairline b and above Eg meniscus

» 1.39%3 cm (uncorrected for thermal ezpansion of rule)

a 1,39% (1 *  10.9 2 10 (24,97 -  20.% )) = 1.3991 ca (correctod),

Volume of Solubility Veocel above %  meniscus la Tube C (i.e. volume of
gas)

» 373,0136 (1 * (0.99 X lO’^X -0 ,03)) 
•»• 1,3931(2.0006) (l+(2 2 0.33 3c 10“5) (.0,03)) 

- 373.0133 4. 1.3931 X 2.000572 - 379.9165 ca



g o

thing Vkm âcr thaïs* oqtaatlcm
(? ♦ a ''âA r )(7  -  rS) -  n2'"

I» m 22.5277(5) 03. % .
? « 379.9163 ca*
? •> 297.1.'’ E
2 . 6236.37 03* <O.Jfe.S.*W.*'’
& m 7.4330 s fy^ata.oa® » 5.646-9 K t3“^'oa,^.œ.*

#) m rmdWr of ooloo of gas)

B « PS.712 03*

EGorpanging Van dor Ihals* equation 
?7 ♦ &A? ~ M Î  - n&q/zf # ans

j££ W  « ans - a^â/?7 + * %3.

üsl^ the approaiaatlon n 5 # 0  miom#
P7 ~  ens-v-D'- j ftî3~l05 n%77"f3"’*

®ta n*£3/S7^~ 10"*®

53209 tîso teïiB  R' A/s? aa4 n?S3/rT' ooa to aoeleoted. 

,*. F7 • an? ♦ PnD 
OP a » m/(n? ♦ vd)

m 0.00459vCl m lm  of goo#

Avomgo of 3 roodingo # Q#0)459%1 oolos of gss*
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(ii) Calculation of Amount of Gas disoolved.

Goo MyP^ *
• o o

Bath Thomomotor* Heading » i Teoperaturo » P5*01C w
O oTTiorrrmotop for 100 cm rule; Heading « PI.800 i Tmporature » P1*9dG#

C^-thcto^tor Poadinr Poe it ion on HalotnmMm nmmrnrmmiiimi nwn i w w# iwm ii« ■ nwii wWw# mmtmimmmmm

%  TGoniscua ia Thb© C 3P.6d1 07*3830 oa €0 cm

11:3 «  »  g ; i

Ihirlino b 36*029 30*936? on 60 ora
30.9) ___ (36.193
31*0} ^  ^

Bolvont moniSGua 43*86? 38*5798 on 60 ca
|;|j 60 OB. rule

rule

58.0 on 60 csa rule 19*961 3*4162 on 1(X) csa
|;|jlOO«rule j|:|g

rule

%  Exmlocm in feiometer I! . 30*560 79*3901 on 100 ca

Difference between %  imnleol # (58.0 — "2?#3830)+(79*39014-3#4162}
w (30 *6170) f (75 *9739) 03. ^corrected for theitml ezponeion of 

the steel rules*

K 30.6170( 1+10.9 s 10~®(5.0i)) ♦  75.9739(1 + 11.1 x 10"® (l.9C))

. S3.Æ1S7 + 75.9756 * 106.5943 ca.% et 25.010.
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ïk-eBsapo = 106.5943 (13.5340/13.5955) oa.îfe et 0°C.
. 106.1121 (Ki.% et 0°C.
a 106.1191 (971.17261/900.665)
B 106.1670 ctan(3ord œa.îfe (corrected for g.).

Solvant coleaa (oolvont conlBom to %* msniocas in tubo C)
= (37.5793 • 27.3330)(l ♦ 10.9 x 10"®(5.0l))
« 11*1974 ca# of mtor#

Pressure duo to oolvont column » 11*1974 (0*99?>4l/l3*5955)
«* 0*8212 03#% at Ô C « 0#82l6 etandard ca*% (corrected

for g.).
Length of tub© C between hairline b end %  soniscua#

- (30.9367-27.3330)(l ♦ 10.9 x 10"®(5.01))
« 3*9539 cm#

A  Volmc of Main Solubility Vessel above %  eenlsous
- 379.0136(1 ♦ 0.99 X 10*̂ (0.0l))+ 2.0006(1 +0.66 x 10*̂ )

(0.01))(3.5539)
- 395.1234 câ .

7olmo of Solvent = 208.1006 (0.997044/3.997341)
B 308.1215 <®i (wiiftont corrootion applied for 

Isothermal Ooopression or for solvent in vapour phciso) $
A? (loothoroal compressibility)' « V(AP)2t̂

% #ŝ O0 " 4*57 z
AP B (76,0 « 105.756) - (-29.75003.% « 41.39673 z 10® dyns csT̂
V B 309.1015 oâ «
.*. m  (Icothoiml conproosiMlityf « 308.l2l5(-0.39679 x 10“®) (4.57x10“ ’̂)

= - 0*8056 Cq8
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tohmo of gases above the solvent <» (395.123 — 308.12l)ea
• 77.009 oâ .

Vapour Presoure of water mt 25.010 = 2.37435 oa.Iîg.
%ter Vapour g 0,0.

(239.10 (76) (99.4 X 100

- 1.771 X 10 %  of HgO.

.*. AV^g vapour " ̂ '776 x 10“  ̂cô  of liquid B̂ O at 25.010

.*. Volime of tfcter # 309.1915 - O.OO56 - 1.776 X 10~̂
■ 303.1151 cn̂ *

Volume of eus (BgV̂ ) = (335.1934 - ̂ -3.1141)
» 77.0093câ .

Total Prooaur© of gases above solvent
» (Difference between Bg menisci) *"(Pressure du© to solvent colum)
# (i06#1d70 - 0+9815) « 105*3̂ 54 cm. %*
À  Partial pressure of 2T̂ F̂  gas « (Total pressure of gases)-(%0 vapour

pressure)
# 105.3454 - 8.3743(5 )
« 108.9710(5 ) cm.%.

Wing Ton der Ihals^ Equation I a » PT/(RT 4- PB)
(n̂ A/TT and n̂ &3/Tf" terms are again negligible) 
a " (108.97105) (?7.0O93)/(6835.37 % 893.16 4 108.97105 x 85.718) 
m 4,84481 X 10**̂  moles
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&U3 dissolved - 4.59351 X 10”^ - 4.24491 x 10“^
- 3.5430 X 10“^ moles

QoB solubilities have been ezpreeeed in a great many ways, and

those most frequently used are listed and defined below* Most of

these require the conversion of the solubility data from the

experimental part*‘al pressure of the gas to a standard partial pressure

of 160 mm % #  This correction is made using Eenzy's Law tdiich states

that the amount of gas that dissolves in a given mass of a liquid at a

given temperature is very nearly directly proportional to the partial

pressure of the gas above the solution* This proportionality becomes

more exact wtth decreasing oonoontratioa of the gas dissolved in the

solvent and is exact in the limiting case* She exact proportionality

is usually used for the conversion to a partial gas pressure of 7^0 ma %

and this usually introduces only a negligible error provided that the
77pressure range is reasonably small* In the present case, the 

conversion of measurements for and both of %hich have very low

solubilities, can reasonably be ©zpected to produce an error very email 

%shm compared with the accuracy of the solubility measurements reported 
in this thesis*

% e  Bunsen coefficient (a) is defined ©a the volume of gas, reduced 
to O^C and 760 mm %  pressure, which is absorbed by the unit volume of 

solvent (at the temperature of measurement) under a gas partial pressure 

of 760 mm % *  This is also known as tho absorpti<m coefficient or the
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ooefficieiit of absorption and is proportional to gas molarity.

% o  Ruehon coefficient (S) is defined as the volume of gas in 
om̂ , corrected to O^C and 760 mm.Eg pressure, which, at a partial 

pressure of 760 mm. %, will dissolve in 1g of solvent. This 

coefficient is proportional to gas molality. The solubility of ÎF^
o +

in water, as determined by Smith ̂  al. was expressed by these 

authors in terms of this coefficient, and, therefore for ease of 

comparison, the results in this thesis are also reported in terms of 

the Muenen coefficients*

% e  Osttmld coefficient (l) is the ratio of the volume of gas 

absorbed to the volume of the absorbing liquid, all measured at the 

same temperature# %is is equivalent to the ratio of the concentration 

of the gas in the liqtid pïiase to that in the gas phase and thus the 
Ostwald coefficient is an equilibrium constant, and is independent of 

partial pressure for assumed gas ideality* However, the temperature 
and total pressure must be designated.

Henry’s taw constants {X) can also be used to express solubilities

(Pg *» ^ere Pg is the partial pressure of gps m à  is the conoen*»

t rat ion of the dissolved gas)* The. concentration (ĉ ) is often expressed
03 a mole fraction*

118Cook has recommended the weight solubility (O^ as a more logical 
unit tîian tho Bunsen or Ostwald coefficients* This is defined as the 
number of moles of gas, with a partial pressure of gas of 760 mm*%, 
absorbed per gram of solvent*



BeoauGQ of this variety of ways of expressing gas solubilities, 
it was enggested^^’̂ ^ that all publication reporting solubilities 

should contain a careful exposition of the manner la which the 
solubilities have been calculated, end should also iiicludo sasr̂ le 

calculations* This practice has been adopted la this thesis, end 

sample calculations are given below in order to illustrate the method 

used in the calculation of both Kisonen coefficients (S) and also mole 

fraction solubilities*

(5^,) diasolvod . 3.5430 X 10“^ nole.
Partial Pressure of gas above solution m 108*9710(5) (XD*%#

Wei#t of Solvent (^0) » (308* 121) (0*997044) g

. 307.2098 g.
Mei^t of Solvent in vapour phase m 0*00177 g#

A  Weight of Solvent in liquid phase « 307*2098 O.OOlS

« 307.2090 g*
Prom Tan der Ifeals* Equation 1 n • PT/(RT ♦ Pb)

3' '  ̂ ' f t1 om^ of ITgP̂  gas at ÎT.T.P. (0®C, 760 mi.%) «. 76/(273.15(6236.37) ♦

4.4443 z 10**̂  mole
*
* *

**.
3*5430 X 10"̂ ' mole s 7*97201 cm^ at M.T.P*
Kuenen coefficient (S) » Gas dJesclved (cm̂  et F.T.P.) 7^

Weight solvent in liquid phase partial 
7.97*^1 76 pressure of

307.20%  ̂ 103.5710(5) ,
Phenen coefficient (s) « 19.152 7̂9) x 10 _
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Mol© Fraction Solubility Constant
(m\m of dissolved) for a partial pressure of gas 
(moles of liquid solvent) above the solution of 760 mn*%,

03* a, (oolĉ  of ms dissolved) ^ 76
(moles of liquid solvent) partial pressure of gas

Gas dissolved w 3*5430 x 10 ' mol©inoxea ly-i ,
4

Solvent in liquid phase ** 307*2072 g » (307*2072/18.0154 mole)

• 17.05248 mol© H^O.

•*• Mol© fraction solubility constant (̂ ,) o

3.5/!y> X S - ........
17.05348 103.9710(5)

%  - 1.53349 X 10“5

tn order to calculate the enthalpy and entropy change accoiupanying 

solution, the solubility results were fitted by the method of least 

squares to the equation

log (î̂ p « n/f 4 b log T 4 o 

idler© a, b and c are constants and T is the absolute teaporature.
%iis allows the enthalpy and entropy (Ganges to be direotly determined 
using the relationships;
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w
2(1 A)
r O  la

and AS « R I *

{van Hoff*® equation) 

sat, P*

and « A3 4 E In \x\
The entropy change (&3̂ ) is timt for the transfer of one ©ole of 

gas to a hypothetioal solution of unit mole fraction*

A Fortran IT computer program was written to perform the least- 

squares fit, and to calculate the mines of AH and AŜ , using the 

TMiversity of London GDC 6600 computer*

(h) Results*

% e  experimental results for the solubility of in mter at-

temperatures between 25^G end 45^0 are shorn in Tabled* % e  results
-

given in the second column of Kuenen coefficients were calculated by
84back substitution* The results reported by Smith et are shown 

in Table 5 for comgmrieon*

In order to obtain a measure of the accuracy of the least-squarea 

fit, the deviation® of the expérimental results frexa the results 

mlculated by back substitution m m  used to calculate the standard 

deviation of the fit* this method, the accuracy (twice the standard 
deviatlon^^ m s  found to be — 1*2̂ * This can be coi%>ared with that 

calculated from the estimated accuracies of the calibrations of the 

apparatus and ̂ om the estimated aoouraoie® of the readings talceu*
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TABLE 5
SOLPBIl-riT (g !gj IB WATBR

T(°C) Kuenen Coefficient x 13
This Kbit Smith et el ' '
Ezperimeataï Calculated Expérimental Calculated

P5.06 16.7159 ■
P3.06 17.0999
?5.06 17.5439
?5.0f> 17.6355 - 17.699 17.95 17.73
B5.96 18.5475
?5.0f‘ 19.5904
rs.06 19.519)
95.06 19.353?
95.11 17.5519 • 17.681 17.93 17.76
95.41 17.0)07 ■ 17.576 17.80 17.66
35.14 14.66% ■
35.14 14.0041
35.14 14.7555 14.816 14.76 14.73
35.14 15.0677
35.14 14.8573 ^

45.13 15.7568 -
45.13 13.0756 15.946 15.83 15.84
45.13 15.9853
45.13 15.9703 -
least*e<îuares fit tor ezperioeatal reaults:—
Log (K̂ ) » 4596.4/T ♦ 59.558 Log(T) - 93.404
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From this consideration, an accuracy of about Ï ma expected*

Table 6 compares the values of the solubility of end of 

AH and A3., with those reported by Smith ̂  (shown in hraokets) *
The agreement of the solubilities reported In this thesis with those of 
Smith ̂  el̂  woa considered to be very satisfactory over the temperature 

range to 45^G* Extrapolation of the least-eqi.mres fit to below 
the temperature range of the measurements taken, howver, produced a 

less satisfactory agreement W.th a difference of 2*7^ at 15^C and of 
6̂ ' at The agreement with the values of AH and AS.j given by
Smith ̂  ̂  was also considered to be satisfactory, especially in view 

of the email tempemturs range of the readings reported in this thesis* 

The above comparison showed that solubilities manured with the 
apparatus doocribed la this thesis were accurate to about — l/*

The experimental results for the solubility of in water at 

tosiperatuî‘es between 15̂ G and are shown in Tkble Î, toother with

results from back substitution into the least-oquares fit equation* 
The accuracy of this fit was calculated as above to he - 0*^*

It was felt tlmt those results indicated that reaction had taken 

place during the measurements, as shown by the slow rise in solubility 

with time at a constant tmperatwe* The first four end last three 
results were therefore corrected to 25®C in order to allow direct 

comparison of the mean solubility at 25^C for tho first four results with 

that for the last three results* These mean values were 19*4826 x 10̂ ^



TABLE 6
SQIÆIOIT HT

T(°C) Kuenen (z 100 -AH
(Eoal.raol~0

AS,'
(cal. E~^mol~0

5 59.51 (31.00 4.7 (5.3) 33 (40)

15 55.16 (55.70 4.1 (4.0 36 (33)

?5 17.75 (17.%) 3.5 (3.0 34 (35)

35 14.84. (14.70 5.9 (3.1) 35 (35)

45 15.97 (15.86) 5.3 (5.3) 30 (ÎO)

Values shown la bradrets from Smith et p.î#'’

91
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?ASt,E 7
sotnmwr op * p. ta wm» ram® top corarosiEo TOR hfactiof.------------- 5 4 ----------- :-------------------------------
T(°C) Knoaea Coefficient s 10

IXperiiaental Calculated
55.01 19.1558 19.697
55.11 . 19.1535 19.643
55.01 19.417? 19.697
55.01 19.6656 19.697

45.03 15.8934 )
45.03 . 15.9515 ) 13.013
45.03 13.1417 I

34.94 '15.4596
34.94 ' 15.7933 15.513

16.55 55.4334 55.347
16.00 56.56» 56.073
16.00   55.5960 56.073
15.00 57.3513 57.007

54.96 . : 50.1450 )
54'.96 - 19.963? . : > 19.754

54.96 50.1884 . , )
leaat-eqnarec fit foj* experimental respites—

Log (%) - 7557.5/P ♦ 50.158 log (T) - 154.19
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 ̂ and 20,0538 s 10**̂  (Muenen coefffcientg at 25̂ )̂ with etsmdard

deviations of the mean of 0*124 % 10**̂  end 0*068 z 10 ^ respectivoly*

The difference between the two moan values (0*57 % 10 larger

than twice tho oxm of the standard deviations (0*38 % 10 ^  and was 

taken 08 indicating that a slow raaction had occurred* Calculations 

showed that this difference between the two means ' was equivalent to the
'■ ■ +J5removal during the solubility run of about 1*8 x 10 moles of 

about 0*d'̂  of the originally added*

In order to compensate for this reaction, the exponential increase
38in reaction rate with time found by ̂ irst and Khayat ■ was ^oumod, and 

. it was alec asemned that the rate was incroaeed by a factor of two for 

every ten degree rise in temperztura* On the further assumption that 

the products of reaction were completely dissolved and did not 

interfere with the solubility of the remaining intact, the amount 

of HgP". that had reacted at any given time could be calculated fi'om the 

initial and terainal (at the time of the last x*eading) ' cxt-ents of 

reaction (soro and 1*8 2 10*“̂ moles of ÎLF- respectively).
Although several esBixnption© were, involved in the above calculation, 

tho magnitude of this correction was very small and thus even a fhlrly 

large error in the calculation of the extent of the reaction would only

have a small effect on the value of the calculated solubility* Further, 

using the above assumptions, the rate of reaction of with water at 

éO C con be calculated, and is compatible with the experizamtal rate 
measured by Burst and Khayat*-̂  At tho end of tho solubility run, the
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liquid phase was renovsd from the apparatus and immediately purged of

IT F+ by pouring onto solid C0^$ Althou# this process coolstthe

liquid phase, thus increasing the solubility of the %yP#$the constant
flow of bubbles of COp gas throu^i the liquid ma found to be a very

effective method of purging# Simultaneously this, creates an atmosphère

of GOg above the liquid, thus preventing oxygen from the air being

dissolved and catalysing the reaction of with the mter# A sample

was then ©mlysed for fluoride ion using a fluoride electrode (Model

96 — 09, Orion Research Incorporated, Cambridge, Imssachusetts, tf#S*A#)f
in oonjunotion with a specific-lon meter (Model 401, Orion Research
Incorporated) • Standard fluoride solutions mre prepared from ♦Analar*

sodium fluoride (The British Drug Hbuses Ltd#, Poole)# The sair̂ le m s
' —dfoi^ to contain 2#55 z 10 moles fluoride ion per litre, equivalent to

—d'0#tc5 z 10 moles of fluoride ion iri the voltxtjo of mter used for the 

solubility run# On the ossumptio!̂  tîiut one mole of reacts with

mter to give four moles of fluoride ions 40lf*   > 2 HD ♦ 4P"* +
2iy3) 08 was found by Burst and Ehayot,̂ ' this fluoride ion is equivalent 

to the reaction of 1*96 2 10*̂  moles of This agrees very well with

the calculated extent of reaction of 2#02 2 10*"̂ moles at the time of 
purging the liquid # m 80#

%  the above method the extent of reaction, at the time of each 

solubility measurement, was calculated and subtracted frm tho amount of 
^^^o^^Lly added to the main solubility vessel# The results, 

modified in this my, are shown in Thble 8# Tîao accuracy of tho least- 
squares fit (twice the standard deviation) for those modified results



TABLE B
SOLUBILITY OP ILF. Ill mTUS* RESULTS COnmCTED FOR EFACTÎOîT

C-

!P(°C) Euenon Coefficient z 10^

Bcpoyioantal Calculated

55.01 19.09%  19.103
55.11 19.0006 19.130
55.01 19.3134 19.133

55.01 19.5545 19.133

45.03 15.5539 )

45.03 13.5501 } 12.555
45.03 15.(S

15.074
34.94 14.87©)

34.94 15.1077

16.82 54.6940 24.635
i6.m 55.5300 55.359
16.00 54.7663 55.359
15.00 56.4170 56.521

54.96 19.5135 )

54.96 19.0633 ) 19.210
54.96 19.2107

least-Gquarsc fit fo? esperiœatal recuite;—

Log (%) «• 6936.9/1? ♦ 45.345 102(0 - 1,p,53
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TABLE 9
S0Î..CTI03 CP 13

(a ) SOT cam o K S ) p ta  eea g vio e

f
Ce)

Euenon Coofficicnt 
(3 z 10̂ )

"^1
(cal .d0g.*“̂çîol*‘̂)

3 40*31 6.9 45
13. 27.01 5.9 42

15.70 4.9 33
35 15.49 3,9 35

13.02 2,9 32

M omocTni) pm nmcrioH
T Euonm Coefficient WiH •^1
Ce) (3 % 10^ (cgI •deg,**̂ Qol“ )̂
5 38.73 6,7 45
15 26.22 5,8 41

19,19 4.9 38
35 15.06 4.0 35
45 12,56 3.1 33
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iisM i 0.5̂ :$ ^18 mlvLOQ of IM. R M  for solution are eliom la
%ble 9 for tho roa&lngo, both corrected & M  uncorrsotod for reaction* 
This table show that t M  smll corrootion applied to the data has mdo 
a correction of about in tho Euonon coefficimts end in the "values 

of Mf but that til© values of 68^ have been changed versr little*
She Bolubilltios of and ore ©horn graphically in Pigure 8'*

(i) Moouaglon

Regular solution theory has been widely applied to solutions of

gases in mn-polar solvents, most consistently by Hildebrand and 
75 7Û 70coMforkers* * * However, there is a mrkodl difference between tho

thcn?K5dynamio properties of gases dissolved in aqueous solution and 

those of gases dissolved in non-polar solvents* In particular, the 

low partial molar volumes and large, negative entropies of solution of 

gases in water have proved difficult to explain# The failure of 

regular solutlm theory when applied to aqueous solutiozm has led to 
investigation of other theoretical models of tho dissolution process end 
two fundamentally different models have been invoked* .

fvaiik and Evanŝ "̂̂  postulated the formtiin of a layer of ordered 
mtor molecules around the solute mleoules* This so-called iceberg or 

froaeïî layer effect gives a direct explanation of the aaonaloua entropies 
of solution of Inert ^xses in water, and the mailed tec^ratur© 
dependence of these entropies was ©splained by the * icebergs melting* as 
the temperature rose* . The physical basis of this model remains obscure,
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but the ordering of th© water isolecules nRost depend oa increased

hyârogea-bondiîsg in the layer around the eolut© molecule, giving
122partial hydrogen-bonded cages around each solute molecule# However, 

nuclear magnetlo resonance studies " have been unable to sulTStantiate 

the esistenoe of these iceberg structures, and have not indicated any 

significant increase or decrease in the degree of hydrogen bonding in 

water as a result of the solution process#
124The second model was proposed by îMig# %ls was a cavity

model in lihich the solubility prooese was considered to take place in

two steps 5 fimt, doing work on the solvmit against the solvent surface

tension to create a cavity, and, second, placing the gas molecule in

this cavity end calculating the energy of interaction between the gas

and solvent molecules# Eley^^^ also considered a two-step process

similar to that above, but by more careful thermodynamic analysis, was

able to estimate the separate contributions of each step to the energy

and the entropy changes involved# %ia approach gave reasonable success

with both water end organic solvents, but it m s  shorn that the case of

mter m s  con^licated by the possibility of structural modifioatiom#
126Pierotti extended the ,aWve .model using an espr^slon found by 

127Reiss ̂  M  for the work done in creating a spherical cavity in a

fluid, derived from ertemioa of ©tatlstioaI-«a6chanicaI theory of hard- 
sphere fluids. By the introduction of a solvent dipole term,

Pierottideveloped a theory of gas solubility end obtained good 

egreenmt, even for polar solvents, betmea the experimental and
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C5alculatôd feeatSf entropies# and oolar heat capacities of solution

mâ  also for the partiel molar volumes of the solutes# for aqueous 

solutions this model has been particularly euccessfol# giving accurate 

estimates of the entropy and enthalpy of solution for a %âdo range of 

nonpolar gases# For ezaople# the results obtained by Pierotti 

for CF^t for %&lch no experimental data were then available# can be 

compared with the experimental results of Smith ̂ £l*' Ihis shows 

that for CF.# Pierotti*s calculated im,lue for the molar enthalpy of 

solution (60 was only about too hi#i, and that the calculated c»lar 

entropy of solution agrees with the ^perimental value to within 

experimental accuracy* thiforttanately this theory has not yet been 

extended to solutions of I3F̂ # and other gaseous fluorine coc^unds# 

and it has also been criticised^^ for failing to be consistent with 

surface tension data#

It is not# therefore# possible to compare the experimental results 

for end with theoretical ræuîts obtained froa the above

theory. Boimver# certain rules have boon obtained# empirically inter

relating the thormodynamio properties of solution or relating them to 

other properties of the solutes. Calculations by Beil#^^ using the 

solubility results of Horiuti#̂ *̂  were used by Barclay and Butler to show 

that the relationship between the enthalpy and entropy of vaporisation of 

a pur© liquid (63 «# A 4* B6S) could be ext ended to cover dilute solutions 

of a solute in a solvent. 2h this relationship# A and B are constants
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for a given group of substances# suoh as non-^lar liquids# and %Aen 

extended to cover solubilities# are constants for gases dissolved in 

a given solvent#

Figure 9 shows a Barclay-Butler plot for gases dissolved in mter# 

The standard states used are# as before# a partial pressure of the gas 

above the solution of JoO Esa tig and a hypothetical solution of unit 

sola fraction. Bata for ii most of the points plotted are those 

given by Fmnlc and Evans and Borington. Points for ÏF̂ # CF^
. .. pM

end were plotted using the data of Smith ̂  end for

and using the data obtained in this work#
SiAlthou^ the values Sgiven by Friedman for the solubility of 

in water wore not sufficiently accurate to allow a careful 

investigation of its toqper&turo coefficient# hia data led to an 

estimate of the enthalpy of solution of -7 kcal.mol end of the entropy 

of solut 1 on... (ASj) \Of;cal#dog.Aiole"*^ at 23̂ 0» Friedman noted that 

theæ values were not ccwapatibls with a 3ar!clsyOut 1er plot for aqueous
1*54 434solutions of gases as given by Frahk end Evans  ̂ and Bsrington# tdiich

—t —1showed that the value of A3^ ikKW about $) cel.dog. mole more negative 

than that expected for the experimental value of the enthalpy of 

solution (60 # The more accurate study by Smith ̂  of the

solubility of SFg in mtcr gave the value of AH as -4*9 kcal.mol® # 

with a value of 63^ of -41 cal.dog.**̂ mole’*̂  at 23̂ 0• Smith ̂  ̂



FIGURE 9. 
Barclay -  Butler Plot.
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comonted that the version of the BarcIas^Batler plot given by 

Frank end Evans predicted an entropy of solution of only
«•i «.1•*35 oal*dog* mole # but questioned the estent to this dis

agreement could he regarded m  indicating anocsloua behaviour*

Smith ̂  al did not compare their experimental entropies of 

solution of CF^ end tdth those predicted by the Barolay-Butler rule 

from their values of 65# In Figure 9t this comparison is made 

graphically both for these t m  gases and for

The Earclay-3utler predicted ̂ tropics are in good agreement
(to within 1*5 cal*deg***̂ mole'*̂ ) with the experimental values for all

121the gases for tihioh data were given by Frank and Evans and by
111Horington* The only exception is bensene, with a difference between 

the predioted and experimental entropies of 2#5 oal *dog*""̂ molê  ̂# 

However, for EF^, CF^, and SF̂ , the differmces are considerably 

greater, and it seems probable that this disogremmt is not due to 
experimontal error, but is indicative of enaoaloua behaviour of these

410gases with re#rd to the Barclay^Butler rule# It has boon shown

that the theoretical requirements for oonfomlng solutions whidi satisfy

this rule are stringent, and thus this rule is proWbly not a good

criterion of abmmality#
#11

Powell and tatimer  ̂proposed an mplric^ equation relating the 

entropy of solution (dŜ ) of noinpolar substances in mter at 25^0 to 

the molar volume of the liquid solute at its boiling point (7̂ )#



This relatlomhlp m y  bo written, osi-

# G * 0.22 7^
t'iiero is in and is in <^l#dog#*'^mlo*“̂ * , They found that 

this relatlomhlp eocomtod mot ©ticcooofally for tbo ontropieo of

solution of many solute gasom of epproximatoly opherlml oymetzy#
BâSmith oj oloo .found that their oxporliaeatal entropies of solution , 

of ,GP̂ ,'.EF̂  end-SFg wore in os.collent egreenent with the values 

predicted by the relationship*.

A graph of 63^ against . la ahoWn in Figure 10, using data, taken 

frm the graph of Smith #  el'■ • and from Killer and Hildebrand*^
Pointe for and EF^ wore plotted using the values of obtained 
in this woz%, ‘and the value of for was calculated using the 
literature value for the density of liquid K)F. at Its boiling pointtf V . 3 ► *
0..397 e.«r3)^7,134^ ̂  . _

,. , The agreement betwem the oEperlmoatal and predicted values for 

âS^ for is not as good as, for CF^ and GF^, but the ovorall 
agrcément is very much better than that obtained using the Barclay-Emtler 
rule* .. The difference betwoeo the ̂ irperlooatal for ,(3S*4 <xil* 
dog***̂ mole**̂ ) and the predicted value (40*5 cal*dog**’̂mole*̂ ) is cnall, 

end may, in part, be due to thenM^cpherlcal eymotry of the 
mlecule* .. The paraffins G^iy, n-G^^ end *>-G^S^ also show deviations 
from this plot in the oome direction as for E^F^« , The points for GF^ 

and which are miked with, asterisks in Figure 10, haw been plotted 
using the values given by Morrison and J o h n s o n , a n d  Famelee*^^^
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FIGURE 10. 

Plot of A5i against V|.
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A reoont analysis of tho thermodynamics of solution of gases 
in mter hy l<!iller and Hildehrand^^^ has suggested that the entropies

ft /'■%
of solution can equally wll he related to  ̂ # Chlng the model of

mter proposed by tenmrd-Jonos and Pople# Miller and Hildebrand

proposed a model for the loss of entropy upon eolutic^ of gases in

mter that did not postulate the formation of rigid structures of any

sort# Ihis model m s  based on the bending# rather than the breaking,
of the hydrogen bonds in ico on melting# Shus the extraordinarily

large heat capacity of mter can be explained by the ability of these

hydrogen bonds to absorb the thezml energy# and this mist necessarily

decrease then the mter molecules are in contact with a nommtting

surface (e#g# P#f#?#H« or paz^ffin)# They proposed that the molecules

of an inert gas act similarly, and thus related the loss of entropy to
o /%

the surface area of the gas %%>lecules, and further to

A graph of against is shorn in Figure It, tasiisg the sane
data S3 for Figure f)# In Figure 11, the agreement between the 
predicted and experimontal entropies of solution is excellent for the 

Inert gaae^Mo, Ar, Hr, He) and for the strei^t chain paraffins (CÎ , 

n-C^î^# n^G^H^)# This agreement is also excellent for 1:̂ ?̂ # 
However, the agreement is not so good for the points plotted using the 
data from Smith ̂  ̂  for CF^ and SF^, and those pqin;b8 appear to 

fall on a separate line (shorn as a broken line in Figure 1l),



FIGURE 11.
%Plot of AS-i against (V|) .
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Comparieon of Plgurea 10 s M  11 appoars to Indicate that the 

entropy of solution may ho related to either or both of and 

but that different plots ere required for the gaseous fluorine confounds 

of spherical eynoetry and for the strai(]ht chain paraffins# % o  

excellent agreeemcnt of the entropy of solution of tzith the plots 

for the mtrai^t chain paraffins (broken line in Figure 10; continuous 

line In Figure lO (oay be fortuitous, but appears to indicate some 
dependence on the shapes of the gaseota solute molecules#

%ie above observations lead to the conclusion that the low 

solubilities of gaseous fluorine coispoundn are not due to abnormalities 

giving rise to thoir large nc^^tive entropies of solution, but that 
those entropies are related to the sise of the solute molecules#

%U8 the frequê ît con̂ ârison of these aoleoulos to the smller inert 

gases must be modified in view of the dlffsrenoes in sise# Also, lulth 

the czoellent agreement obtained between the ô periiiKjntal entropies of 

solution end those predicted using purely thermodynsmio thoorios of ̂ s  
solution, Oaith ̂  oonoludbd that the concept of 'iceberg* 
formation was not necmsary for am adequate e^lanation of the solubility 

of non«*polar gases in water and the thermodynamic properties thereof# 

the relevance of those results for the solubllitloa of and 

in ï^ter, to an understanding of the tosicology of those ooir̂ ounds 

is discussed in the introduction to the next stction#
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firm

A m r m  ■ ■ ,

rmowüfroïï
fhe modomto to high toslcity of and Is ooaeidsat

Gijrprising oozmldorlng the very low aquoous solubilities of these gases# 

At 37^0, the oamalian body température, both of those gases have 

coluMlities of only about 1#t at moles of gas per mole of mter 

for a partial pressure of 785 mm %  of above the solvent#

Studios of the toxicology of these 0 ises have shown that exposure 
to 10,000 p #  (if) ^2̂ 4 ^5 minutes or longer m s  lethal to rata,^^^
and that exposure to the same concentration of m s  almost almys 

lethal after 85 to 70 minutes#^^ This concentration of gas above 

water would give m  equilibrium concentrât ion of dissolved gas of only 
t*t X 10*^ mole fraction or 6.4 z 10*^ moles of gas per litre# If it 
is assumed that other respiratory gases do not affect the solubility of 

a M  and tlxit there Is no interaction of these gases, tiien 

dissolved, tjith other substances in mammalian blood, then the equilibrium 
concentration of these la blood, for a concentrât Ion of 10,000 p%K3
la the respiratory gases, would be 6*4 z 10 molar (the same as for 
pure mter)#'^

fv'jo mia types of Interaotlon between dissolved gas and eubotonoos 

in solution in blood can be envisaged and these are (^mloal interaction 

(such as complex formtion) and physical Interaotioa, where the dissolved
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euly&tancæ modify the properties of the solvent earning a change 

in the solubility* In blood, dissolved salts will interact 
physically with dissolved gases end will affect the solubility of 

gases by the process knmm as •ssltlng-out*,'®̂  ̂and thus reduce the 

cquilibrluQ concentration of dissolved gaoeo* Ihus, if It is assumed 

that there is no chemical interaction of these gases with the constit«* 

uents of blood, 6*4 % 10*^ molar may be taS:ea as an upper limit for 
the equilibrium concentration of either ÎF^ or 2TpF̂  for a concentration 

of 10,000 ppm of those gases in the respiratory 0ises*

!Iho extent of mothonogloMn formation by lethal exposure to those 
gases is #aracterlstlcally to 7̂  ̂of the total hom̂ ôbln# In 
order to emparé the rate of reaction between or and blood 
with data for the rates of reaction with pure water,̂  ̂it is necessary 
to mtlmate the ammt of îîgF̂ or that has reacted to cause those
methemoglobin concent rations* standard 100̂  homglobin conoon-
tmtioa in blood is usually taken os 14** g hemoglobin per 100 
and using a typical hemoglobin molecular wel#t of this is
equivalent to 2*3 z 10 moles of hemoglobin per litre of blood# or to 
9 z 10**̂ molar Pe in the 4-? state# A 60̂1 to 7%̂  conversion of hemo
globin to metlmmoglobin is, therefore, equivalent to the oxidation of 
5#4 to 6.3 millimoles of Fe per litre# On the basis of the oooivaed 
overall equation for the reaction of (lOFo‘ ♦ Bit 4- mm mm my

lOFê *̂  4 ̂13]̂'*' 4 4P*), this oxidation is equivalent to reaction of 0.54 
to 0*63 milisolos of per litre of blood* For UF̂ , on the basis
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of the overall equation for the reactioa^^ (6Fô '*' *45* + ÎIP̂  —

4 3F^, the oxidation Is equivalent to reaction of 0#9 to 

1*0 millimoles of W y  Thus the rate of reaction of with hlocd 

is estimated as 0*54 to 0*63 millimoles per litre of blood in 

25 minutes or as 1.3 to 1.5 millimoles of per litre of blood per 

hour* The rate of reaction of with blood is similarly estimated 

as 0.9 to 1.0 millimoles per litre of blood in 60 to 70 minutes, or as 

0.8 to 1.0 millimoles of per litre of blood per hour. These rates 

refer to a temperature of 37^0 and an estimated equilibrium concentration 

of the gases in the blood of ^  6.4 z 10*^ molar*

These rates may be compared with the data for the reactions of î2P̂  

and with aqueous systems as given by Burst and Ehayat.*̂ - For the 

hydrolysis of by pure water at 60®C, they found thit about 0.02 

millimole of was hydrolysed by a 5 cm^ sample of water after 6 days 

with a pressure of above the water of about 775 Bg. Assuming 

tliat the extent of hydrolysis is proportional to the volume of water, 

this is equivalent to an average rate of hydrolysis of 4.0 millimoles of 

^2^4 litre of water in 6 days, or of 0.03 millimoles of per

litre of water per hour* This rate refers to a temperature of 60®C and

a partial pressure of above the mter of 775 mm % *  For these

conditions, the equilibrium concent%%tion of dissolved was calculated,
N ■ ,

from the solubility results given in this thesis, to be about 8.7 z 10

mole fraction or 4*3 x 10*̂  molar*
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If the effects of temperature end concentration of dissolved 

are neglected, the above estimates indicate that the rate of 

reaction of with blood is about $0 times faster t3ian that for 

reaction with pure water. If it is assumed that the rate of reaction 

is directly proportioml to the concentration of dissolved ÎÎ̂ F̂  and 

that the equilibrium concentrations estimated above may be used as 

approximations to the concentrations of dissolved during thé

reactions, then the reaction with blood is about 3Î00 times faster than 
that with water. %is still neglects a probable increase in reaction 

rate with increasing temperature, which would further increase this factor.

This comparison indicates that the reaction of with blood cannot

be explained in terms of a mochamsm involving elE^l® hydrolysis of 

followed by oxidation of hemoglobin by an hydrolysis product. In order 

to be compatible with the above estimates, this type of iwo-etago mechanism 

would require an increase, by a factor of at least 1,000, in the rate of 

initial hydrolysis of by blood, above that found for pure water.

This would have to be caused by catalysis by some substance dissolved In 

mammlian blood. This is further emphasised by comparison of the rates of 

reaction of with pure water and with blood. Burst and Khayat * found 

that 2#^ could be recovered quantitatively after seven days in contact with 

pure water at 133®C. The hydrolysis of by blood, hoimver, proceeds at 

a rate os estimated above, of O.S to 1,0 milllm>les of per litre of 

blood per hour.
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38It therefore seem to he significant that Burst and Bhoyat found 

that was readily converted to ammonium ion by acidic or neutral 

ferrous sulphate solution at 60®G (6Pe^^ 4 #

They also found that ferric chloride solutions reacted very slowly with ÎÎP̂  

at lOÔ C, yielding nitric o±ld@ and nitrate# This catalysis of the 

hydrolysis was not foimd to be a general property of transition metal 

ions, as shown by the total inertness of SF^ to solutions of CoCl^, 

t&ïSÔ , GioSÔ  and BiSO^ at 100®G over periods of up to sevmi days.

Burst and Kjbayat found that for a typical reaction of with

aqueous (0,523) ferrous sulphate, 44^ of the original 3*13 millimoles of
hP. bad reacted with 20 cm^ of the aqueous solution after 12 days at 60®G

with a partial pressure of the above the solution of 0*69 atmospheres*

This is equivalent to a reaction rate of 0.24 millimoles of per litre

of solution per hour at 60®C. The equilibrium concentration of dissolved
-425F̂  in ferrous sulphate solution was mtimated to be 3*25 z 13 laolari 

using the same assumptions as used above in the estimation of the concen

tration in blood# neglecting the effects of both the difference in 

temperatmre and the difference in the estimated concentrations of 

dissolved in the aqueous solutions, the rate of reaction of with blood

is only three times greater than that for the reaction of with aqueous 

ferrous sulphate. If however the effect of the difference in the concen

trations is estimated as above, then the reaction with blood is estimated to 

be 170 times as fast as the reaction with the aqueous ferrous sulphate*
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The presence of ferrous and, to a lesser extent, ferric ions in 

solution, therefore, markedly effects the rate of reaction of with 

aqueous media and there are considerable similarities between the results 

obtained by Hurst and Khayat for reaction of VP^ with aqueous ferrous 

sulphate solutions the the results r for the i'eactlon of 'HF with blood#

It therefore^seeas likely that .the toxicity of is a result of direct

reaction of with hemoglobin, or that hemoglobin acts as a catalyst In 

th3 hydrolysis of before reacting with on© of the hydrolysis products* 

Ho data have been recorded in the literature for reaction of 

with BQuecua ferrous ion solutions# However, the possibility that 

ferrous ions mi#it catalyse the hydrolysis of or react with this ̂ sb

at a rate in excess of that found for the reaction with pure water, is of 

interest in relation to the toxicology of For this reason, this

reaction has been studied in this thesis*

(a) AnnaratuQ

This apparatus was designed to allow the monitoring of a reaction of 

a 0XU at constant pressure with an aqueous medium# The design of the 

reaction cell used is shown in Figure 12#

The main body of this cell, B, was fabricated from rigid polypropylene 

in order to be inert to acidic fluoride solutions# The internal diameter 

of this polypropylene cup was 5*5 cm with a mil thickness of about 0*75 cm# 

This large diameter gnv© a large surface area of contact between the aqueous 

and gas pliases# In order to increase further the rate of solution of the 

gas into the liquid phase, the effective surface area of contact was
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increased by continuous fast stirring using a two inch (5 cm*) 
polypropylene-encapsulated magnetic follower* The internal depth of 

the cup was about 6*5 cm, allowing the use of a liquid plias© volume of 

about 110

A constant pressure of gases inside the reaction cell was maintained 

by the use of a vortical all-glass 20 cm^ gas-eyringe, S (Chance Brothers 

Ltd#, îïalvem Link, Worcestershire) * The freely-ocving syrin#piston 

oœpensated for the constant removal of reactant # s  frcKa the gas phase, 
caused by solution and reaction in the aqueous phase, thus maintaining a 

constant pressure of pisea sligistly in excess of atmospheric pressure*

A grease-free hi^-vacuum stopcock, T, ('Uniform', Gloss Precision 

Engineering Ltd,, Eemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire) was incorporated for the 
admission of the reactants into the reaction cell, and was codified ia order 
to allow a hypodcmlo needle to be inserted into the reaction cell through 

the opened tap#
The gas syringe and stopcock were glass-blown onto a pyrex-glass lid 

#ich fitted into a machined groove, 1 <sa deep, in the top of the poly

propylene cup* A vacuum-ti#t seal was obtained by external application 
of Torr Seal, a conmerclal low vapour pressure resin, (Varian Associates, 

Taoîîua Division, California, U#3*A*) to the glass-polypropylene boundary*

It was found that this seal was maintained for longer periods If the resin 
was applied #ile the reaction cell was being evacuated by continuous 
pimping*

Previous studies of the reactions of with water̂ '̂ '̂  ̂have indicated 
that oxygen promotes, the hydrolysis, thus necessitating the co#lete exclusion
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of osygea from the reaction cell# Hurst and Ehayat^^’ postulated that 

the large variations ia the rates that they observed for the reaction of 

with water were caused by minute amounts of oxygon remaining in the 

starting aaterials, even after careful purification, including boiling and 

vacuum degassing of the water* The gromid-glass fit of the plunger in 

the gas-cyringe was sufficiently good to allow only negligible diffusion of 

gas out of the reaction cell during nonml operation, and water applied to 

the top of the syringe, as well as acting as a lubricant, ezmuring free 

movement of the plunger, was also effective in further sealing the gas 

syringe against diffusion of gas* Thus under normal operating conditions 

there was no possibility of entry of sir throu# the gas syringe* However, 

the extreme sensitivity of reactions of with water to the presence of 

minute SEfâunts of oxygen necessitated a design of the apparatus to allow the 

introduction of all reactants without the introduction of oxygen* This 

necessitated the évacuation of the reaction cell, with degassing of all the 

non-volatile starting materials, before the volatile starting imterials could 

be Introduced directly from a vacuum line* Although the fit of the piston 

ia the gas-syringe was adequate for normal use, this seal tms not sufficient 

for the evacuation of the reaction cell an! a method for temporarily obtaining 

a vacuuKi-ti^t seal had to be found* The application of vacuum grease to 

the ground-glass surfaces was found to provide en adequate seal for short 

periods of time* However this prevented free-movemont of the piston when ia 

operation and was therefore not acceptable# This problem was overcome by
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the us® of 8 15 RB (outside diameter) 'Fitoa A* rubber 'O' ring placed 

between the bottcxa surface of the ©yrizig® piston end the bottom of the 

syringe l^rrol (See Figure 12) , A clamp was fabricated m â  used to 

apply pressure on the piston forcing it onto the 'O' ring to obtain a 

vaomm-ti#t seal. This 'O' ring had to be left in position during 

normal operation, but did not affect the operation of the gas-cyring©*

In this way, the reaction cell could be evacuated to a pressure of less 

than 10 torr and, on closing the tap T, mintained this pressure for 

several hours* A grease-free high-vacuum joint (J* Young Scientific 

Glassmre Ltd., Acton) was used for coimoction to the vacuum line in order 

to prevent contamination of the starting mt©rials with vacuum grease*

A 2' z 1* by 7** hi^ water bath, fabricated trm l/4** thick perspex, 
m s  used for thermootatio control in conjunction with a 'tempunit*

(heater, thenmstat, stirrer end centrifugal pump combination, Techne Ltd., 

Cambridge). The centrifu^il water ptm^ was coimected by large-bore polythene 

tubing to the opposite end of the bath, iacimslîsg the effective stirring 

and allowing the set ten^erature of 25^0 to b® maintained to better than 

— 0.1 C.

In order to power the magnetio follower in the reaction cell, the 
tank was placed on top of an aluminium framewoxk to allow horse-ehoe 
magnets to be rotated under th@ tank. These were powered by a plastic belt 
drive from a variable speed motor# The stirring speed could be varied from 

about 30 revolutions per minute to about 1000 r.p.m*. Ei^t magnets were 

incorporated to allow the use of up to eight reactions cells simultaneously 

for the study of ©low reactions, but this facility was not used.
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(b) Choice of Reaction. end ̂ ,nslysl8
The above apparatus m a  uaed for the study of the reactioa of IT̂ F̂  

with an acpieous eolutioa of ferrous ions* Ideally, for direct 

(Kxsporieon with the reaction of with blood, this reaction Bhould be 
carried out for an aqueous solutim of ferrous Ions buffered to a pH of 

about 7*5, the pH of blood* Bbwever, at this pH, wicomplexed ferrous and 

ferric ions ore precipitated as hydrozidoa, thus necessitating the use of 

solutions of lower pH* In addition, the sensitivity of ferrous sulphate 
to oxidation by atsospheric ozygm necessitated the use of a more stable 
source of ferrous ions# Thus a solution of ferrous sulphate mode using 
deozygenated mtor was found to give a deep red oolora-tion when salicylic 

acid was added, indicating a substantial cono^tration of ferric ions ia 

the original eolutlœi (vide infra)* Bolutiom of ferrous eamcmium 

sulphate were, therefore, used la all further wozk*
Hvon a pH 3 (sodltea occtatc/acotic acid buffer solution) solutiom of 

ferrous ammonium sulphate ia dccxygenated water wore found to be deep 
brown ia colour and eventually precipitated a block-brom solid, even 

ütei stoppered* For this reason a much lower pH was used (about pH 0*4) 
for the reaction* At this pB, solutions of ferrous ammonium sulphate 
were found to be less sensitive to oxiâaticn by atmoeÿherio oxygm and 
this facilitated accurate sampling and amlysis of the ferric ion con
centration ia the reaction coll*
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la orda? to sogiitor fâs reactioa Wtwsaa S_P. an! tîia aaueouo

ferrous ion eolation, & 2 syringe mm tsused to romovo a t coF ©aoplo
of the eoltioïî from the réaction cell throu^ a sercn inch hypordemic

noodle* Gontaoimtion of the reaction syctoa with oxygm ovoidsd by

the mo of a imortod ia the grcaooleno joint of the reaction
cell* Ttie iaterop&oo between the 0nta-3oel and the tap was flmhol free

of oxygon by el tomate partial ememtion and Auehlng with B fj from a

reaervolr through a hypodorsivO noodle imertod thro%# the Suba-Seal*
\

The hypodormio needle and syringe oaed in extracting the 1 m- mmplm were

flushed with nitrogen from a cylinder, to prevent the Introduction of

oBygcn %Aen campling* 9%ie hypoderaio needle m o  ineerted through the

Soba-Seal, the tap T m e  then opoml and the hypoleirdo needle m e  pushed

through the tap into the aqueow phase*

The scale on the syringe mel m s  calibr&ted hy wi#lng the water

delivered through the eevm loch hypodermic needle* %a this way, i t  %sm

fomd that e eoqple of 1 cm could ho obtained aoourste to — 0*006 car

(twice the etandard deviation of the mmr)*  ̂ This 1 om^ eazple tea found

to he sufficient for the detemlmtiena of both the fluoride i m  and the

ferric ion conccntratione by the methods dcaorlhed. below*

In order to atop the reactioa betwem dissolved and the aqueouo 
%ferrous ions# each 1 m  esRple w e  Injected into o capped polythaoe 

sample tube (3” z 'f*) through a t/l6** hole drilled through the cap* Solid 

COg mm placed ia thmoe oaqple tubes at least tea minutes before aacpllng
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in order to flush out oxygen, The iajoction of the 1  cm  ̂ ©aqplem onto 

eolld CO^, remaining in the eamplo tubes, me  found to be a very 

effeotiv® method of ©topping the reaction, both by lowering the tenpemture 

and by removal of dissolved by gaseous COg bubbling through the 

aqueous sample. In order to prevent mtry of atmospherie oxygon into 

these sample tubes, they mro placed ia a glove-box, under ©a atmosphere 

of nitrogen, m  Boon as the initial evolutio s of GOg was coexiste.

A fluoride electrode (Sodel 9 ^ 9 1 Orlxm Research laoorporated,
U*S#A.) in ooajunotion with a specific ion meter (Hbdel #1, Orion
Research liao.) m s  used for the analysis of fluoride ion concentration.

For these measureseats, it m a  necessary to raise the pH of the scjnplea
to al30ve pH 5f since, below this pH, hydrogen ions confiez with fluoride
ions to fovn significant mnceatrations of HF and and these cannot

be detected by the electrode. However, the pH could not be raised above

about pH 8, since the electrode responds to hydroxide iom as well as
fluoride ions. Below pH 8, the hydroxide ion caaeeatration is lees than 
—610 molar, aid this concentration is negligible cœ#ared to the fluoride 

concentrât ions to be measured (> 10^ molar). In order to avoid further 

ccmplicatiom due to precipitation of ferrous and ferric ions as 

hydroxides, all fluoride mœsurements were made on castles buffered to 

about pH 6.
The ferric ion concentration was estimated by a method based on the 

complex formation between salicyllo eéid and ferric ions# This co^l^
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absorba strongly in thé blue-green region of the visible opectrum with

a maximum absorption at about 510 mid has been used ao an indicator

for the titration of forrio ions agalmt standard solutions of the

di-GOdium salt of othyleaediGoino-totra-acetio In this work,

the ferric ion concentration was estimted colorimetrically by measurement

of the transmittance at 510 of solutions of this crispiez prepared
%from the 1 can smiles ta!:en from the reaction cell# It was found to

be preferable to measure this transmit tone© for solutions at low pH

(about pH 2) # At hi^er pH values, the maximum absorption was shifted

to a lower wavelength, and, at pH 5, this maximum was below $00 mjA *

This difference was easily detected by eye, the colour of the solution

being mauve at pH 5# instead of a blood-red colour at about pH 2. Also

the transmittance of solutions had to be measured outside the glove-bos

making the use of low pH values adv:antageoua due to iacroaoed stability

of forroua i<ma towards oxidation by ataospherio oxygen. .

Since changea in pH, with consequent dilution of the 1 cm satplos,

were required from the reaction sample pH of about 0.4 to about pH 2

for the ferric ion analysis and to about pH 6 for the fluoride mmlysis,

the mqamoQ  of these two analyses m s  determined by their sensitivities.

For this reason the fluoride ion analysis always precoeded the ferric ion

analysis. Also, ferric and ferrous ions complex with fluoride ions,

necessitating the addition of a ligand to complex with both ferrous and
. \

ferric lorn to the exclusion of the fluoride ions. It was found that 

sodium salicylate (Ha Sal.) would decomplex fluoride ions lAen added to
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solutions containing fluoride, ferrous and ferric ions if added in 
excGos of ©is moles of salicylato ions per mole of iron {ferrous plus 

ferric)*

A fluorlde-analysiW)uffering eolutim woe prepared to be 0.2$M 

0.3̂ '% Sal* and 15̂"̂ IbAc (Ao #» acetate) in àeozygomtùâ mter* For the 
Aetermination of the fluoride ion conoontration, 10 cm of this solution 

were added to the 1 am ©ample bold In the polythme ©ample tube* This 

gave a pH of about ;6 cn stirring, allowing tho fluoride concentration to 

be measured using the fluoride electrode*

Ixi order to analyse for ferric ions, a'pH of 2 wao required*
Aquooua could not be used to lower the pH to this value since
salicylic acid m s  precipitated* The addition of glacial acetic acid, 

however, was found to loi#%p the pH without this precipitation* 10 om^ 
of deoxygæated glacial acetic acid wore added to the ©olution used in 
the fluoride amlysis, and this solution m a  then diluted to 100 ca'̂  ia 
a volumetric flask using doozygenated water and repeated rinsing of both 
the eample-tr̂ >© and the fluoride electrode* The transmittance at 

510 of this solution ia a 1 cm silica cell was measured using SP5OO 
series 2 Ultraviolet and Visible Speotrophotometor (l̂ iieaa Instruments Ltd*, 

Cambridge)*
Calibrations were required for the analysis of both fluoride and 

ferrio ions by the above methods* Per this purpose standard solutions 
were prepared correoportling to the initial and final solutions ia the
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reaction cell. These were based on initial concentrations of 
IIO.5M SO^ F© SÔ t about 150 RsAo and about I.5M H^SO^, and also

on the assumed equation for the reaction with

10 (m^lgSO^Fe^^SO^ ♦ 8H* * îlgF. — 4  10 EĤ Pâ ^̂ (SO,)g-t. B m *  * 4S!^F^

T T IThe standard final solution was, therefore, prepared as 0.5M (30̂ )

0.2M EH^F, about 0.25Î (îJH )̂gSO ,̂ about 150 Haâo and about 1.3!̂  ^30^.

%  appropriate dilution of the standard final solution with the 

standard initial solution, a dilution series was prepared, each solution 

corresponding to the solution in the reaction cell at some time during 

the reaction. For the analysis of fluoride ion concentrations, it was 

neoessary to calibrate the electrode prior to the measureaont of each 

unknown fluoride solution, and it was therefore essential that the 

calibrating solutions should be stable over long periods of time. This 

stipulation was not met by the dilution series, prepared as above, since 

the effect of oxidation of ferrous to ferrio iona by atmospheric oxygen 

on the activity, and thus the measured conooatration, of tae fluoride 

solution was not known. Separate eolutiom of sodium fluoride in a 150 

aqueous solution of KaAo were prepared, and their fluoride activities were 

adjusted to the same activities as for 1 cm^ of each of the dilution 

series diluted with 10 of the fluoride-analysie-buffering solution.

Tlie fluoride electrode was used for this comparison,

l%e ferrio analysis calibrated using the same dilution series, 

a 1 cm*' sample of each of these standard solutions being prepared for ferric 

ion analysis as above. The results of this calibration are shown in
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Figure 13 aW, casi be represented by the equation*

log^Q(l/lo) » 1'3#0995 I (molar ferric iozi concentration) where lo

is the incident and I the transmitted intensities of light at feEivelength

510 # For solutions with a ferric ion concentration greater than

about 7 z 10**̂  solar, the solution aa used above had to be diluted by a

factor of 10 (lO cm^ of solution diluted to 100 oâ ) vrith deoxygenated

water# A separate calibration was made as shown in Figure 14 and may

he represented by the equation* toĝ ĵ (l/lo) « 1*6863%(molar ferric Ion

concentration) • All transmittances %?ere measured relative to a blank
%solution prepared aa above, but using a 1 cm sample of an aqueous

solution, 15^ IhAo and 1#5M2^^4* accuracy of measurements of ferric

ion concentrations by this method, and using the above calibrations, was

estimated to be better than ̂  3^ at all ferric ion concentrât ions.

Deoxygenated distilled water and glacial acetic acid (*Analar*,

Dritish Drug Bouses Ltd#, Poole) were prepared by boiling these solvents
with a stream of nitrogen (oxygen-free) passing throu^# %is steam of

nitrogen was continued during cooling, after Wiich these solvents were

stored inside the glove box under an atmosphere of nitrogen# All the
3operations involved in the analysis of the 1 cm samples could therefore 

be performed inside this glove box, except that the stoppered silica cells 

had to be removed in order to measure the ferric ion concentration using 

the spectrophotometer#

The above method for the analysis of both fluoride and ferric ions 

could be performed in a very short time, allowing the reaction to be sampled 
at frecpient intervals during the first stages of the reaction#
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(c) Prooedî ro for the eettin^in of the Beaotio% &nd Results
In order to estimate the partial pressure of above the liquid

phase in the reaction system, the wei^t (39#^5 g) smd diameter

(0*824 in # 1*05 cm) of the eaSHsyrin^ piston were measured, and, S*om
these, the total pressure of gases in the reaction cell mB  calculated to

he 0*S5 ca %  greater than atmospheric pressure* It was assumed that the

Bum.of the vapour pressures of the components of the aqueous phase

(vapour pressure mainly from solution of acetic acid la water) was

approximately the same as for pure water, giving a partial pressure of

the 3^?^ gas above the aqueous phase of about 1*5 cm Eg less than

atmospheric pressure*

In order to fill the reaction cell without the introduction of

oxygen, the cell, with the syringe piston clamped down onto the viton

ring, was evacuated and then transferred to the nitrogen-filled glove box*
TTThe tap m s  opened and 21*57 B sa^*6SgO (•ânaîar*, British

Drug Bouses Ltd*, Poole) and 8*6l g (*Anslar*, B*D*H* ltd*) ws3?e.

added through a glass funnel inserted throu^ the tap of the reaction coll* 

The reaction cell was returned to the vacuum line, and evacuated carefully 

to avoid loss of the powdered solids* Ihe cell pumped for 24 hours 
to remove all traces of oxygen, before 5*57 cm^ coneentrated sulphuric acid 

(specific Gravity 1*540, May and Baker ltd*, Dagenham) were added to the 
cell in the glove box* The cell was re-evacuated and pumped overnight* 

Meanwhile a solution of 7*1 cm glacial acetic acid (♦Analar*, B*D*H* 

ltd.) in 90 om^ distilled water was degassed by vacuum trep-to-trap
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distillation, using the apparatus previously described for the degassing

’ of water (Section 1, (d))« About BB of this degassed aoetio acid

solution was then added to the cell, after It had been evacuated

overnight, and the cell contents were stirred by activation of the
%magnetic follower to obtain about 110 ca*̂  of solution approximately 

équivalant to 0.53 (m^)g S0/a“ 30̂ , I.51I B^SO^ end 15ÎÎ m&o.
(0.53 (m^)g SO.Pa^%0^ ♦ 0.553 BiigSÔ  ̂♦ 0.S5JÎ E^SO^ ♦ t.lH B&o s

0.53 (m ^g sô Pê ŝô  ♦ 1 .IÎÎ (15?!) mAo + 1.53 ^ s o p .

When the solids in the reaction cell had boon dissolved, 

purified m  previously described (Section 1, (d)) , was added to the 

reaction cell to give a total pressure of about *̂ 7 cm %* With the 

tap firmly closed, the cell was disconnected from the vacuum line, the 

Suba-Seal was fitted to the greaseleea joint and the clan^ holding the 

syringe piston was released, allowing the piston to rise* The pressure 

of added to the cell of 107 cm Bg was calculated such that, on 
release of this piston cloî^^ the cell would contain a pressure of 

76 cm %  (atmospheric pressure) with the gas syringe full of

Ihe cell was placed in the thermostat bath at 25^0, and stirring was 

started* Sero time for the reaction was tWcen os the time of filing the 

cell with gas* The aqueous reaction phase was sampled at frequent 

intervals for hours, and the samples analysed for fluoride end ferric 

Iona* Ihe results ore shown in Figures 15, 16 and 17#
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(&) Analysis of Reaction Pro-inctg

At the end of 96 hotirs of reaction, a portion of the goeea from 
the reaction cell m m  transferred to an infrared gas cell* and the

••1infrared spectrm of this phase was recorded over the range 4000 cm 

to 400 cmT^ (Model 337 Grating Infrared Spectropîiotometer* Perkln-Elmer 

Ltd#* Beaoonefield) • Several spectra were recorded* each using a lower 

pressure of # s  In the gEis cell* remainder of the gases in the
reaction cell was stored and later analysed hy mass spectrometry 
(iSodel 1̂ 90̂ 9 Associated Electrical Industries Ltd»* London) » % c  

liquid phase, remaining ia the reaction cell, was kept under a stream of 

osygen-free nitrogen for P4 hours in order to purge it of dissolved 
and m m  then mmlysed for nitrite ions#

The infrared spectra were complicated hy apparent reaction of the 
gaseous sample with the KBr plates* Do precautions Wore taken to remove 
water vapour from this sample, since this might lead to the removal of 
other gaseous products, end therefore the reaction of the cample with the Î 
plates m &  probably due to attack by the water vapour followed by solution 
of some of the gaseous products* Infrared absorptions caused by this 

interaction with the K3r plates were still fairly intense even after 
evacuation followed by pumping on the cell for 12 hours* ^ese residual 

peaks were therefore neglected in the interpretation of the gas-pîmse 
Infrared spectra* '

The major component of the gaseous sample was unrmoted with

characteristic absorptions centred on about 735 cm and about 960 cm *
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##4Strong absorptions at about 1820 cm and 1300 cm * together with 

weaker absorptions at about 2350 1290 and 5 ^  cqT^,

wore e^signed to I W  by comparison of these frequencies, relative 

Intensities mâ. band shapes with litemture data* * ^mds centred
■M»! #,4on 766 cm end 1037 cm should also be observed for B3F, but were not

resolved from the very intense absorptions assigied to in these

regions of the epectm# A msdliga strength band contred at about

l930 cebT^ was assigned to DD by cauparison with llterattire

Bonds at I6l3 csa**'̂, 1313 css"*̂ and 750 cmT^ would bo e%peoted if
was present in the gEiseous % o  very interne absorption

-*1by centred on 735 ^  did not allow the possibility of resolving

any absorption due to at 753 » and thus the complete absence of

any absorption at either I6l3 otaT̂  or 1313 cmT^ woe tal:on,os Indicating

that 33^ m s  not present in the gaeeous sample*

The mass spectrum of the stored portion of gaseo*as ample mainly

confirmed the above interpretation of the Infzured spectra* The ions,

together with their relative abundances end probable assl^raents, are

listed in Table 10# The lono at ®/© values of 104, 87, 86, 85, 66, 53,

52, 47 and 33 have been assigned to a mixture of o M  Sil^# Iÿ\

oust be present since does not give rise to any ion of ̂ /e 52 or 53
(assigned to ; • Eowcver, the relative abundances of the ions assigned

in Table 10 to the mixture of SIF^ and DP, are not in agreement with ̂ 4 2 4
literature data for jmre but ore consistent with the
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TABLE 10
FASS SPECmm OP OAS PHASS S M M Æ  AI:^ RîïACTIOD OP KIT3 AQUEOUS  2 ^ ------------
FERROUS I0Î3S»

■/© Relative Abundances Probable Assigiiaent

104 3.5

87 4.0 SiFj'*'

86 6.5 N^P^ySiT/

85 ' ' 100,0
66 0.7
53 1.4 <
52 69.0 liP/

49 1.2 Wi¥^

47 1.4 n^fysxf^.

45 1.4 GOgS ?

33 33.0

30 100.0 BO'*'

20 1.0 BP*

19 0.6 F*

14 0.3 B*
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relative intonsitieQ expected for a mixture of SiF^ and using
151

literature data for SiF^ * The presence of EO and BOB' in the sample 

m s  cosifirmed by ions at ®/e 33 and ®/@ 49* The presence of SIF. In 

the sample was probably canoed by reaction of SOF with the *?yrGx* glass 

storage ampule*

The aqueous solution from the reaction cell m s  tested for the
159presence of nitrite ions by the method of Shim as modified by

153Kershaw and Chamberlin # Eovjover, it m s  found tîaat eulphanilaaide 

formed a yellow ooiẑ lex with ferric ions %Aioh turned red m  the addition 

of I^( iHaaphthyl) -ethylene diamine dihydrochloride, thus masking the red 

coloration expectod from solutions of nitrite ions# This was overcome by 

oosplexing the ferric ions with the disodium salt of ethylene-dieaaine

tetra*aeetic acid before addition of the sulphanilamide*
3 ^Â 1 cm sample of the ©olutim from the reaction cell was added to 5 csa*'

of saturated solution of the iisodi.uia salt of ethylene-idiamine tetm-ecetio

acid* 5 of a i% solutioi* of sulphanil^aide (B*1)*H* Ltd., Foole) la

1*4 HJl was added, followed by 5 of a 0*02^ aqueous solution of

B-W&phthyl-ethylene' diamine dihydrochloride (B#B*H# Ltd* j Poole) * As a

blank solution, 1 of the previoi^ly prepared standard solution,

corresponding to the cas^lete oxidation of ferrous to ferric ions, was
3treated In exactly the same m y  as the 1 cm easple of the solution frm the 

reaction cell* The blank resainod yellow after addition of all the 

reagents, but the reactiozi-̂ olution sample turned bright red indicating the 

presence of nitrite ions*
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(e) Bisc/oBg ion

Figure l8 shows a plot of the ferric ion concentration at any 
given time versus 2.5 times the fluoride ion concentration at the same 
time* The solid line is of unit gradient, end the agreement of the 

plotted points with this line Indicates that 5 moles of fluoride ions 

were liberated during the oxidation of 2 moles of ferrous ions to the 
ferric state. This supports the equation that was proposed for the 

reaction (5(ia^)g — » 5 m^Te^^HsO^) A .

However, from Figure 15, it was apparent that the recorded rate of 
the reaction producing fluoride ions was i%>t affected by the ferrous ion 

concentration. Even after 4,303 minutes of reaction, when the ferrous 

ions had been completely oxidised, the rate of increase of the fluoride 

ion concentration was unaffected# Further, the %%te of oxidation of 

ferrous to ferric ions was not affected by the ferrous ion concentration, 

with a possible exception at very low ferrous ion concentrations $&en it 

appeared that there was a slight tailing of the almost linear increase 

of the ferric ion concentration just before the maximum concentration was 

reached. The non-linear increase in both the ferric and fluoride ion 

concentrations during the first 150 minutes (Figure 17) was attributed to 
the slow increase in the concentration of dissolved with time, 

reaching a dynamic equilibrium concentration after about 140 minutes.
There are two possible interpretations of this apparent zero order 

dependence of the reaction on the ferrous ion concentration. The first is 

that the rate of kha reaction was controlled by the rate of solution of
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into the aqneona meilnm, this rate "being slow Wien compared with 

the rate of reaction of with the aqueous medium* The other 

possibility is that the rate of reaction is, in fact, independent of 

ferrous ion concentration (zero order dependence on concent rat ioî .

Some iissi^t into the factors controlling the rate of this reaction 

may be gained from the ezperimental data. The reaction m y  be 

considered as progressing in two stagesj solution of 33̂ ?̂  into the 

aqueous phase, followed by reaction of dissolved to produce fluoride 

ions8—

V 4(s) %(aq.) — ^ ^  F - ♦ other produots.

Kg, Kq and in the above representation, are the rates of solution, 

desorption and reaction of respectively. If aa equilibrium 

concentmtion of is maintained during reaction in the aqueous phase, 

then ̂  o Kg «f

Kg, the rate of solution of is independent of the aqueous 

concentration j]) ,but Kg, the rate of desorption of is

directly proportional to £^0̂ 4 )]' ^th of these rates ore independent 
of the volume of the aqueous phase, provided that the effective surface 

area of contact between the gas and aqueous phases remains constant with 

changes in volume* This is a good approximation to the present case, 

where the withdrawal of 1 ca^ samples lowers the aqueous meniscus, but 
does not appreciably effect the surface area of this meniscus. the

rate of reaction of to produce fluoride ions, however, is dependent on
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both the volume of the agueow phase (V) #

A  Kg « constant, with varying j]and V.

m d  Kq « is independent of V#

and « ̂ r^^2̂ 4(aq*)^ (assuming 1st order dependence of rate on

Itien an equilibrium concentration of In the aqueous phase has 

been set up, them

If Kg >> then the equilibrium maintained

la solution is approximately equal to the equilibrium concentration 

expected if no reaction ms ocourring in the aqueous phase# Thus*"»

and Kg »  ^j.^&2^4(aq*)^ ̂ nd therefore »  k^V* Thus the 
equilibrium £^5̂ 4(5̂^̂ ) 3 *• ^ g / + k̂ ?) is virtually independent of
the volume of the aqueous phase {?)• Further, the rate of reaction of 

is (aq#) almost directly proportional to the volume

V, but the rate of increase in fluoride ion concentration (4 ̂ j.£̂ p̂ 4(aq,)3) 
is virtually independent of the volume#

If, however, K ^ «  then the equilihriua CV4(aq.)^ “
+ k^t) ie ouoh less than the ecjuilihrium espected if no



reaction was occurring, and Kg Kg and also Kg «  K^* Thus V,

and the equilibrium (k^ + k̂ V) Is very nearly inversely

proportional to the volume, V. Thus, for this case corresponding to the 

rat© of reaction being controlled by the rate of solution of the

rat© of reaction of Is nearly independent of 7, since this rat© is 

and —  C/7, mere C is a constant. The

rate of increase in the fluoride ion concentration ie j], and

is, therefore, virtually inversely proportional to the volwne of the 

aqueous phase, V.

In the present experiment, the rat© of increase in the fluoride ion 

concentration showed a marked dependeno© on the volume of the aqueous 

phase. Thus, after 200 minute© of reaction, the volume of the solution 

was 9B cm^ and the rate of increase in the fluoride ion concentration was 

(Figure 17) 4*24 x 10̂  ̂moles litrê m̂inuto**̂ | after 1490 minutes, the
I «Æ m-* «.4volume was omr and the rate m s  5*”9 x 10  ̂EK>les litre "minute ; and 

after ̂ 40 minutes, the volume m e  B2 cm , and the mt© was 6.39 % 10 

moles litr©**̂  minute*"̂  • If the reaction rate was strictly controlled by 

the rate of solution of then the rat© of increase in the fluoride ion

concentration should be inversely proportional to the volume of the aqueous 

Bolution*
d[F"*]/dt « C/7 wiiere C is a constant, equal to the rate of 

formation of fluoride ions in the aqueous phase. Thus the product of the 

rate of increase of the fluoride ion concentration «md the volume should be

constant. This product was 5*2 x tO-€ gjQ̂ es/miaute after 5^40 minutes?
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5.3 % 10“^ ffioles/miaute after 1490 mlwites; and 4.3 x 10*^ moles/mlj'mt© 
after 200 minutes. The excellent agreement between the values for 

1490 and 5040 minutes of reaction, indicates that the rate of reaction 
of îTgF̂  with aqueous ferrous ions was controlled by the rat© of solution 

of into the aqueous phase (Kg<3< The product, ?(d[f*^/dt),

after 2^0 minutes of reaction Is not in such good agreement, but this

may indicate that the equilibrium [Î34F, ] had not been attained at thisf 4 aq#
stage in the reaction.

Because the rate of the reaction ms controlled by the rate of 

solution of ̂ 2̂ 4» information, that could be obtained from the 
r*esults for the reaction, was limited, and in particular it was not 

possible to determine the effect of ferrous ions on the rate of reaction. 

Thus no further reactions were studied.

However, the results do show that the experimental rate of increase 

of the fluoride ion concentration was not affected even when the ferrous 

ions had been ôompleteîy oxidised. The almost constsuat rats of increase 

of the fluoride ion concentration before exhaustion of ferrous ions has 

been explained as due to the rate of reaction being controlled by the rate 

of solution of However, if ferrous ions are involved in increasing

the rate of reaction, the continued constant rat® of increase of the 

fluoride ion concentration after the oxidation of all the ferrous ions 
is surprising.
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Two possible explamtioias can be given, the first cf which is that 

the reaction of dissolved with oqneous ferrous ions proceeds in two 

stages. The first stage is the reaction of with the ac|ueous medium 

at a rate unaffected by fen^ous ions. The reaction products expected 

from this hy^draysls are fluoride ions, and All these

products were definitely formed in the later stages of the reaction 

observed, as shown by the increase in the fluoride ion concentration in 
the aqueous phase, and by the presence of HD and E)F(infrared and mass 

cpectm) in the gas phase after termination of the reaction. Ferrous 

ions would then be oxidised in the second stage by W  or IDF, or by 

nitrite ions, presumably formed by the interaction of HO or HOF with the 

aqueous solution, which were identified in the reaction solution at the 
end of the reaction* Sero order dependence on ferrous ions, however, 

would be surprising in view of the effect of ferrous ions on the 
hydrolysis of

Aa alternative explanatlfm i© that the rate of hydrolysis of 
is catalysed by ferric ions to ©uch an extent that this hydrolysis Is 
much faster than the rate of solution of This would explain the

continued and alwst constant mte of increase of the fluoride ion concen

tration, since both the mte of oxidation of ferrous ions and the mte of 

hydrolysis of would be controlled by the rate of solution. In view 
of the catalysis of the hydrolysis of by ferric ions observed by 

Hurst and Khayat,^^ this ̂ planation does not appear Implausible. < '
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rat© of the observed reaction of with aqueous ferrous ions 

at about pH 0.4 m s  about 0,9 millimoles H^F^/litre/kour, and this is far 

faster than the rat® of hydrolysis of by pui'© water of about 0*03 

millimoles H^F^/litre/hour* Eowever, Eiirst and Khayat^^ observed tîmt 

hydrogen ion concentration had a marked effect on the rate of hydrolysis 

of and from their data for UPgSO^, the rate of hydrolysis at pH 0

was estimated to about 0*5 millimoles H^F^/litro/^our, for a initial 

pressure of gas of about 0*7 atmosphere* Direct comparison of these 

tm tat es, however, cannot be justified since the rate of reaction of 

with aqueous ferrous ions at pH 0*4 m s  controlled by the rate of 

solution of ̂ 2̂ 4* is* therefore, jKisaibl© that such a comparison would

merely compare the rates of solution in the two experiments# However, 

this marked incrm&@ in the rat© of Î rdrolysis of with increased 

hydrogem ion concentration mi^t well account for the fast rat® of th® 

olîservod reaction with aqueous ferrous ions at pH 0*4, without the need 

to postulate acceleration of the reaction by ferrous ions*

In Bimmzy, the results for the reaction of with aqueous ferrous 

ions at pH 0*4 confirmed the postulated equation for the reactions
lOm^Fa^^(SO^)g+12m^*Æ" stoa ths rata

of this reaction found to be controlled by the rate of solution of

ÏÏgF̂  into the aqueous phase* The continued steady Increas® in th® 

fluoride Ion concentration, after complet® oxidation of the ferrous ions, 

strongly suggested that th© presence of ferrous ions did not affect th® 

rate of reaction* This would indicate that ferrous ions were oxidised by
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aa hydrolysis product mid m t  by direct reaction with dicsolved 

However, it ha© not been possible to reject en alternative explanation 

In viiiĉ  this continued steady increase in the fluoride ion concentration 

would result from a rate of hydrolysis of possibly catalysed by

ferric ions, that ms  also controlled by the rate of solution of
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PART 2. ca^mum*

% o  tri valent hallâm of phoüpborm ond tWir trlvalmt derivatives 

can, in many ooaos, be oonsiderod ae model eeqpoundo is the study of the 

oqnivalent nitrogen ooqpoimde (Part ll întroduetion)♦ • Hbwevor, the 

ohmiBtry of phoophorm? oon^unde la of Intereot in its c m  ri#t, and 
much inal^t into i^osphoruo-halide and %̂ 3oepWruf>i?hoGphoru8 boodi% 

has boon .gained recently*

Pbocphorua trifluoride baa rocelved much attention since it me 
first prepared in 1834#̂ *̂  ̂ but the study of the pbosphorm (trlmlent)— 
fluorine bond has recently hmn expanded by the preparation of difluero- 
iodophmphlno * Thia compound has proved'a mlmblo inter
mediate in the preparation of oompounda containing -4=P̂ groups, including 
difluorophosphine, -cxo»̂ isdifluoropho3phinc (PgP-O-PF^,
cyanodiflwrophosphine^"^^ end tetrafli3orodi.phospMne*^̂ *̂**̂

Althou^ both silicon and sulphur, situated respectively totho left 

and. ri^t of phosphorus in the Periodic T^ble, form numerous dbaia end 
cyclic compoiWs, interest in phosphoruo»$ihosphorus bending boo only 
developed fairly r e c e n t l y * ^ T e t r a l o d o d i p h o s p h l n e  
(diphoophorue tetmiodido, P̂ Î ) m s  first prepared in by
(hŷ Lussao, but other, more convenient, preparative oetbodo have since bom 
found* 7̂1 .ghmioal methods of preparation of tetracMorodi-
phoophino have met with little success, but milligram Quantities have boon
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17V 4711proparod by pbyslcal mmns m â  lEg>roved pliysical preparations
174havo bOGQ found* ■ %U8 with the preparation of tetrafluorodl-

phoGphino, only tetrabrcoedipliocpMno has yet to ha prepared to cocploto

tho halogm ecriea (noglccting At) # Doopite sovorol attoopts at its

proparatIm, t o t h a s  never been Isolated, although its

proDosoo has horn postulatod̂ "̂̂  in neutron irradiatod phosphorus trihrmlde*

Tho proparatloa of dlflmmiodophmihlno coc^letod tho mrim of
difluoroîjaloj^osphinoa (asoeptlng At), the (Moro-^^^ onl hromo-^^^

difluorophoaphiîîoa holng well hnoiaa#

The properties of haw hem studiod estcmslvoly. Hamm epoctra

of PF. in the liquid and gaseous phases wore recorded by Toot and
,78 179,130,131,132

Andorsm in 1934 , and the Iz&frarod spoctrua has hmn studied#

The gooaotry of IF. has rscciwd mmh attention as it is considered of basic
133,134,135,13&,

Iqportanm in the study of the stereochemistry of Inorgnmio molecules# 137

Early studios ' * indicated a lar^) FPF of 104 with a F4* bond length 
o

of 1*52Af Indicating that the geomtry of IF^ m s  mmmlous la the series 

of p5»ar&oru0 (GlPCl ■ 100®, ErPa? « 101.5® saa 3?I « 102°),
tlDmmTf this structure was %%>t consistent with the rotational constant, 
obtained from studies of its nicrowave spoctrun#  ̂ These mioreimve 

laveatigatiom wsro mt able to characterise coc^letely the geometry, since 
both phosphorus and fluorine have only single stable Isotopes, and tho 
cGoucption of various ÎTF led to differing bmd- lengths#* 192,193,19̂ .

CQtimtGd the IFF from the Coriolis coupling constant and the force
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«œætasts tani oîrtaiiîsâ en lagpor Unit îasf this anglo of 93®, in osrseaect 

With a Xator electron diffraction study, ^  Miich gavo tho PPF to bo 

93*2 — 0,6^# T3iô P-F bond Imgth obtained frcea thio however,

mQ not oonaistont with tho microwave data* à recent electron
■ 4ng ' ^ A A 'diffraction ©tndy of has confirmed the ITF ce 97*8 - 0*2 , end
o A o

tho W  bond length, t*5ÎA (- 0*CK)l2â) m a  in agrooment with the micromvo
rotational constant, B*’ 0   , -

Î96 ■ 'în this work, this geometry has been used to update the statistical

theraodynomio fimcticns for FF^* The gas-phase infrared spootrm was also
17-̂  tStStudied m  a result of disagreement in the literature * over the

fundamental frequonciea#

In a previous report ^ of the gas-^hase infmred spectrum of 

above 200 «saT̂ , assl#mcsits were mdo for four of the six expected 

fimdammtal frequencies# Although estimatea of the rmainlng t m  
vibrational frequoneloo have been mode in order to compute the statistical 

thermodymoio functions, force constanta^^^ and mmn amplitudes cf

vibration, m  further study of the spectrum has been recorded la the

literature* In this, work, the liquid- and solidWtats Haoaa and gaa«#ase

infrared spectra over the range 20—1200 cm , and the solid-phaso infmred
\ a 'spectrum ovor the range 375-1200 cm , m m  recorded. Aosi@3omts have 

been mode for all six fuadnmeatal frequmcies, and these frequencies have 

been used to compute statistical thermodynamic functions*

"Two studies of the gas#phose infrared spectrum of  ̂' have 

boon reported, together with one report tho Barasa epootrum of liquid
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at - 2 0 The relative simplicity of the spectra, and the

small number of bands, suggested that is of higher symmetry than

the possible cis , gauche (Ĉ ) or semi-eolipsed (Ĉ ) configurations*

Barring an unusual number of degeneracies, nine or twelve (Ĉ )

infrared active and twelve Raman active fundamentals should be observed
159for these lower symmetry configurations* Parry et al» also found 

that the mutual exclusion rule, Indicative of a centre of symmetry, was 

probably operative, but were unable to show this conclusively since the 

Raman and infrared spectra were recorded for P^F^ in different physical 

states* The polarization properties of the Raman bands supported the 

interpretation of the spectra in terns of a trans # rather than the

far less probable planar # configuration*

The geometries around both P-F (trivaient) and H—B" bonding haw been 

the subject of much research* The spectra of PgH^ have been interpreted 

in terms of a gauche configurât ion, ^  ̂ Wiile and

both appear to have tzans symmetries* Vibrational spectra of Pg(CH^)^ 

indicate a gauche-trans rotamerio mixture in the liquid phase, but only 

the trans form in the solid#^^ The situation has been complicated in 

many cases, where two or more different physical properties have been 

measured, indicating two or more different configurations* X-ray and 

neutron diffraction studies have shown that is probably eclipsed 
(cis, but microwave, electron diffraction and vibrational
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epootiu iMlo&te a #i.iGhe W,ovowxm ejnâ.

electron diffractIcci studies on ly?^ îiav© been interpreted in terns of

a gatiche structure,  ̂but vibraticemi end nuclear mgnetlo

resonance spectra Indicate a trans-^uche equlllbrius.̂ '̂̂ *̂ ^̂

In the absence of #zs electron diffraction or microwave data for

the molecule* the Inference cf a trams configuration frtsa vibrational 
159spectroscopy has influenced the Interpretation of mclear CEi{^tic

resonance studies* the end epeotra^^^*have been
interpreted^ 1̂ # ̂ 17 terca of an assumed trano structura (2X*M*S**X***

spin system) # A study of the temperature dependence of the sxsectm^^^

showed that, althou^ the directly-bonded P-^ coupling, other one-bond

couplings, and the gminal coupling were insensitive to temperature

changes, the vicinal M *  coupliz^ showed relatively large ctoigos over
the température range *-131̂ 0 to This suggested that more than

one rotaaer might have been contributing to the spectmsa* The sign of
217the directly-bonded P-P coupling constant was found to be negative,
^l3 219opposite in BXm to that predicted by published theoretical studies*'̂  ‘ *

The inference of a trans configuration for frw vibrational 
epeetm^^^ is contrary to the results of eaai-eqpirioal self-comistent 
field and ertended Eiïokeî molecular orbital calculatians for and

%-s Btudy predicted that the stability of the various rotters 

#ould deoreas© in the order gauche^ois ̂ trans# This, however, was in 
contrast both with the ab initio theoretical order  ̂  ̂ end with the

order predicted from si#le eleotrostatio considerations H
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predict the order trans> gauche> ©is* This difference ms related^ 

to a combination of end Tf-boaiing factor© •

The Qolcciile recently been propsred''̂ '̂ * ° and the

structure was detersinod, from its microwave spectram and dipole
moment data, to be traoe#

( W  of the moot interesting and cWmoterlstlo properties of 

is its reversible dissociation at the B-E bmid to give stable EFg
44radicals# This equilibrium has received much attention# The

possibility that ml#t csMMt a similar reversible dissociation
159prompted an electron spin reeomnce study# A sin^e resonance line 

was observed for liquefied %Alle more cockles spectra were•£. 4
obtained for gosoom PgF^ and CGl^ aoluticma* both of which appeared to

give the same spoctrm#, Althou^ these slgpaala were weak, they wore

Interpreted as indicating, the preeence cf FF^ radicals# radicals
228have also been postulated ̂  reactica intermediates, Â study of the

thea&l deco#08ltion of with temperature by mass epectrmetry' 

revealed decreasing ̂ 0̂ 4  ̂Intensity and increasing FPg* intensity with 
increasing t(^erature# At 350̂ 0* the intensity of the FPg ion m s  

reduced to csro by reduction of the €%cclting potential to 13 ©7, but 
i^reased t^ipcrature increased the PP^ intensity, indicating the 
formation of PPg radicals by dissociation of PgP^ above 350̂ 0#,

A further study^^ has produced the electron spin resonance spectrum 
cf PP^ radicals isolated in rare # s  matrices at 20*A # ,  The radicals 
were formed by either ultra-violet irradiation or by thermal deooopositioa
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of and PF^H , th© same spectrum being recorded ia all cases, but

with the addition of the H radical epectrm from PP^H* The int^e

twelve-line spectra were analysed to show that the PF^ radical was

stationary (not free-rotating) the isatrix, as found for BP. radicals

in rare-gas matrices* However, significant dissociation of

into PFjj radicals was not observed at room tmperature, and the gaseous

mixture of inert gas and had to be heated to 200^C before deposition

in order to observe the spectrum#

Thus, only dissociates to give PP^ radicals at temperatures well

in excess of those at which radicals may be observed from

This indicates that the bond is considerably stronger than the
-1bond (D(IM) ̂  20 koal*mol  ̂* Also, further interest in dipbosphine 

derivatives has arisen from the essentially comtant length of the P-P
O

bond ( ̂  2*21A) in many compounds, even thoiJ#i the dissociation energies

of these bonds vary with constituents# The bond dissociation energies,
>*•1  /m \ 233that have been measured, vary from 86 kcal#s5ol*" for P^(GgH^)^ to 

236
kcal.mol*** for with 74 kcal.mol*"* for and 65 kod.mol""̂

for Pgl^*
An estiimte of the P-4> bond dissociation energy for is,, therefore, 

of i%lue towards the understanding both of P-P bonding and also of PP^ 

radical formation# In this work this has been achieved by mass ©pectro- 

metric measurements on P.F. and some other P—F cospoundc. (Part 2$ Section P), 
Burg e| ^.^37,238 attributed t he intense ultraviolet absorption
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of Bome diphosphinea to theTT'-aooeptor bonding power of the P 3d
orbitals, and thus to the P-P bond# Further has demonstrated

that this absorption ia probably general for compounds containing the P-P
bond and should, therefore, prove to be of value In structure elucidation

of theoQ compounds# However, these absorption properties are not

delusively characteristic of P-P bonding, as shown by the similar ultra-

violet spectrum of the monophosphine, PFH«#
233Burg ̂  ̂  qualitatively attributed the changes ia the wavelength

of maximum absolution ( X ) for three diphosphines to the changes in
239the electronegativities of the substituent groups* Huheey showed

that there was a reasonable relationship between X and the electro-max*
negativity of the substituents, provided that a consistent set of 

electronegativities was used* The linear relatios’iship between Thft*s 

j-'* parameter^^^ and electronegativity, as measured by the effect of the
242constituent group on the infrared frequency of an adjacent carbonyl group, 

allowed the electronegativities to be assigned from values*

In this work, the ultra-violet spectrum of PgF. has been recorded, 
and the decrease in intensity with time of the absorption has been followed*
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SSCTIO’T 1

Tlbretional and tJXtmvlolet Snectra. end Related Fro7?ort.ie9 

a. 7*i)mt-ional Sr>ectra. and ThopmodTnzLmlo Functlong of FF^I
. mriMT. iiitr j«M «M M iaitB M iiirtM ttM M aa«aai r  îiH M M R W W M m M M «iirn m m  r  r -nm tir'

For an asQiuaed s;ymetry for six fundamental vibratiosis

(4a* ♦ 2a**) are ejrpeoted* both epecios being active both in the infrared 

and Raimn# The gas-phase infrared opectrum* observed in this work, is 

shown in Figure 19, with the bands listed in Table 11* For the region 

above 250 csT^, the frequencies are in good agreomont with those of 

Rudolph ̂  el* T w o  fundamental modes (a* and a") are expected below 

this, but only one region of absorption, centred at about 1^3 cm"\ 

could be detected in the infrared epeotrum*

The liquid-phaee Raman spectrum (Table It) %ms considerably 

corsplioated by fast decomposition of PF^I to give PF^ and Strong

bands at 330 ogT\ 306 csT̂ , and 113 ceT^ were attributed to 

this assignment being further enforced by comparison with the solid-^hase 

Raman spectrum of PÎ , recorded ia this work using the some spoctrooeter, 

ïÉiioh ehow3d bands at 315 cmT^(m), 284 cm (̂s), 183 cm ^(s), and 8l cm (s) 

(where strong; m, medium)* Fb previous reference was found in the

literature for the Raman epectz*um of solid PÎ , but these frequencies are 

in good agreement with the prevlowly det©rained solid-phae© infrared 
and solution Eaman^^^ spectra* Ho bands attributable to PF^ were found 

in the liqtdd-phase Raman spectrum of Polarisation data for the

PF.I could not be obtained due to the fast \decomposition of PFgl

in the laser beam#
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zma 11
innaEEU aid rasas sprcîga ®  sirwssicsopHBPEras

lafraroil (om )

202.5 (w)

137.5 (w)

(soiia)

621.5 (s)
006 (vs)

397.5 (k)

a After removal of PIj tanls.

Sanaa (œs” )̂

(Solid)

662 (m)
607 (b)

393 (a)

373 (a)

207 (vs) 

201 (a)

83 (w) 
66 (a) 
56 (a)

e, strong; a, medium; w, weak; v, very*

(liquid) 

673 (a)

a

d03 (a)

372 (q)

204.5 (m)
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Eacaa ©pectmi of PF^I ia the solid-plmGe (Pigwe 

%ible 11) showed no sign of &ny deooinpositioa of the H'^î# and showed 

only one region of Raoaa ©mission below P$0 cmT^ attributable to 

fundamental vibrations of the PP^I ®oleoul©* fhis appeared as a strong 

asymetrlo Imnd centred at 207 csa # A strong, sharp band at 114 om 

and a broad, weak band at 229 csT^ (overtone of 114 cnT^? ) appeared in 

on© cpectrum, but were not observed in a later spectrum obtained using a 
different sample# Since all other bands ia the two qpectra were ia 

agreement, these two bands (114 coT^ and 229 omT̂ ) sïust be assigned to 
an impurity ia the FF^I sample used for the first spectrum, or to a 

lattice bead, that failed to appear ia the second spectrum due to 

different deposition conditions# Ibdor hi^er resolution, the strong 

asymmetric band, centred at 20? <®T ia the solidnstate Baman Bpectrum, 

tms split to show clearly two bands at 207 cmT^ and 201 (Figure 20)» 

Normal coordinate calculation were ©mployod in order to calculate 

an appro%imat© set of vibrational frequencies sad normal coordinates# 

pie object of these calculations m s  not to attempt to evaluate e force- 

field, but rather to employ a •*ressomble’* set of constants transferred 

from the parent FF^ ̂ nd PI^ molewiles in order to assist ia the 

assigîiîsent of the observed frequencies# Hence no great effort was raade 

to force a fit between experimental and observed frequenoies, althou^ 
several small adjustments mad© from the preliminary daoio© la order  ̂

to produce a reasonable match# In the absence of published structural 

data for PFgl, an assumed molecular geometry was used* This geometry was
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Soiid-phase Raman Spectrum of
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also i%oe& for the calculation of tho theiiaodynaaio funotiono of PF̂ Î 
and ‘.is discussed later In this section. She force constants finally 
adopted are listed in Table 1̂ . These values are similar to those used 
by Muller ot with the exception of the ?«*! stretching force
constant (f„ _) # For this a value of 130 m s  used ia the present r«*d
calculations cwspared to PgO Ba**̂  employed by Muller ̂  el.

The B matrix elements were computed directly from a set of cartesian 

coordinates for the inolecule. Subsequently solution for the eigenvalues 

and eigenvectors of was obtained (where P Is the force

constant imtrix for the internal coordinates and 11*̂  is the diagonal 

matrix with the non-^ero entries eqiml to the G<;uare roots of the 

reciprocals of the atomic masses)# The set of frequencies calculated 

using the above force field is shown in Table 13, together with the 

approximate potential energy distribution among the internal coordinates 

for ea<âi mode. Observed gas-phase frequencies are also shown for 

comparison.
On the basis of these approximate normal coordinate calculations,

the two lowest frequency fundaacntela were predicted to lie at about

181 (&*} and at 1̂ 9 dsT̂ Ca*̂ ). In the absence of infrared

absorption or Bmnan shifts below ?00 cm , It seemed likely that these
*•1 ,fun:3amental must be located in. the region of 200 om ♦ % e  infrared 

absorption was complex (Figure %$) and could easily have consisted of 

two overlapping b&nda* That this was the case was supported by the 

splitting of the strong, gksymmetrlc bond centred at fOJ cm  ̂in the
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Wl.'B 19

poncB cossTAim roa pPmi uriLiszD m mnriAL cooaDiEATs CAi,CKUiTioiB

stretching^ Bending^

PI 130 PPI ^

PP 9̂0 FPP 6$
10 FPI/FPI 3

PF/PP 30 FPI/^ 3
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TABLE 13

OBsmrn) Aim CAiciZLAm) CAs-PimsE inEmmm pm ĵEaoiES (cnT̂ )

Observed Calculated Species Potential 5iergy
Distribution

559 a» 93# PF str.

% g  833 a" 99# W  str.

413 an a« 9’# m »  acf,
375 3-8? Û» 46# PÏ str.,53# PPÏ âsf.

r04 809 a" 99# FPI def.
198 131 a* 55# PI str., 43# PPI dcf.
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Golii-^tate Rama spectrum. The more intense Roman bond (PO? esT̂ ) 

has accordingly Leon eBeigned to the symetrio (a*) mode, and the 

weaker band (?01 cnT’̂) to the mode.

Tho strong Infrared bosids, centred at 413 cmT^ end 375 cnT^ both 

had the oooe overall shape end wore eoeiĝ ied by .Rudolph §2m 
FFF eynsnetrio deformation end FI stretching modes respectively. The 

solid-otate Eaaen cpeotrum had bands et 395 caT̂ (w) and 377 ônT^(s), 

and the liqmd-phaso Rama had hands at 408 (m) and 378 co*^(m), which

were identified with those modes. The normal coordinate calculations 

yielded a* bands at 401 cm**̂  and 38p cmT^ in agreement with this assign— 
mont, the 388 cvT̂  mode being oonelderably mixed in chamcter, and the 
large contribution from the P-Î stretch In this mods may qualitatively 
account for the greater iatejislty relative to the hi#or frequency mode.

The banda at 651 and 846 cm”'̂ were otro:]g in the lnfi%red and
weak In the Roman and are certainly the F-F stretching modes ia agreement

156with previous asBignments for those modes for both FF^l and other F-F 

molecules. The higher frequency bend at 86? cnT^ in the sol id-state 

Raoaa spectrum was the more intense of the ttfo, suggesting that it was
156

the symmetric (a*) mode, ia agreement with the assignment of Rudolph ̂
This assignment was supported by the calculât ions wh> oh also indicated
that these modes were almost pure F~F stretches (Table 13).

While the Raman bands at 862 cm"^ for the Bolid-phose and at 873
for the liquid-pîias© presuzKïbly correlated with one of those infrared .
bands, the solid-phaee W x m  bond at 83? cmT^ (no equivalent %man band

—1
observed for FFrI ia the liquid-phasc) was approximately 40 m
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removed fiom the nearest infrared Ixmd at S46 and correlation 

beti?e©n those Infrared and IWan hands thus appeared tenuous, even thoii^

the was in different physical states. Bowever both PT^CX end
117 —tPPpBr show fairly largo shifts of about 84 on in the assigned P-F

oeymaetrio stretch between the ga -phase infrared and llquid-phase

Raman hands, indicating the possibility of auch a large shift ao

apparently observed for PF^I. The infrared opeotrua of the

solid-pbaso, was, therefore, recorded (%,hl@ tl) in an attempt to
confirm this correlation. This showed a strong band split to give maxima
at 821.5 cîjT̂  end d06 ©aT̂ , with a ohoulder oa the hi^ frequency side at 

—1about 835 cm , and thus confirmed the correlation between the infrared
—1and Ramon spectra* A bond at 397*5 eia , observed in the infrared

spectrum of FF^I in tho solid phase also correlates very veil with the

band at 398 cm"^ in the solid-state Raman spectrum of Ho other
*•1bands were observed -la the range 375 om to 1%3 oia •

The bands at S3 , CC  ̂and 56 cm observed in the solid-phase 

Raman opootrum were presuoed to be associated with lattice vibrations.

In tho abaenco of published structural data for PFg*I, it nooessary 
to make certain assuqptions about tho molecular geometry in order to carry 
out both the normal coordinate omlysis and the computation of the 
statistiml thermodynamic funoticng. The structural parameters for PF^I 
were estimated by coi#arl8on with FÎ '' and Wring

O /V ft
P-X m 2.4ÎA and IPX » 103.0 # The values used in the calculations were

O ^  ft __
obtained by using tho P-F bond length *• 1.57)A and PPP « 97*<3 from FT^
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and the F-I bond length above# (99̂ ) was taken aa the mean of Î W
/V

in end IPS ia PI^* The ootliaatod limita of error ia these bond 

leagtha wore ft) #052 and in the angles i S®#

Using the ideal gsie, hazooaio oaoillator epprozimatloa and the above 

geometrical oeoic^tiona together with the observed gaa-^ma© infrared 

fondamental frogueaoiea (Table 13), the rotational and vibrational 

contributions, and thiia the total etatietioal themodynamio functl<R)s 

for PTLI were calculated# Those ere preconted in Table 14* %  varying

the bond lengtha and bond angles within the egperiiamtal limits given 

above, m d  by varying the vibrational frequonoios within the eatimted 

experimental limit© (- 2 oaT̂ ) and repeating the calculation© with the 

adjusted data, the maximum peroontage errors over tho temperature range 

considered were found to bo — 0.3^ for Cp^, * 0#2^ for (B^ —

1 0.4# for -(G^ - e»d - 0.4# for S®.
ft 497

Ttieso results may be con^mrod with those of Muller et al

Wiich were computed using estimated values (ipO coT^ and 110 cmT̂ )

for tho two lowest frequency fmlaoentals, - and on the basis of P-F w 
ot*55A# Tho maximum poreontago deviations of their results frco tho 

preoent wrk, caused mainly by differences ia tho fundamental frequonoiea 

eaployedl, clto t 0 . 8 #  in C® , t 1.683# in (îÇ - - 0.45?# in
-((^ - E^/I end Î 0.524# in S°.
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C0CTU5ÎS) mzEimzmic Fcgcgiois rai smuonoioiiopsasmrM!! -  PBRma 
aiS AT 101.325 (l Atia)

paoaoCT œ  m 3  3 psesjipal imsra w  mmTia. - s.c&ia'îs %

—1 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1 —1cal.nole dog oal*sol© deg» caî*ooXe dog* cal*nolo deg*

r -(Og - A  s°5?°K Cp® ^
100.00 10.463 8.704
179.60^ 13.212 10.133

200.00 13.743 10.400

273.15 15.311 11.575
293.13 15.739 11.907
299.35̂ 15.765 11.929
3*5.00 15.759 11.931
400 .*3 17.052 13.053
5*5.00 17.351 13.943

m o  .00 13.334 14.647
700.00 18.734 15.207
&50.00 13.977 15.554
900.00 19.151 15.042

1000.00 19.2a) 15.350

** B.pt. 155
(1 oal s 4.1553 J)

52.779 51.433

53.253 53.396

59.357 59.845

52.300 74.375
53.323 75.735
53.395 75.825
53.902 75.833
57.495 80.559
70.510 84.453

73.117 87.754

75.419 90.525

77.4% 93.144
79.343 95.390
61.055 97.413
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S0I3Ô confusion has been caused in the literature following the

almost sinjultaaeouQ publication of two papers concerning the infrared
iBîspectrum of PF^* Gutoî sky and tiehr listed the gas-dbaoe fundamental

frequencies m  093 cmT\ 848 caT\ 53^ oiT^ and 437 csT̂ -, in good agree-*
173ment with the gas- and licruid-fhaG© Roraan spectra previously reported*

1OOWilson and Polo, however, listed the gt̂ a—pins® fundanieatal frequencies

as 898 cs3**"̂f 869 craT^ 407 and 344 azT\ having assigned ei^t

other bands (not including any absorption in tho region near $38 ctaT̂ )
as ovortoao end combination bands* Bo further publications could bo

found in the literature resolving the difference botw'oen those two seta
138of fuadaiDontal froquenoies, ©von though a recent paper has reported

tho hi{^ resolution spectra of the-398 and 487 mT^ boMc#
la this work, high pressure (about 30 torr) spectra of ia the

—tgas-pbaoe failed to locate any absorption at or around 538 , and the
«*1frequencies for the three fuadaoental vibrations above 400 cm , os given 

by Wilson and Polo, were coafimod* Therefore, the statistical 
thoroodyoamio functions for PF^ have been calculated in this work using 
the fundanontol frequcnoiea recorded by Wilson and Polo end using the 

ideal gas, harmonic oscillator approximation* Tho geometry used m s  

that reoently reported by Morino ct (P*-F *» 1*57 (^ 0.0018)A and

PPF * 97*Ê (i 0*8)^* iho prolmblo errors in these functions were m t  
©stiDated by repeating the calculations using adjusted data (os for PP l̂) 

as It is certain tîmt the error caused by Inaccuracies in the geometry end
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mm j 3 15

CCXOTTED TI-ERIŒZîmîaG F0II3TI0IB FŒI HDSHDHU3 THIFLüOaiDS -
m r w s  GA8 AT 131.38$ klkT^ (l Ata).

paomcT (F TIE 3 mmiiPM, imsiBs op njmTià « 8.069909 %

cal.oole dog."^ cal .Qola^kog.'”̂ cal ,Bole”'kog.“’ caî.EBsle"’

A 4 -(Og - î Ç A s“

100.00 8.741 8.102 45.035 53.137

121,65“ 9.344 8,263 46,633 54.956
171.65̂ 10.817 8.797 49.616 58.413

200.00 11.6%) 9.140 50.986 6).126

273.15 13.479 10Æ61 53.971 64.032

258.15 14.027 10.371 54.866 65.237
300.00 14.066 10.394 54.930 65.324
400.00 15.791 11.542 53.081 69.623
500.00 16.523 12.513 60.764 73.273
600.00 17.673 13.316 63.119 76.435

700.0) ■ 18.137 13.973 65.223 79.201
000.0) 13.543 14.527 67.127 81.654
900.00 13.799 14,983 63.365 83.853
1000.00 13.990 15.3% 70.465 85.844

-1

(1 cal m 4*l36v8j).
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fundamental frequenoiea is small when with the error irJxerent

ia the ideal (̂ s, hamonio oscillator approxim-tion* The résulta are 

proeentod In Table 15*

These results were compared with those given by Z&gamjGa over 

the teqperaturo range 1<X)®2 to 1000%* This showed soiao marked differences, 
and the isaxisum percent ago deviations of the results given by Bhgarajan 
from those recorded ia this work were — 6,8^ ia C% — in

(B^ - iÇ)/T, - 2.0 ia -(s| - ̂ / î  ea'i - 2.6# in S°. 1&@G@ «era well
outside the probable errors la the functions given ia this work*
I3bgamjaa hod wed the fuadaoental frequencies as given by Outowoky and 

Licihr̂ ^̂  end the gooootry given by Sheridan ̂  # 1 *535A and

Î W  » 100°) »

However, the results given ia Table 15 differ only iasignificaatly 

(- 0,1^ from those given by Muller Althou^ Euller ̂  cl

used the some fundamental fx̂ jguencies as wed ia this wor#:, this good 

agreoment ia soinWmt surprising since they wed a ashstantially different 
goonotry (P-F « l*55A, FFF « 104%*

c* . The Deoorimoeltlon of

Pudolph ̂  have shorn that disproportiomtes according to 

the equatioat

Using available tberoodymmio data, tho standard free energy change for 
this dQOompooitlon reaction has been calculated taking the bond energies
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in ^  ©cfoal to tlm mom bond dissociation energies in

® (P^(PP^)) - 1/3K(P(^) ♦ 34I$d(g)) - ü$(PF3(g))

Using tho above asswjption for tho bond onergios in $

It is necessary to eotlaato i

% o  vapour prossnro of at 290*15% » 0*003091 na % #  mad

'^^.003391 EB (^^3(s)^ *  BE9 ^ ^ 3 ( a ^  *  ̂  % I w § 5 T  ̂

#ers B is the gas constant (Perfect Gas Assuoptlon) *

For the equilibriiioi ^^3(0) *• 0*003091 sa
60^ m 0 and ù£p m /T whore is the enthalpy of sublimation

of PI^ at 298*15% *

** ^^(^^3(0)̂  ** ̂ ^*003891 ^subl*/^

- = « ® • “ ” < s i S “ ’
E »  entropy of PI^/ \ at 293.15% « 89.45 caï.oola beg. ^
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For the disproportionation of FF^Î {sa writton above)

^ ♦ S°(Pb(,)) - 3 8°(lTgI(g))

Using the values of S®(FF^j^) end $^(PFgI^^^) from Tables 14 and 15*

^aeprop. -/'(^5.237) 113.66 - - 3(75.735)

» {16.93 ~ col. nole“ 4̂eg."’̂

^aiGprop, - ̂ ^(^3(s)) + <(^b(o)) - 

tut iî^(Pl3(c)) - - ̂ eubl.

and lasing Eqmtloa 1i

^dioprop* ** *^oiibl#

«•« *“    — TâS ,disprop* dioprop* dlsprop*

- - ̂ b6.93 - 6 3 ^  A) cal.

•*• ^°dieprop. “ *5.0 fcœa.

Thus for the rooctionî * ̂ ^3(c)* âO *

The enthalpy of form.tim of eon he estimated usirsg tho above

WGuaption for the bond energies and literature values *

« -226.03 koal.aole*’

^ ^ ” 3(g)̂ ^̂ *̂  » 1.3 kcal.molo*’ 
givings m -150.2 koalaole”'*
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Also u£3ii;gt  ̂« 9*32 oal

« 43*44 cal.molo'̂ d̂og.""̂

QSid « 37*757 eal^mole’̂^cg.^^

» 3.596$ cul.degr^ml®"^ 

end AG°(PFpI/ \) . -151.3 kcal.oolo""̂

BDwovor, the décomposition of PF^I may also be conoiderod in tcmo 

of an equilibrium fcetî Den IT^I, end PF^ PI^ th® gas phaco

3^,Ife) ; = = ±  ^ 3 0  + ̂ sls)

t%ing tho aosuqptlcm for the bond onorgim for and tho literature 

therDodywmio values given above.

AH, (left to right of equilibrium as writtm above) * 0

cmd AS (left to rlidit of equilibrium as written above) » -7.33 oal.mol©"*̂ deg. 

. * AO » 3.2 heal*

and M, tho equilibrium constant is given byt 

60 m —HTlifC giving K « 0.036

)P 1̂ 9:0
(pp « partial pressure)
Thw for unit pressure of pure PP^I originally, the W^l equilibrates to 

give partial pressures of of z milts, and of of 2x units, leaving 

a partial pressure of FP^I of (1-3%) units#
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.V 0.026 . fOT 0.33» X > 0
(l-3 z )

which solves to give z « 0.15

Thus for an original prooow© of pure Vf^l of 1 ataoophoro 

(760 CT3 %*), tho partial proseur© of PX^ at equilibritcn at 293# 15% 

would be 115 am* Bowevor, this %mrtlai prosoure of PX^ cannot be 

reached since it is hl^mr than the vapour premure of PI^ at 293*15%. 

Thus the disproportionation of PF^I m y  bo considered m  d m  to the 

equilibrium of FF^I with PF^ and PÎ , all in the gas phase, this 

equilibrium being displaced by condensation of PI^#

d* Vjbrntloml wrX ÎAiclcar Thmùtio Pocgncnco Snootrn of P,.?.#

Parry ̂  have recorded the gm-phase infrared end tho liquid-

phase Eomn spectra of ̂ 2^4* ^  basis of the smll number of banda
observed end of aî xiront non-ooinoidenco of bonds in the two spectra,

they intorproted tîieir results ia term of a trem oonformtion
(0^ point group) for the oolooulo, tentatively assigning four
infrared-eotivo bonds and sis Rama-^tive bonds as fuadamoatols*

For this proposod̂ *'̂  tram conformation, twelve fundamental vibrations
would be espootod, six being active ia the infrarod (3a^ + 3%) end six in
the Roma (4a * 2bJ  • On this basis, only two Infrared active funda- g &
mentals renaiaed unobserved by Fairy ̂

3h the present work, the gas-phase end solid*-phas@ infrared spectra 
over the range BOD to 4000 and tho solid-phase Roma spectrum
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«.1ovor the ronge 100 m  to 1100 cm Mvo boon rocordod# Tho gaa- 

phase infrared spectrum (t) cm cell, prooouro /vio torr) etofod only one 
region of absorption, and this wc© originally rooolvod to give three 

DDxim at 822 cmT^, 835*5 ocT^epi 846.5 csT^* thidor higher rcoolutim, 
a fourth zaozlzaum wsa obeormd at 827 omT This region of aboorptioa ia 

€lK>m in Figure 21, and the freqmnoios are compared with those of 

Pmry ot bX and of Colburn et al in Table 16.

The agreement of the two hipest frequmcy msxim, with those 

reported by I^rry ^  is rcesomblo, ospoolslly m  the mzinm at
-1835*5 cm woo broad* IbwevBr the agrcooent of tho two lowest froqucsioy

-1nrxioa is less good, there being a difference of about 6 cm between the 
frequonciee reported ty Parry ̂  and thoee determined in this work* 
These two froqûicies ai'o, however, in better ogremont (i 3 caT% with 
those reported by Colburn ̂  al

—1Although no other absorptions were observed between 338 m T  ' and 

4003 cm In the above spectrum, on Increasing tho %a?esa%@@ in the gsa 

cell to about 83 torr, a very weak region of absorption, centred at about 

400 oqT^, observed* The Wmpe of this absorption was similar to that 

observed for PF^I (Figure 19) 1 two mxlim being resolved at about 4t3 
m à  33) am > Parry ^  else observed a very weak absorption in

—1this region' of the spootrum and wore able to resolve mxlma at 417*3 cm #

412*2 m T \  406*8 and 378*7 tontatively assigning this region

of absorption to a PFgt impurity. Tho mak absoi#im, observed ia this
—1work, at about 400 m  m s  therefore similarly assigned*
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CA3 LIQUID SOLID
hifraroiP Eomif Raocm̂ lafraroi^

Eef * Eof* This Ref. This ThlG
JZL im. TTork ■■1W*II->IW|B|» J52l TJork

846*9 (w©) B42 (s) &:6.5 (v©)
839 (ws) 835.5 (vo)
833*9 (wo) 830 (vs) 827 (vs)
827*8 (wg) 820 (©) 822 (vo)

825 (m,p?) 
033 (w, dp?) 
541 (vs, p) 
453 (w# dp?)

812 (©)
797 (a)
546 (vs)

815 (a, oh)
797 (0)

[417*3 (w)]
[412*2 (v%f)] #3 (w) [410 (vw)]
[406,3 (vw)]

403 (w, p)
[373*7 (vw)] [333 (vw)]

377 (o.p) 335 (vb)
365 (m)
361 356 (w)

214 (a,p)
274 (m)
217 (vs)

-Îa| tJnlts of cm ’

©I Gtroag; m, oodlum; », tmak; v, very; oh, shoulder# p, polcrisod; 
dp, dopolarlsed#

(rroquenciea given ' in ©guar® bradtota have boon ©oolgood to PF^Î Impurity) #
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With this hl#Gr pressure (^80 torr) of In the cellf three

other very mok oosima were recorded, tAdch had not hem prevlomly

ohcorvedf et ebout 935 cxaT̂ , 970 and 1055 onT^* IThoee, however,

Increased la Intensity with tine, indloatinj ©low deempo©itloa of

k ©mall shoulder at about O95 also appeared m. the si-do of the

eboorptim due to FgF^ (well off ©oale), mrA this m s  attributed to the

Q hranoh of the I W ^ b m d  structure for îf^ centred on 892 cm . Sbe

mazlm at 935 m  ' and 1025 oa were not assigned,
An otteopt was &leo mcdo to record the ̂ paa-phaee InArared epectrm

••1 #,4of PgF^ over the vmxp 30 ca to 400 ca using & far^infrarod inter- 

ferometrio ©pootrooeter equppped with a 113 m  goa cell (vide infra), 

Oowover, %hlle attempting to record the opoetx*^ with a pressure of • 

la this cell of only 20 torr, the daeonposcd ©o extensively 

that the Inoidq of the cell m s  coated with sa orange-yellow deposit ©ad 

no aheorptioao were rooordod. Tho aid-infrared cpectrum (4OO to

4000 c^T^) % a  recorded for a gaseous eaqplo removod frm tho Inter-. 
feroootcr coll on ooopletion of the run, Ahcorptioim centred at # 7  

(P-Q«E triplet! medium intensity), about 860 (very strong and hzmd), 

892 c©i**̂ (very strong and voiy sharp), about 90S (medium) and 

672 (very weak) wcro all ocslg^wd to PEL Wloatlng cztemiva 

dcoompoelticn of Pgf^ to PP^ and phoGphorus-fluorino polymer* .

It m ©  not pooolhlo to dcteroln© from this ©poetrum if the deooqpositioa 
of P ^  had gom to ooqpletlm, einco the very intense absorption by
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car&rçd at Sû) craT̂  did not allow the roGolution of poooibl© absorption 

by in this region of the spootrum* only other absorptions
observed woro bands at 9?) and 1025 gsT̂  (as ot^orved In the gas-
phase infrared opeotrur; of with a pressure of about 00 torr) and
these were presunsd to be due to a docoopoDitioa product of 
(possibly phosphoz%s-fluorijie polymer) * Using lower pressures 
(^ 10 torr) of FgF^ In the Interferoaeter gas-cell, decomposition of 
the gaa appeared to bo less extensive, but no absorptions wore observed# 

Ramsn epeotrusi of in the aolid-phaso (Figure 22; %,ble 16)

showed no sign of any doooc^iosltlon of the F^F^, and a sid—infrared 
(«100 to 4000 cnT^) spectrum (gas-phasa) of the saz^le, after the 
solid-phoce Eaaan speotrua hsd been recorded, showed only absorptions 
attributable to The frequencies of five of the Faman emissions were

in good agrément with those observed by Farry for FgT\ In the
liquid phase, and the mall differences (up to 13 osT̂ ) presumably 

reflect the different physical states of the for the two spectra# 

â band at 403 ca"^ m e  tentatively assigned by rtj.rry et ̂ s s  an overtone
«•ofof the fmdaoontal at 214 <sa , but m  equivalent bond waa found in the

eolid-phaoe Rama spectrum (this work) # ilars seriously, Farxy ^

tentatively asslgaed a mok coisoioa at 453 csa in their liquid-phase
Ramon to a funtemtal vibration , symmetric, in-phase)# In this

t«>rl£, no corresponding emission from in the solld-phaac could be
located, suggesting that the bond observed by Parry ^  oi#t have been

—1caused by an impurity in their cample* Bbwever an emission at 274 cm
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(sîedium) vjaa observed for in the solid-pîiase, and therefore this

has been eseigned as the sixth Ramon^otive fteiamental frequency.

ïhio chan^ In the Eaaai>-aotive fundamental frequencies, from
159those listed by Psri^ ̂  el, necessitated reairrange^nt of their 

tentative assignments* îhe tteo hipest frequency Raznaa fundamentals 

must be the two stretches in agreement with the aesignm©at of Parry 

et al* band associated with the P-P stretch is expected to be
P̂ 6polarised and to be the most intense feature In the Bamsn spectrum.

% e  bands at$(l6 cm**̂  and 3^5 were both very strong and polarised,

but by analosy with P-iPPĝ ®̂ and the P-P

Stretching frequency is expected to be mudk higher than the latter band*
••1Thus the band at 54^ <%% kaa been assigned as the P ^  stretching frequency

in agreement with Parry ̂  el* The rest of the Raman active bands have

been tentatively assigned on this basis in T^ble 17*
The infrared 6pectî*um of in the solid phase was also recorded

—1 —1in this work over the rang© 3fX> cm tu 4OCK) cm • àlthou^ the small 

number (6) of bands observed in the eolid-*pIiase Raman spectrum stroz^ly 

indioatos that has a trans configuration, the other criterion

used by Parry ̂  to siqjport the Interpretation of their spectra on

the basis of this configuration was the apparent operation of the mutual 

exclusion rule, indicative of a centre of symmetry* Bowevor, since their 

spoctra were recorded with the sample in different physical states, they 
could not be cofr̂ letely certain that this latter criterion was satisfied* 

Indeed, th® large shifts observed for (X»I, Br or Cl) in the P-F
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TAga 17

T R A C T E  ASSICCT'Sro T31 Pgmm'STAL VgBATIŒS (F

Infrared (gis) 
(cm-1)

%6.5^

835.5) 

8S7|

3Ê5

361a

'Rasaa (solid) 
(oaT̂ )

797

946

274

217

Assignment 

esym,, cnit-of̂ phase*

i)pp, eym., out«of-«pfcaee*

Gym., ia-pbaG8
aays., iâ «̂ aas0 

Pppt ^2^#

sŷ *f in-iAase.
(T_p , sym., out*of*̂ i&ee. 

2 .

J  PFpi oaym.
f sym., ia-ŝ se.

2

gym.

Roferenoo 159*

P, etretch; CO, %eg; cT"# scissors; J  # twist*
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stretching frequencies with changea in phase (see Part 2} Section la)

indicate that it is possible that the two hi^iest frequency bands In the

gas-i5hase infrared may oorreepond to those in the liq*aid-phase Raman.
The solid-phas© infrared spectrum showed only one region of

«•1absorption in the range 3A[) cm to 4000 cm , mid this appeared as a
—1strong asyssaeirio band centred at 791 cm * Dnder hi#ier resolution,

two shoulders wore resolved on the hi^ frequency side of this band at

about 003 csa*̂  and at about 815 csT^ The shoulder at ^ 3  woa nruch
.1wealcer than that at Sl5 cm , and it therefore seem probable that the tifo 

hi#iest frequency gas-pliase infrared bands correspond to bands at 797 cm**̂  
and at about 8l5 ca"*̂  in the solid-phase infrared epectnsu*

coincidcnoe of these froqueacies in the eolid<-phase infzared with 

those in the solid-̂ îase Raman spectrum (%ble 1̂ ) is probably fortuitous, 

but does illustrate the possibility that there may be coincidences in the 
Infrared and Kaman spectra due to the csolecule having a lower 
symmetry than the tram (Ĉ )̂ conformation. This, however, seems unlikely 

since for eithei* a els (Ĉ )̂ or gauche (Cg) symmetry, all twelve fundamental 
vibrations sîiould be active la the Rama, and of those twelve Rsm n  bands, 
nine ( C ^  or all twelve (Cg) should be coincident with bands la the 
infrared#

159She nuclear magnotlc résonance spectrum of liquid  ̂ has bem

i n t e r p r e t e d ^ i n  terms of on assumed trans configuration
21^ 217(SC’Ai^r’X"* spin syntem)# Bb attmpt was reported" * to try to 

Interpret the data on the basis of either a gauche or seml*-eclipsed 
configuration» The possible rotamerio structures of are shown in
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Possible Rotameric Structures of
P n B , .

7.

L  .-A*

F

Case 3 :sem i-
eclipsed,

Case 1 : c is . Case 2 : gauche

—

Case 6 : gaucheCase 5: s em i-
eclipsed.

Case 4 : tra n s .

Case 7 ; Fast restricted rotation between semi-eclipsed
rotam ers (cases 3 and 5 ) .

Case 8 : Fast restricted rotation  between gauche  

rotam ers (cases  2 and 6 ).
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Pleure 23# together with the two additional possihllitieo of fast 

restricted rotation between either the two g&nche rotamers# as is 

probably the case for ̂ 2^4*" the two semi-eclipsed rotamers,

These possibilities can be broadly classified into two gronps. The 
first is those cases (Aere all fonr fluorlzie nuclei are chemically 

equivalent (cases Î# 4# 7 and S) and the second is where there are two 
non-equivalent paiig of equivalent fluorine nuclei (cases ?# 3» 5 and €), 

dhie second group corresponds to an Z1AX̂ X*X* spin system# whereas the 

first group corresponds to an spin system*

In this work the D2& WÏÏL EISIO Computer program (Science Research 

Cowell# Atlas Computer taboratoiy# Chilton) was used to determine
f>17whether the esperlmental n.m*r, epeotm** could be analysed on the Imsls

of m. spin system, ^ e  coupling constants given by Rudolph

end îfeMsark̂ ^̂  for liquid at mre used throu(giout. Figure 24

showa the calculated spectrum obtained using these values for an

XX*AA*I”̂ *  spin system# mid this is in good agreement with the experimental
217spectrum with an rms error of only 0,03 Hs," Figure 25 nhotm the 

spectrum obtained imlng the same coupling (instants end the same chemical 

shifts for all fluorine nuclei as for Figure 24# but for an X1Aâ*I*T* 

spin system* This spectrum is not dissimilar from that observed 

experimentally (Figure 24) • Eowever# if the chemical shifts of the two 

non-equivalent pairs of equivalent fluorine mwlel are made different# 

then the spectrum immediately becomes far :%>re complex, This is shown 

in Figure 26# where the same coupling constants, as above# have been used#
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but the ch^ical shift of one pair of equivalent fluorine nuclei m e  set 

100 %Ia greater than that of the other nouMsqulvalent pair# It waa 

apparent from the OŒ-plesity of the spectrum in Figure 26̂  that the 

esporlmontal Bpootrm for m t  be interpreted on the of

cn T£kA*ltJ* spin sjstea since an appreciable difference is expected 

between the cbonaical shifts for the nen^quivalent pairs of equimlcuit 

fluorine nuclei, Ühua the observai spectrum mn  only be interpreted. 

on the basis of the first group of possible structures (Cases 1* 4# 7 and 

6 in Figure S3) as an spin sjstein.
PiqTheoretical studies " ' have indicated that the magnitude of the 

directly bonded P-? coupling constant should show a marked dependence on
P17the rotamerio foxis# 2o%;ever Rudolph and ïksmsA ' have sho%a that the 

observed spectrum is relatively unaffected by teoperature (from -1^0 to 

->101̂ €), strongly Indicating that the observed spectrum is not due to 

fast rotation of the PF^ groups about the P-P bond or to fast restricted 

rotation betwen either the t?'0 gar̂ cho (cases P and 6 in Figure P3) or 

the G(%ni-eclipscd (caees 3 and 5 iîî Figiare 3̂) rotamers. This in 

turn strongly indicates tb^t P^F^ exists, at these temperatures, In either 

a cis or a trans configuration. Hot̂ ever, without data for similar .. 

molecules of fcnoŝ n configuration for cotsporiscÆi vith the dfita for P F̂̂ , 

it is not possible, on the basis of the nuclear magnetic speotnzi, to 

diffsr@T;tlate bett̂ een these tto rotamers.

therefore., the evidence of the vibrât.ionaX spectra, and in particular 

the small number of bands observed in the infrared and Famn spectra, mmt
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be interpreted as strongly favouring & trans configuration for the

mleciTle# IWmmr, the possibility that the P̂ F, molecule mi^t«•: L) - 1.' 4
have a different cwifiguration (%>o8Gibly ci©) cannot be discarded, 

eepêoially in view of the coincidence of the tvo highest frequency lands 

is the eolid-ï&ase infrared and Famn spectra, since this coinc.lciesce 

uorld have to be fortuitous for interpretation of these spectra in terms 

of a trams configuration.

e$ The tntrs.ir..olet mnectrcm pnd decornnosit^on of

Previous studies of the ultraviolet spectra of diphosphine
OliV '?TtQderivatives’' *̂ - J f f h a v e  attributed th© intense absorptions

observed to the Tnbacceptor bonding poi:!OT of the P3d orbitals, and thus

to the P-P bond. In this uork, the ultraviolet spectrum of P^P^ has
o o .been recorded over the range POOOA to 7300À (liodcl SP*%D, Ultraviolet 

Cpectropliotoneter, tbiicam, Cambridge) and a t,3q>ical epoctrum is shoiin 
in Figure f? (fl cm silica cell; pressure of P̂ F./"̂  1 torr),c; , ̂0 0 o
Three msaciiaa t-ore oboerved at 3000A, ?u>5A and P050A, of tdiich the

0 % absorption at %ms by far the most intense. This value of
É O nty)(PCDSA) i© in good agreement mth the value obtained by Solan,' viiich 

has recently been î’eported in the literature,^ ̂

For 'three different samples of P^F, (pressures ranging from about, '■ 4
4 torr to about IP torr), ultraviolet spectra t%re recorded at frequent 

Intervals folloiving introduction of the ©aqple to the ©ilica cell.
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The enectra for all three shOT-red a Qte&dj door ease with tlmo
® o

in tho :ntec0itloo of the absorptions at 2P00A end at rCô5â., without 
change in the travelongtha of these aWorptions* The absorption at 

fOJoE also chwjcd a etoady, but relatively cuch snallor, docroeao in 

intensity with tixse, but this was ecoompauiei by an inorease in the
0waTTGl^igth of &bsorpt:ion@ eventually reaching a value of ?1^0A#

Ih'is decroaso in the intciisitieo of all three absorptions was attributed 
to dcoojnpositiou of the sanplos, and strongly xn?Iicatod that all

throo mirim were due to absorptions by P^P„, and not by cocie Impurity inr. *r

the samples* Bowovor, the behaviour of the absorption originally centredi 
o

on 1-O‘jOA indicated that cooe product, froa the decer̂ iposition of
ot-res abcorbing in the ultraviolet at about ?1dOd, thus lowering the apparent
o

rate of docrezse in the absorption at rO$OA azid also moving tlio

position of mazioum absorption to higher wavelength with time*

A previous study^^ of the dooomposition of had investigated 

the theivnl dissociation of F,jF« at elevated tempemtures (up to gOO^G)*- *T
and had ehwm that under these oondltlons décomposés to give VTy

The other prodrcte were pîiosphorua-fluorine polymers snd some F^F^ was

also detected* In the present it has been confirmed that tms a

mjor product of the decomposition of F^F^ at room temperature* Two

of ' were alloxfcd to deooopose et room temperature, one of wMch c. 4
was irradiated with ultraviolet end the gaseous products of the

decomposition were enolysod by recording their maescpectra* In both eases , 

the spectra ohowed that m&  the only major gaseous component of the
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decomposition products# It therefore appeared tînt tho orango-yollow 
solid, deposited during decomposition of the PgF^, was the only other 

product, mil tînt this solid m3 not sufficiently volatile to he 
recorded in tbo moss spectra#

n  j does not absorb in the xütravJdet epectrm in the zange 230oS 
to TX)Q% (this îjorfcî 10 cm silica cell; pressure of of about 
30 torr)# Siue it cocos likely that the absorption at about F140.?» 
which incrGased in intensity with time in the ultraviolet spectra of 
decomposing ms oauecd by deposition of the orange-yellow solid on
the sides of the silica cell*

oag \IMieey" plotted values of egaixot the electronogativities

of the substituent groups for several diphoephines end he interpreted the 

result as Indicating that a relationship did ezlst, but the correlation was 

not hi^# 3h order to obtain a consistent set of group electronegativities 

Raheey tjsod values based on those given by Eagarise,*'^ who had correlated 

the effect of several or^nic groups on the infrared stretching frequency 
of an adjacent carbonyl groi^ mth electronegativitieo given by Gordy#

Cordy gives the value of 3*95 for the substituent electronegativity of 

fluorine, mid' wing this value, for does not appear to

correlate with the relationship proposed by Bmeoy"" (Figure 23) #
Rudolph and Schiller '■ have, however, recently questioned the 

validity of an intense ultmvlolat absorption aa evidence for piT^TT 
bonding in dipSiooiihines* The absorption foatnree are not ozclusivcly 

oharaoterletic of F-P bonded diphospblncs since the monophosphine :



FIGURE 28.
Plot of against Electronegativity 
of Substituents for Diphosphines.
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givoa ultraviolet epootra similar to those ohoorved for diphosphines. 

EudolpJi and Schiller also noted tuo opposite trends in the value of

US A fuziotioK) Oi GubsttltVvGut (pxmp elootronegativltj# Thao In 

tliO triad - (C?PgTP(CZI.)g - (OIÎ )gK'(Gng)g,

shifts to lorçGT wavelength with docreaoing substituent electro- 

nogativiiy, but ia tbs triad (C?PgPP(CP^)g - (C?.)gm?g - FgPPFg, 
shifts to lo2T(pr wovelei^th with IncroàBing substituent electrone^tivity* 

Although the main purpose of following the decarease with time of 
the absorption intensities la the ultraviolet ùpectrm of m a  to 

donmistmto that the oboorptions observed were duo to they also
, t ,

allow the rate of the décomposition reaction to be monitored. Bowevor# 

fi'ora comparison of the aboorbances at for saoplos of at

prosauree of about 12 torr end at about 4 torr* it was apparent that the 

linear absorption scale of the spectrophotometer used was not maintained 

at high absorbances* Bouover* from the eerieo of epoctra obtained uoii'jg

the lowest initial pressure of it m a  possible to use the Goaller
absolution at 30004 (Absorbanoea <0.05) in oî der to x%%nitor the rate

of the deooznpoaition reaction*
'  ̂ oGsi tho acs'uiapticei that the absorption centred at fbO$4 is symétrie

either side of this OG&imum* this absorption should not interfere
o o

perceptibly with that et 30004 , and thus the absorbance at 30004 should

be proportional to the concentreticm of Figure ?9 chows the

decrease in tho abooibance (a) at 30004 during the first 130 minutes of
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Decrease of RE, Absorbance (a) at 
3000Â with Time (t).
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dcco”îî>osition* After 1% oinutos, the abaorhonc© booame too snail to
daallow its acCfcii'ato estlLiatiom. Pigure 33 shoua a graph of ^  )

versus log (a) [tAoro a is the absorbanoe at 3000A cuid t is the tice in 

minutes fron the introduction of PgP. into the ultraviolet gas coll],

A straight line m B  fitted to the egq^rloental points by the method of 
Imat equaros [(4 + log^ (~0)) « 2.5$35 (l log^(a))^ 0.0993], 
cuid, fi*oi3 this, the order of the doocmipoaitioa reactiou mfeh respect to 

(the gradient of the strai^t line) îsas estimated to be f#5935 
with an accuracy (twice the standard deviation of the fit) of i 3̂ .
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The reversible dissociation of at the bond to give stable

radicals has been studied by ultraviolet spectrosoopy,̂ *̂ ''̂ ^̂ *

pressure-teiaperature measurements, electron paramagnetic resonance
s p e c t r o s c o p y , ^ x a a e g  spectrometrio a n a l y s i s T h e s e

11results have been reviewed end evaluated by Colburn. All the 

results were in good agreement 1.1 kcal.mole""̂ ) and give an average 

value for the U-H bond dissociation energy in

20.3 koal.mole'^%^^ Studies of the electron paramagnetic resonance 

spectrum of however, have shown that tho P-P bond in

is considerably stronger than the B-Î? bond la Urns the P-P bond

dissociation energy in P^^ cannot be sstlSBted similarly from studies of 

its dissociation to give PF^ radicals by ultraviolet spectroscopy, 

pressure-temperature measurements or electron parama^ctio resonance 

spectroscopy* At room temperature the concentration of PF^ radicals Is 

too small to allow accurate measurements, and also, even at this 

ten^erature, the equilibrium concentration of PF^ radicals cannot be 

maintained due to decomposition of the PgP^* ühis bond dissociation 

energy can, however, be estimated from mas spectrometrio appearance 

potential measurements. .
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îîass Bpeotroaetrio measurements have been previously used for 

estimating the P-P bond dissociation energies in the dis^osphines
PgCl̂ ,̂ '̂̂  PgĤ 3̂5,259 ̂  PgÎ .̂ 26,peo the pressât

work, the first Ionisation potentials and appeara^s© potentials of the 

fragment ion PFg* have been measured for the molooules P^P^, PF^I 

PF^ end PPgE. Using these results, the P-P bond dissociation energy 

In PgF^ has been estimated*

In a mass spectrometer, ions are foĵ sed fzxm neutral molecules by 

electron impact* In order to observe a given ion in tho mass spectrum 

of a molecule, tho energy of the exciting electrons must be equal to or 

greater than the appearance potential of the given ion (ionisation 

potential in the case of the parent ion) *

Electron impact techniques, however, suffer from lack of an 

absolute energy scale# Althou^ the magnitude of the electron beam 

energy can be estimated as the potential through which the electrons have 

been aocelemted, there is in practice a distribution of electron energies 

within this beam. îhis Is generally attributed to the Maxwellian energy 

distribution of electrons emitted thoi^ioaically from a heated filament*'' 

Atten^ts to remove the effect of this energy spread by analytical imethodŝ ^̂  

have boon only partially successful due to lack of knowledge of tho exact
■'l!

form of tho electron energy distribution and also to the inherent inaccuracy ; 

of th® experimentally-measured ion current used to construct the ionisation- 

efficiency curves# Other studies have attempted to reduce this energy 

spread either analytically'''̂  ̂or experimentally.^^^^^^^'*^^ Alternatively, 

a calibmtii^ gas (usually argon) can be used to fix th® energy scale and
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this has been used in the majority of the methods ©nipîoying electron 
Impact to zseasure ionization or appearance potentials* This latter 

method has been used la the present work, enqploying either argon or 
acetone as the calibrating compoimd* Throughout this thesis each of 

these calibrating coo^unda is referred to as ”calibrant”, and each of 

the phosphorus-fluorine compounds, for tAich appearance and ionisation 

potentials have been determined, is referred to as

The determination of energy thresholds for fragmentation processes 
by electron impact oethods, however, suffers the disadvantage that these 
processes can sometimes involve production of fragment ions with kinetic 
energy or electronic excitation. For only a few oxan^les (e.g. 0^ from 
0^ and ̂  from have such phenomena been clearly identified and
studied* ’ However, comparison with threshold data from other methods 

has indicated that these factors may not be very significant and that 
reasonable thomocheaical quantities may be derived from electron Impact 

threshold data.

a* Typer i mental

Appearance and ionisation potentials were measured using a Model 
133 $02 spectrometer (Associated Electrical Industries Ltd., London) 
with an electron impact source (2D0̂ C) and either an electron multiplier 

or a eointillator/photoaultiplier'^^ collector. All meaom'cmonts were 

carried out with the Instrument set to resolving power 1000 (lO^ valley 
definition) with a trap current of lOyWA and the ion repeller set at the 

potential of the ion chamber. Tho electron beam ener̂ ŷ adjustment was 

not automted, but was monitored by a digital voltmeter giving an acc'orac;
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of i 0*01 ©V In th© range 0-^ eV.

Owing to the great reactivity of the gases to he meaewed. It was 
found necessary to take esrtm prooautione in conditioning the Instrument 
surfaces before each deteraimtioa. % e  inlet reserve .%r system end ion 
source were baked and purged with acetic acid ̂ pour for 36 hours. 

dhe system was then conditioned further with successive aliquots of the 
conpomid (unlmown) to be measured.

For appearance and ionisation potential déterminât ions $ a fresh
©ample of the (uiitcnown) gas was admitted to the reservoir from e bretik-

geal glass ampoule, and suffi oient calibrant gas (argon or acetone) was
added to provide equal ion currents of the calibrant and unknown p W m

at a reference electron beam energy setting» This reference setting
cC9was usually chosen as $0 ©V, but for sors© meaBurements the setting 

used was nuch lower (20 ©? to 20 ©V) and only about 15 ©T above the 
onset of the ion- being monitored# The collector meter reading was then 
normalisoi to (Collector reading of ID,ODD at the reference electron

beam energy setting) and ionisation efficiency curves were obtained by a 
method similar to that of Lossing et al, For normalisation at 5^ e?.

the collector meter readings were recorded at 0*2 eV intervals from a 
relative peal: height of about âùt down to onset (collector reading 

-< 0,05ÇS of the origijnl abuodance) * and this procedure was then repeated 
at the same voltage intervals from onset back up to about ^0% abundance, 

Th& mcmn values of the collector readings for the ’’down*’ and **up̂  curves
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were then used to plot ionisation efficiency curves# The determination 

of each curve required 15 to 20 minutes # The above procedure was 
adopted for both th© calibrant and the unknown ions, the tt?o curves 
being recorded cone©cutively#

For normalisât ion at between rO eV end 3D e7, th© same procedure was 
adopted as for normalisation at 5D eV, but readings were taken at 0.2 eV 
intervals between the reference electron beam energy setting and onset# 

(Fma a relative peak hei^t of îOOÿj to < 0.05 ?̂ and fixm <. 0.05^ back to 
100̂ 1#

The purity of samples was confirmed by low resolution mass scans 

prior to measurement of ionisation efficiency curves# These spectra 

were similar to thooe â eportcd in the lltci%tur@#^^^'159,1^

b# Fst imation of ̂ .rt»earance Potentia'b fyom Ion"' sat ion Fffi c - encv curves

Figure 31 ©hows a typical ionisation efficiency curve from

PpF^# Normalised at $0 e¥) # Tho portion A3 of this curve is

approximately exponential as a result of the Î axwellian distribution

of electron energies in the electron team# Above this ♦’exponential*’

region, there is on approximately linear region (SC), and this tails off
at hi^or electron beam energies (C3) #

A niraber of methods have been used for obtaining ionisation and
^70 "971appearance potentials from ionisation efficiency curves#*' * * *

Those methods may be broadly classified Into two groups# In the first 

of these# each of the ionisation efficiency curves (calibrant and mîmown) 
is extrapolated individually back to the voltage axis# % e  simplest
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FIGURE 31.
Typical Ionization Efficiency Curve.
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extrapolation is where the appearance potential Is taken aa the 
"initial break* in the ionisation efficiency curve, that is, the 
voltage at which the ion current is "first deteotod* (A in Figure 3l)# 
This, however, involves the tacit asouoption tîmt the ionisation 
efficiency curve intercepts the voltage szls at a finite angle, 
whereas the "exponential* lower portion of the curve (AB in Figure 31) » 
is, in fact, csŷ qytotic to this axis. This nethod was n.ed by 
Stevenson and Hippie , who foiuid that it was not eocmletely satisfactory 
since considerable personal judgement was involved in the choice of the 
initial break, and also since greatest weight was given to measurements 
of least accuracy (i.e. near the appearĉ nco potential). The eltemcitive 
in tills group of methods is to extrapolate the "linear" portion (BC in 
Figure 3l) of the ionisation efficiency curve back to the voltage axis.

•?71This method has been used with some success by Vou^t' and by
F75 ?69Kaf&land and bad, but has been criticieed. Also It cazuiot be

PISexpected to give results as precise as those given by the initial 
break method or by the methods, given below, in the second group.

The second group of methô ds involves the extrapolation to the 
voltage axis of the difference between the tmloioî n and calibrant 
ionisation efficiency curves. Lossing et al̂ ^̂  plotted ionisation
efficiency curves (noranlised at ̂ 3 eV) for & number of gases in semi— 
logarithmic form (log. (collector reading) against nominal electron beam 
energy). Hi the region below the 3'$ level (below 5̂  of the original 
peal: hoi^t at eV), these eemi-logBrithaio plots arc approximately 
linear, corresponding to the "exponential" portion of the ionisation
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efficiency curves (A3 In Figure 3l)# At end below the level,

Leasing found that the curves were parallel to within the

error of measurement, with the exception of the curves, for 3^ and 00^*

Thus the difference (on the voltage scale) between the W mown and

calibrant curves' at or below the level could be taken as the

difference between the appearance potentials for the calibrant and the

Wmown for those cases where the curves wore parallel* This method

has been frequently used for the interpretation of ionisation effioieaoy

curves in order to evaluate appearance potentials (e*g* Ref* f77, ,

and, in  particular, was used for the estimation of the bond
2{QdlCEOOiaticsa energy in ., . . Bowvor, the use of this method is

limited- to cooes i&ore - the ' ICKilsation effieiesicy curves of the calibrant 

and unknown are.parallel*

bbrren has proposed a method by i&ich the voltage difference 

between the unknown and calibrant curves can be estrapolatod to the 

voltage axis without requiring that the two curves should be %mrallel at 

and below the level# In this method, the Ionisation efficiency 

curves for the Wmown and calibrant ions are pleated (collector reading 

against nominal electron beam energy) m  w  to make parallel the 

approximately linear portions of the curves (region S3 in Figure 3t) ♦ 

This may be achieved by scalin^*up the collector readings for the curve 

with the lower gradient by a factor equal to the ratio of the gradients 

of the two (calibrant and unknown) approximately linear regions#
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Differences of voltage botwoim the two curves { cTv), for various 

collector readings (l), ere thoa âetormlnod, and s graph of <T? 

against I is then plotted. This graph is then extrapolated to sero 

collector reading, and the extrapolated value of <T? is taken as the 

differonoo between the sppooranoo potentials of the two ions*

Hhrrea found that- this method gave very good results for the 

ionisation potentials of several gases Do, 0^, CO^ and for the 

appearance potentials of parent and fragment ions from CH^, provided that 

the ions were of hl^ or moderate relative abundance. * However, 

considerable difficulty ms found in applying this method to ions of low 
relative abaundonce (e.g* and from CH, # Ha the estimation 
of the bond dissociation energy for this method was also
found successful for the interpretation of the ionisâtio# efficiency 
curves for ions from PGlj and

In the present work, iossing*a methodwas not found to be 

adg'quate for the interpretation of the ionisation efficiency, curves . 

(nonmllsod at 50 mt) for iom fr<m the phosphorus^fluorine compounds 
studied. .Cocparison of the curves for the calibrant and mknoim showed 

that they were not parallel at or below the 10 level. Son© curves were, 

therefore# normalised at lower potentials (20 to 30 eV) in an attempt to 

obtain parallel curves for the calibrant and vdlmom at and below the 10 

level. However this atteispt was not sucoesBfol# elthou^ the cîjrvea
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obtained deviated from parallelism to a lesser extent,

l>m to the Inapplieabllity of Losaing^s method, all appearance 

aiid ionisation potentials reported in thia work have been estimated

from the Ionisation efficiency curves by a method similar to that of 
267.279Warren. * However, &&rren*s method requires measurements of the

"tail* of the ionisation efficiency curves ("exponential* region A3

in Figure 31) and this must inevitably lead to inaccuracies. These

may arise from three main factors, of t&lch the first is the poor
signal-to-s5oise ratio at very low ioa currents (collector readings < 10,

or below tho 0*10 level). Secondly, any cero error in the collector

readings will aarke>Hy effect these readings near onset* In the

present work, the &ero setting was made immediately prior to the

measureiaent of each ionization efficiency curve, but fluotuatioas la the

"dark current" during measurementa may still lead to inaocuracies.

Lastly, inaccuracies may be caused by processes, other than that being

considered, giving rise to the ion being measured (or an ion of the same

m/e value) and with a lower appearance potential* Such processes

elon^te the "tails" of the ionization efficiency curves, as has been
279 21&observed for some halogen coî pouncla of C and Si, " vAere the "tails" 

%%re attributed to a email number of ions being produced by thermal 

dissociation and not to an impurity*

The method used in tho present work w œ  adopted In an attempt to 
minimise these inaccuracies* The expérimental ionisation efficiency 

curves were plotted (as in Figure 31) for both the unlmomi and calibrant
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lon0# The ratio of the gradients of the "linear" portions of these two 

curves (R3 in Figure 3l) was then taken as the "Iferren faotor"*̂ '̂̂  The 

value of this factor was characteristically between 1.0 and 3,0. The 

experimental collector readings for the curve with the lower slope were 

then multiplied by the "Iferren factor* to make the linear portions of 

the two curves parallel.

The errors due to the poor ei^pml-to-noise ratio at low ion currents 

should be random, and can therefore be minimised by fitting the experi-* 

mental points to a smooth curve. For this purpose the approximately 

linear semi-logarithmio plots (log, (collector reading) against nominal 

electron beam energy) are more amenable than the approximately exponcmtial 

tails of the ionization efficiency curves. Thus the experimental points 

for each of the ionisation efficiency curves from just above the 1t>0 level 

down to onset (typically 15 to 20 points from about 4 eV above onset down 

to onset) were fitted by the method of least squares to a power series 

polynominal of the fora:

(nominal electron beam energy) •» y> 1 (s^[log. (collector reading)^]) ♦
nmo

It was found that 5 terms (n « 4 in above equation) were sufficient to

give a good fit, the fifth coefficient (a J being typically very small.
I m»k

The standard deviation of these fits (calculated as / ( ̂  A^)/k(k-l),
EWl

where à is the deviation of the m*th point from the smooth curve measuredÏ3 ,
parallel to the voltage axis and k is the number of points fitted) 

typically about 2.5 x 10*“̂  eV.
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The method imoi for tho comparison of the curves for the calibrant 

and mfcaown was the same as that used by and the

differences in voltage ( <Tf) between the smooth fitted curves for the 

calibrant and ustoowa for various collector readings(l) were determined* 

For this comparison, only the lower portions of the curves are of 

interest, and thus the differences (/V) were calculated from the 

equations for tho two smooth fitted curves for 30 values of I equally 

spaced from a collector reading of 4 to one of 120 (from 0.040 level 

to 1.20 level) * The values of tfT were then plotted against I and 

also fitted to a 3 tera polynomial of the form:

<Ttr w y. ^ (collector reading)^]# The standard deviation of 
n=o

these fits (calculated es above) was typically of the order of 2 x 10**̂  eV. 

Host of the curves deviated very little from linearity (third coefficient, 

&2$ very small) and showed little change in <TV with changing I* In 

these oases, the extrapolated value of /V for a collector reading of 

eero was taken as the difference between the appearance potentials of the 

\mtesown and ralibiont ions.

Â Fortran IV computer program was written allowing the appearance 

potentials to be computed, (using the Unl%mrsity of London C.B.C. 6600 

computer), from the ionisation efficiency curves for the calibrant and 

the unlcnown by the above procedure* The "l̂ trrea factors", however, 

wore estimated manually#
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In some cases the plots of <f 7 against I showed mazted devîatloîis

from linearity, some plots shotting definite tailing of the curves at

low collector readings (low I) • &Hlle the extrapolation to sero

collector reading of near linear plots of <T? against I Is reasonable,

the extraj)olatlon of curves deviating more markedly from linearity is
279liable to objection* Three different causes may be distinguished, 

as Bho\m in Figure 32# For the first pair of curves (la, b), a poor 

choice of "barren factor" has failed to make the "linear" portions of 
the ionisation efficiency curves (calibrant and unknown) parallel* A 
few of the ionization efficiency curves showed no definite "linear" 
region, and persoiml judgement was required in order to olrbain a 
reasonable estimate of the "l^ren IbrCtor"* The effect on the plots of 

(Tv against I of a poor choice of "l&rren factor" is shown in Figure 32, 
case 1b*

In the second case, a zero error In the collector reading for one 

of the ionisation efficiency curves rauses a near linear plot of <TV 

against I to tail sharply at low I* The last pair of curves in 

Figure 39 (3a, b) show the effect of an ion, of the same m/e value, 

being foraed by some process having a lower appearance potential than 
that being studied# This type of behaviour is expected if there are 
impurities in tho sample (either originally or caused by reaction at the 

instrument surfaces) or if thermal dissociation of the saqple is not 

negligible* % e  form of the plots of <TF against I is similar to that 

caused by a zero error (case 2), but these two rases can usually be 

distinguished*
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of Non-linear cfV versus I

Case l .a .

Case 2. a,

<TV

Case 3.a b,

I UNKNOWN
IMPURITY

/V
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Tor curveo of the type shown in Case 1, Figure suitahle adjustment 

of the "Warren factor" and recalculation gives a /? vereus I plot that is 

linear and %hioh shows little change in cT? with changing I* Trial cal

culations Bhowed that similar changes in the "Itoren factor" would not 

give "near linear" <T? versus I plots for pairs of ionisation efficiency* 

cmrves into one of thich ô deliberate sero error had been introduced.

In the present work, small adjustments in the "iî rren factors" employed 

in the calculations wore only required in two cases.

For curves of the type shown in Case $ (Figure 32), suitable adjustment 

of the experimental points for one of the ioniaation efficiency curves by 

addition (or subtraction) of a constant (sero error constant) to the 

collector reading will produce a /V versus I plot of the typo required*

For those cases, the relative eero error between the calibrant and unknown 

curves is much more important than the absolute sero error for each curve. 

Thus if the sero error is the same (in magnitude and sigin) for both curves, 

the plot of <ff versTm I will still be linear, and the error in the 

difference between the appearance potentials (taken as (T? at I « O) will 

be negligible if cfV is almost constant with changing I. The absolute 

value of the sero error for ea<^ ionisation efficiency curve may only be 

estimated by assuming that the "tails" of the ionisation effioimicy curves 

ehould be strictly exponential. Thus comparison, near 02iset, of the 
experimental ionisation efficiency curves with a strictly exponential curve 

(or for eend-logarithmio plots, comparison with a stral^t line) will give 

an indication of the absolute value of the sero error# Using a separate 
computer program, the ionisation efficiency semi-logarithmic plots for the
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imknown were compared with a etrai^t line developed from the fitted 

curve for the calibrant by mking the 3rd, 4th and 5th coefficients of 

this polynomial equal to sero* Successive calculations using sero 

factors from 4-3 to -3 ia unit steps applied to the unknown curve allowed 

the (T? versus I plots for each of these sero factors to be computed and 

compared* %ese calculations wore repeated, OŒJiparing tho calibrant semi- 

logarithmic plots with straight lines developed from the unknown fitted 

polynomials# From ohsermtiosas of the changes la the versus I plots 

with changes ia eero factor, and ia particular of the way ia which the 

curves tailed at low I, it was possible to estimate the probable zero error 

for each curve* Zero error constants found ia this way were ia the range 

4*1 to -g (soro error constant aided to experimental collector readings for 

correction)•

Plots of (Tv versus I, of the type shown in Case 3# Figure 32, are 

caused by an "impurity" ion (either the same i m  as being observed, but 
formed by a different process such as thermal dissociation, or an ioa of the 

same m/e formed from an impurity) # Ehere this effect is very small, the 

resulting (T? versus X plots m y  not be distinguishable from curves of the 

type shown in Case P (due to zero error)# However, for such small 

"impurity" ion currents, the application of a zero error constant (ne^tive 

in sense defined above) eqml to the ion current of the "impurity" ion at 
the appearance potential of the unlmcwn (or calibrant) ioa, provides 

exactly the correction required* It was felt that some of tho curves, 

that were made linear by application of a zero error constant, had been 

corrected in this way for very small "impurity" ion currents (ikiximum
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contribution from "inpurity" ion, at appeeranc© potential of ioa being 

studied would be ia these cases ^  2 collector units) # la cases

%Aere the contribution from the "impurity" ion Is greater than that above, 
but still small (up to about 20 collector units), extrapolation of th© 

strai^t portion of the versus I curve (as shown by broken line in 

Case 3*b, Figure 32) will give a value of JV at zero I ̂ ich can be 

taken as the difference in th© appearance potentials* Ibis introduces 

only a very small, and probably Inslj^ifioant error, and this extm— 
polation was only employed for one pair of ionisation efficiency curves 

for which the <fV versus I plot tailed at I <  1(S (This result is marked 

la Table îS with an asterisk) *

c* Results and Calculations

Th© experimental results for th© appearance and ionisation 

potentials measured are given in lb,ble 18, end the proposed aeohanlsma 
for the formation of the fragment ions are given in Figure 33* In order 

to estimt© th© ionisation potential of the radical, it was necessary

to make certain acsumptiom concerning the bond dissociation energies
(X «* F, I and E) « For ÎT^ and FF^E, there are no experimental data for 

the bond dissociation energies, and th® mean bond energies for 
(calculated from literature values for 6E^(PF^^^^) civl

see Part 2, Section to of this thesis) and for PH^ have 
been used* âlthou^ the mean bond energy in PX^ could be used A? 
approximation for D(PF^-l), the first P-I bond dissociation energy for
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TABbE 18
RESULTS FOR APPEAMmS AND lOHIMTION POTBETIAia

Hun
Bo*

Ion Parent
EoIecuXe

Calibrsuit& îTormalisec 
at . 

(eV)

SV
&t I»0 
(eV)^

AppoaraacQ 
Potential [Mmn] 

(ev)^

1 w *

2 p?/ m

3* %
4

5 v / %
6 ^2^

1 pp/ PP,
8 PF.

9
: * PF^

10 PPj*

11 PPj* ^ 3
12 PT^

13 PP^

14 PP/ PPgl

15 PTgl

16 ^2* PPgS

17 PFgB

Ar

Ar
Ar

Ar

Ar

Ar

Acetone

Ar

Ar

Acetone

Ar

Ar

Ar

Ar

Ar

Acetone

Ar

50 -4.911
21 -4.85s
50 "4.7%
20 —4.866

50 -6*522

27 -6*3%

50 +3.773
50 -2.230
50 -2*196

50 +1.795
50 -4.122
50 ' -4*060

50 -4*038

50 "4*977

50 -6*155

50 +2.075
50 -4.156

10.B49| 

10.̂ 3?) 

10.975) 
10 .594)

90(5) .0,5]

9.533}

9.375!
[9.31(50.07)]

13.453)
13.530)[l3.52(5o.O6)]

13.564)

11.475; 
11. 
11.710 
11.752)

10.733

9.605

11.755)

[11.64(30.13)]

11.04 )
)[11.65(± 0.05)]

/continued
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Rim
no.

Ion Paroï'it
îtoXecule

Calibrant'* normalised 
1 at /% 
i  (e?)

<T?
at X=aQ
(e?)’i

; Appearance
Poteatial [Boca] 

(e7)̂

1-3

19 PT<̂-

Acetone
Ar

50

: 50

+0.790

-5.309

.
10.470)

)[l0./:é(Î3.0l)]
10.451)

20 ' 

21

(CEj)gCd*
(CHj)pCO+

(CHj)j,CO
(CHj)pCO

Ar
Ar

50 

! 25

-5.733

-5.734
! 10.00 (Î3.00)] 
,10.0?c) ii :

22 % % Ar 1 26 —6*242 19.513) j

23 Ar I 26. ,s 6.2CK} ,j |9.5®))!>.5?(io.04)] 1

24
j •

h h s ?6 {-6.283" :■ 9.430) I
1  ̂ I

a« Calibrant curves fori (Ar)
(Acetone) CH^-CO.CHj — »  C0j.CO.CH,'*'

b, Caloiilatel using literature values for ionization potentials of 

and Aootono*̂ *̂ ^

c# Limits, given in brackets after the mean values for the Appearance 
Potentials are the spread of the experimental results*

a* 1e? «, 23.0609 koal. « 96.4370 kJ. *
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FIGURE 33. 
Proposed Mechanisms and Thermodynamic 
Cycles for Formation of Fragment Ions.
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= 10-90 eV •I
= 251-5 kcal.mole.
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A i = 13-52 eV

= 311-7 kcal.mole*
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D (E ^ F )=  119-39 kcal.mole.
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PE H A ^ P E *+  H- + e

A3 = 10-78 eV
= 248-7 kcal.mole.

«Î

D(RP-I)=52 kcal.mole.
-I

'. 1 = 196*7 kcal.m ole.
-I

A^ = 11*68 eV
= 269*3 kcal.m ole.

-I
-I

D(FP-H)=77 kcal.mole.

1 = 192*3 kcal.mole.-I

sEsa
Weighted (according to number of readings per 
parent molecule) Mean Value of I (I.Rpf^. ) = 193kcal.mole.

D ( R P - P R )  = 58 kca l .m o le .
-I
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T4BLB 19
simmRT or Eĉ r-23 Tmi ̂.rcTfx̂  UTAC? STunnn
Xon5.zat-ioîî Potential of PF^* radical (using r©emits from PF^)

192.4 fccal.îacle*'̂
(mlng results for îF^l)

196*7 koul.raole**̂

e

b

(using results for TT*̂ Ï)̂  »
«1192*4 kcal.mole

Ionisation Potential of PF̂ * radical (woighted *» 193 kail .mole"

« 58 kcal.mole""?

Ionisation Potential^ of: » 9*31 eV » 215 kcal.mole"^

pr^ * 1 1 . 6 4  e V  . 2 6 8

PTgl . 9.60 eV « fP1 kcal.mole""?
P F ^  ^ * 4 6  e V  *  2 4 1  k o a l . i i ï o l e " " ?

Ionisation. Potential^ of8 (CH^)pCO m 10,00 eV 231 kcal.:20l®*"?
[9,69 - 0.01 eVj^

^6% ~ kcal,G0l@"?

[9.247 - 0.005 eV]̂
a ,  U @ 2, n g  m  1 1 9 - 1  kcal#30le""?*L"
Ü. Veins 3(?5?„-l) • SB koai.BOla”’
o. Ceias »(H’,-B} » 77 kcal.oole"̂  ̂ '^
d* , Ilstioated error limits (+?, -12) kcal.mole""
©. Estimated error 1 imi ts (4O » 1, -0 *3) eV\ (fO,—?) kcal .mole""?
f. Eetimatcd error limits (- 9) kcal.mole""? ■
g* Values givoa ia t-rackots are best literature values.

1 cV « 23.0609 kcal.molo""?
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FIn[D(PIg-l) « 52 kcal.noIô""?j has been ©stlmted from experimental
260electron impact studieo, and this was considered to be a better 

approximation for D(PF^-l) . Using these values in the thermodynamio 
cycles shown in Figure 33, together with the results for the appearance 
potentials for the ioa from PF^, PF^I and îF^E, the ionisation 
potential of the PF^«radical has been estimated as 193 kcal̂ mole*"? (see 

Figure 33) • Using this value In the thermdymmlo cycle for 

(Cycle 1* Figure 33)# the bond dissociation energy in P^F^ m s  
estimated as $3 kcal.mole""?#

These results together with the results for tho ionisation potentials 
of tho phos^îiorus-fluorine molecules studied, are given in ühble 19#
The results f obtained for the ionisation potentials of acetone aM, bensen© 

(measured as a <^©ck on the experimental and csalculational methods used 
in the present work) are also given in Tables 18 and 19#
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PlBOimBi on

Tho eetiiaatod value of 53 kcsl.mole"? for the P-P bond dissociation 

energy in P^P^ is, aa expected, much greater than the B-H bond 

dissociation energy in (^*3 kGal#mole""?) {see Part ?i

Section 2; Introduction) # Thle value also be compared with 

previous estimates of P-P bond dissociation energies for the diphosphines 

Pg(0gE^)4^^ (86 fcoal.raola”’), fcoaX.aole"̂ ), Pgl/®’ («5 to
73 fcoal»raole” )̂ and PgCl^^'^ (5? to 63 fcoal.aola*’'). Thesa literature 
values show a general decrease in B(P-P) with increasing electronegativity 
of the substituent groups, end thm the value of D(?gP~PFg) is expected to 
be less than ̂ (ClpP-PClg) # Sandoval et_ estimated the value of 

D(ClgP-POl^) as 73 kcal.mole""? from appearance potential measurements on 
the ion from PCl^ and P^Cl^, and by assuming that the literature

value^^? [E(p-Cl) # 7$ kcal#îifôlô"*?3 mi#t be taken as equal to D(PGlg-Cl) # 

This method is emctly analogous to that by which D(PgP-PF^) has been 
estimated in the present work indicating that the'value of D(P^-PP^) 

should be compared with a value of D(Ol^-PClg) of 73 k<%a*mole*"?# Thus 

the value of H(F^P-PFg) is, as was expected, less than B(Cl^P-PCl^) * 
Scmdoral et g.l̂ ^  also estimted H(Clgp.^lg) as 52 kcal.mole""? from 

appearance potential measuiwoenta on the PCI*** ion from PCl^ and P#>C1̂
(using same approximation as above for 2)(PClg-Cl) # In view of the greater 

uncertainty in assigning tho dissociation processes for the production of 
the PCl^ ions from PCl^ and PgUl^, and eisice there is a greater possibility 
of excess kinetic energy being associated with the fragments produced 
(greater number of fragments that for PCl^^ from PCl^ and P^Cl^), the
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—1present author considers that the former eatimte of ?3 kcal.mole for 

D(Cl^P-PCl^) Is the more reliable.

It is difficult to mice reliable estimates for the probable error 

limits associated with the appearance potential measurements. Electron 

impact techniques cannot be expected to give results as accurate 

as those from spectroscopy (identification of a molecular Eylberg ©dries) 
or from pîiotoionisatioa* Thus fragmentation threshold eaiergies from 

electron impact studios say eometimes be up to 0.5 higher than those 

obtained from photoionisatioa studies. For this reason, error limits 

estimated from the reproducibility of electron impact measurements 
(e.g. twice the standard deviation of the mean of the results) are not 
satisfactory, since systematic errors ere then neglected.

% Q  spread of the results, shown in Table 13, indicates that these 

results were reproducible to within about i 0.1 cV* However, the

results for tho ionization potentials of acetone and benseae (both 

obtained using Ar aa calibrant) are higher than literature values 

obtained by photoionisation (and spectroscopy in tho case of bensene) * 

^us for the ionisation potential of acetone, the value of 10.00 e? 

obtained in tho present work is about 0.3 cV greater than the best 
literature values (p.69 i 0.01 and the results obtained for bensene

in the present work (9*52 eV) are also about 0.3 elT hi^er than the best 
literature values (9.247 - 0.005 e¥)f^^ However, the results obtained 

in this work arc compatible with literature values for the ionisation 

potentials for both of those molecules obtained by electron impact
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276Rieasurements. Thus, although the probable random error limits for

the ionization and appearance potentials given ia %hles tS and 19 are
4*- 0.1 eV, there is also a probable systeraatio error of up to 0.3 eV.

The value given la %.ble 19 for the ionisât ion potential of the

radical was calculated from the measured appearance potentials for

the ?P^ ion from TF^X(X «» F, I and H) using assumed values for

and these assumptions must Introduce a further error# The

three results obtained from measurements on TTy PF^I and ÎT^H are,
however, in good agreement, indicating that the values chosen for

D(PF^-^) are mutually consisteîit* Bb literature data was found for

dissociation energies for any of these compounds. Some indication of

the error involved ia this assusptioa for FF^ may, however, be obtained

by coiTparison with data for for idiich <  E(B"F)^

by 8 &cal.mol@""?. For FF̂ H, it mo also assumed that P(FFg-E) «

i(PH)pgr . It has been shown that P(P-E)pg « i(PH)pg ^

but that H(PHU-E) >  B(Hî)pg by about 7 heal.m o l F i n a l l y  for

PF^I, it ms  Bssmoed that D%PFg-l) « ̂ (Flg-I), and data for the PI^

molecule choim that B{Pl2-'l)>£(Pl)pj by about 2 kcal.mole*"?.̂ ^̂
3

In view of the close approximation of the mean bond energies (E)

to the first dissociation energies for the above Group V trlîsalides,

the assumptions made ia the calculations of the ionization potential of
the PFg* radical appear reasonable, and the error introduced ia these

■f* —Iassumption has been estimated as - 5 kcal.mole .

Two main methods have been used for the determination of bond 
dissociation energies from electron impact data. These have been called
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00*5th© direct mid indirect method© • The direct method Involves taking 

the difference between an appearance potential and an ionization potential* 

(a « appearance potential)

(aB m minimum energy for process)

H»-b — ^  R*+ + 3 4* e; A, ̂  (l)
Rf — » Rt+ + e . !(:') (2)

3(H»-B) . 65^ - I(a#) ̂  - Ag

Process (?) involves the ren»val of a non-bonding electron from the 

radical E*, end thus it is reasonable to assume that A^ *• l(R*),

However, it is not reasonable to eseume that A^ # Thus D(E*-B)

estimated as {A- •• Â ) will only be an upper limit for this bondI

dissociation energy*

The indirect method involves taking the difference between two 

appearance potentials for similar processess

Et_c — » R'+ + C + e.; A, AS, (3)

B*-3 . — -4  R » + ♦ B ♦ e I >  ÆE_, (l)

B(a'-c) — > R' + 0 ; AEj (5)

Eqn (6) . B(r*-E) .  + 62, ^  Aj -  Â  + ÙE,

The equality slga ia equation (£) holda for either of tso conditional

(l) that A, « and A^=ÛE^,ôr0that the appearaaoe potentials

(a, and A.) exceed the minima: energies for the pi-ooesses (£2, and £T,)J *•} ^ 4005by th© 88 a amount. Hippie and Stevenson showed that appearance 

potentials for similar proceosea were likely to conform with the eecand 

of the above conditions (Â  - » Â. — AE^).
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la the present work, tho indirect method has been wed for the 

estimation of ̂ (FgP-PFg) imlng the appearance potentials of the 

ion from and from FF^X (X«F, X, and E) » It therefore seems 

reasonable to expect that the eystemtie errors in the appearance 

potentials (from end from PFgX) were equal. On this basis, the 

error in the estimated value for !D(FgP-^g) is only dua to the random 

errors in the appearance potentials [- F kcal.mole"*? for each appearance 

potential] and to the error introduced in the approximation rn.de for 

[- 5 kcal.mole""?]. The probable error limits for E(FgF-PF^)
4, 1HI»4have therefore been estimated as - 9 kcal.solc .

Eg resulto have been reported in the literature for the ionisation 
potentials of FgF., FFgl, and PP,̂ , but there have been three report© 
concerning tho ionization potential of FF^. Price _# *

eetlmated this ionisation potential from photon ifspaot moaeuremnts as 
9*71 about 2 eV lower than the electron impact result obtained in 
the present work (11.64 , More recently Dugger et have

reported the value of 11,5 (^ O.1) ef. In excellent agreement (to well 
within experimental error) with the result obtained in the present work. 
Green ̂  have reported the value of 12.3 cV obtained from photo

electron Bpeotroscopy (this value is almst 0.7 hl^er than that 

reported ia the present work). Mille the agreement of the result 
reported in this work (11.64 oV) is in excellent agreement with the value 
of Du/T:ier et (l1*5 ê O also obtained from electron impact studies,

the disagreement with the two divergent photon impact measurements*
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(vAiich should theoretically be cai^ble of more accurate result® than 

electron impact meaouremeats) cannot be explained by the present 
author.
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PART p.t m m m  3.

Ê-* .Prem.ratlonQ of Phô nhoriio-Pliiorin@ ConnoTmia 

The ejFnthosia of K^gl ma  ia three etoges$

1$ PBtgim + PCI; rtgüPGig 4
2, + 2aüP~~» +£., ci <_ c ,

3. EtgEPPg + 2EI ^  PFgl +

Slethylaaiaodichiorophosphlne m a  prepared so outlined by Eosolapoff" 

and by Burg and Blots by slos addition of phosphorua trichloride
(Reagent grade; Ltd#, Poole) to m  ethorial solution of

diethylanine (Reagent grade; Ltd*)* BiethylsyainodiOhloro^

phoephine m a  eepamted from the solid M^Wî»WX by other extraction#
The ether m s  diatilled off and the crude product purified by 

distillation under reduced pressure [fraction collected* B, Pt# 65^C- 

€B^Q St S torrj Yield (based on PCl̂ ) » 8%}*

In the second stage# diethylsfflinodichlorophocphine m s  fluorinated 
by the method given by SohsStsler^^^ by slow addition to a suspension of 
dried BbP (•Amlsr*| Ltd*) in sulpholane (tetramethylene
sulphone; Zoch^Llg^t Laboratories Ltd.# Colnbrook)* The yield of this 

reaction (20ÿ) was initially lower than that obtained by Sohmutsler (72f) * 
However# a greatly improved yield (75ÿ) m s  obtained by «mtimious 
removal of product by distillation at a pressure of 100 torr# The 

product was purified by further distillation under reduced pressure 
[Fraction collected* B. Ft# 46^8 ̂  4*3̂ 0 at 100 torr (literature 
B* Ft# *» 47^0 at 100 torr). Yield # 75^3# The identity of the
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product was confimod by comparison of the infrared epeotma ̂ 00 
—1to 4000 ca # Eodol 337 Oratiiig Infrared Speotrophotoisoter, Porkin431@or 

Ltd#, Beaconsfiold) with that reported in the litorature#̂ '̂̂

FFgl m s  prepared as outlined by Parry ot The ubq of
diethyl •• rather thou diaothylaminodifluorophosphiïio facilitated 

eeparatiCTî of PP^I from uureacted starting material # Anhydrous HZ 

waa prepared m  described by Boffmem and Boiats^^^ by reaction of 
Iodine with tetrahydromphthaleno (Bmgant grade; Ltd#) *

purified by hi^ vacuum trep-to#4rap distillation, being 

retained at #*126̂ 0, while pæeed throu^a to a tmp at -19^^C* 

Impurities less volatile than and possibly PẐ ) were
retained in a trap at '-QÔ C* Although (mly momentarily came into
ccmtact with vacuus grease on removing the gaa from the reaction vessel, 
it was found that Initial m a  of Silicone High Vacuum Grease (Edwards 
Ei# Vacuum Ltd», Crawley) caused an unexplained infrared band to 

appear at 11# m  ♦ In all suhoê iuent preparations this was avoided 

by using Eel-F Grease (Mimeoota îSining and Ifenufaoturing Coqpony) #

The above method of purification of was not able to separate
from mreactod HI* - Use of excess EtgHPFg in the preparation of 

PFgl reduced the amount of SI left unreaoted, but traces of this 
icgpurity still remained* PV^I, free of EZ, m s  therefore obtained by 
mixing Impure FFgl with FgF. (vide Infra) followed by high-vaouum tmp^# 

distillation to remove and residual (vida infra) *
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The PF̂ * Yormed aa a eeoondary product In the preparation of FF^Î 

was retained, ond regal red no further purification#

m s  prepared by the method given loy Rudolph ̂  from the 

reaction of with %.

fPPgl + 2 %  — — PgWFg f %glg.

Purification of m a  hampered by email amounts of PF#»! and of other 

iî Mirltles, These were PF^ (from the decomposition of PF^I end PgF̂ ) 

end (probably from reaction of HI with ^̂ ĵand, to a much

smaller ertent, F^P-O-PF^ (source unknown) # These impurities were 

separated from PgP. and the small amount of PFgl# and each obtained pure 

by hiĵ 'Hvacmum distillation through traps held at -126^0, -136^0, »«*160®C 

and —196^C* Only P^F. and PFgl were retained at -126^0♦ F^P-O-PF^ 

retained at —136̂ C, FF^H at -160^C and PF^ at *«196̂ 0# Ŝie identity and 

purity of the fractions retained at ••136̂ 0, *•160̂ 0 and «̂ 19̂ 5̂ 0 was confirmed 

by infra-red spectra (400 cmT^ to 4000 cmT'̂ # Model 337# Perkin-Hlmer Ltd#) 

by comparison with literature data (References 159# 15̂  and see Part 2: 

Section 1b of this thesis) * The purity of the Pf^ and PF^ m s  also 

confinaed by their mass spectra (Part 2i Section î')#

Ho completely satisfactory method m s  found for the separation of 

PgF^ from the small impurity* Repeated fractionation of the -196^0 

fraction of the impure PgF. through a trap at -IIP^C to one at -196^0, 

homver# retained most of the PF^I impurity at -112^0 os shown by the infra

red and mass spectra of the obtained by this method (Part ?i Section Id 
and Pa) * Some was, however, lost by this method# being retained at
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Alterns-tively, following deliberate mixing of PgP^ with ÏF^Î 

to remove the HI Impurity from the latter, repeated fractionation of the 
-t12^C fraction through a trap at -ttS^C to one at -196^0 produced virtually 
pure PP2I @8 the -112^0 fraction, but some FFgl was lost, passing throng 
the —112^0 trap to the one at

PFgl, and PF^ wore stored separately in previously evacuated 

vessels at —196̂ 0#

b# Fibmtional Snootm#

(i) Infrared

The mid infrared region (4OOO to 375 cm̂ )̂ was covered 

using a l5odel SP 100 Spectrophotometer (Uhicasa Instruments, Cambridge),

This Instrument was calibrated using liquid indene oontainingamll amounts 
of oamphor and o y o l o h e x e m e T h i s  region of the spectrum of PgP. 
was also recorded using a Model SP1200 Speotrophotometer (Biicam Instrtssents, 
Cambridge) fitted with a chart expansion accessory, and calibrated using a 

polystyi*ena film* Hhero accurate frequencies were not required, a Model 337 
Bpect rophot omet or (Per!clB~Elm®r Ltd#, Beaoonsfield) used allowing 

spectra to be recorded in a very short time, ^is speed was advantageous 

when studying unstable gases (Pfgl and PgB\) # This instrument was also 
used for adjustment of the pressures of gases in the cell before use with 
the former two instruments (SF 100 and SF 1200)#

A 10 cm* path-1 ength cell was used throu#iout for gas-phaee spectra 
in this region# MBr plates were originally sealed onto the glass body of 
the cell using Cold-Cure Silastoser 91^1 (Hopkin and Williams Ltd#, Chadwell
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Heath, Hsqcx) * This vjhite elllcono-rubber, however, turned brown on 
exposure to FF^l, End for this ooi^oimd spectra were also recorded with 
the plates scaled using Pi cl on Ito (Edwards High Vacuum Ltd., Crawley)* 

Spectra of Pfgl and P^P. in the solld^etate were obtained by spraying 
these gases on to a liquldHsitrogen-oooled Csl plate in vacuo*

main features of the low temperature cell used are shown in Figure 34#
••1The re#on 420 cm to 190 cm of the gas-i^se infrared spectrum of 

PFgl was examined using a far infrared grating spectrometer constructed 

in the Department* A 10 cm* path-length cell was used with polyethylene 

windows sealed to the glass body of the cell using Picien %z*
The region 420 cm to 190 cm of the gas— phase infrared spectrum 

of was covered using a far-infrared interferometrie spectrometer 
(^Gube^ Interferometer, Ghnxbb-Farsori3/H*F#t*J [lOO Gauge Beam-Splitter]*

This Instrument was adapted to Wee a 110 cm# path-length gas cell with 
polyethylene windows, and was also used in the attempt to record the gas- 
phase infrared spectrum of over the range 400 cm"~T to 30 cnT^ (using a 
tj Gauge Beam-Splitter; see Part P;; Section. Id)*

(ii) Panrm

All Raman spectra were recorded using a Cary 8t Ramm Spectro
meter (Cary Instruments, Subsidiary of Varlan, Galifomla) detecting 131®

o
©oattered radiation* , A He-He laser[6328A][$0 mw] (Spectra-Physica) was 
used for excitation*

Solid-state Raman spectra of PF^I end were obtained using an 
evacuated low-teapemturo cell designed by the present author, and
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Low-temperature infrared C ell.

KEY
C. Cs I Plate.
H. Copper Holder for 'C .
K. KBr Plates.
L. Liquid-Nitrogen 

- Reservoir.
S. Nozzle for Spraying  

Gases.
T,. Tap for Evacuation.

Tap for Introduction  
of Gas.I

K
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FIGURE 35. 

Low-temperature Raman C e ll.

L. Liquid-Nitrogen Reservoir.
N. Nozzle for Spraying Gases.
5 Liquid-Nitrogen-cooled Spot. 
T,. Tap for Evacuation,

1̂ . Tap for Introduction of Gas. 
V. Permanent Vacuum.

f
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coaatznioted la the Depart moat# The mala features of this coll are 

eliom in Figure 35* A jet of the gaoooua coqpoan̂  m s  allowed to 

impinge on & spot cooled by li#id*#itrogea@ the spot was then rotated 

heforo placlîig the cell in the sample oompartiaeat of the Kama 

Bpeotromoter*'

The liqiild-phaso Rwaan ©peotrum of tea ohtaircd by alloi-jiag 

to melt while sealed in a capillary tnhe#
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A m m ix  

n m m  m m

A va.cmm line was designed and fabricated from glass to

allow the preparation, purification, mmlpulatton and storage of the 

phospîîonîs-̂ fluorlne and nitroges>-fluorine gases# Thi& apparatus i© 
shown in Figure 36*

Ihe yrinoip*! feature of this vacuum line was the use of grease-free 
high-vacuiim stopcocks for the sections of the line used for purification 
and storage, ühls allowed the gases to he msnlpulated Will# contacting 
only *?yrez^ glass and P,T,F*2,. Initially, grease-free stopcoolcs made 
commercially by J# Xoung (Scientific) Glassware ltd., Acton, wore used, 
but were found inadéquate, despite several small design modifications 
by the Eamfaotîirers* The glaos-pistona, fitted with F,T#F,E, ♦O* rings 
(in a later modification a Viton A *0* ring m s  used to hack the vaouum-to— 
atmosphere P*T,F#S, *0* ring coal), were found to be vulnerable to 
fraotJ^e, especially at the constrictions incorporated for the seating of 
the ’O* rings* The above stopooolis were therefore replaced by *%3hiform* 

Db-greaee Ei#-vacmm stopoooka (Glass Precision Züngineerlng Ltd*,

Eemel Bon^stmd) # fhes© stopcocks had a solid P,T,f JB* piston,' using two 
P,T*F*E* rings to maintain the vaouum-to-etmosphere seal, and were found 
very satisfactory under normal operating conditions. However, at lower 

tesgperaturee (less than about PO®C), it was found that the vacuua-to- 
atmosphere seal was not maintained# It therefore, nocoosary to modify 
a few of these stopcocks in order to maintain this seal at lovier 
temperatures. %is was especially important for the stopcocks that were
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FIGURE 37. 
Modified ‘Uniform’ Stopcock

KEY
N. Retaining Nut.
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V. Viton 'O' R ing . 
W. Location V-.êshei".
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uoed iiîoâde the thensostatlog WI; la the g&G-eoliiblllty apporatm 

(Part I5 Section le)* Thie raociifimtioa involved the iaoorporat-loa of 

a Viton A ria^ to back the P*T*P#S* rings, and is ohowa in Figure 37*
A Firani Vacuum Gauge (Edmrdo High Vaouim ttd*, Crawley) was used 

for general smitoriag of the pressure la the vacuum line, but thé low 

pressure range (linear from 0 to 5 35 10**̂ torr) was not suffioiently 
sensitive or aoourate for précisé pressuro dot ermlaat Ions * An ionisation 

gauge (lomvac III30 with gauge head 1H3?C, Leybold«^raeus CÊJHH and Co*, 
Cologne) m s  therefore used when precise pressure estimations or greater 
sensitivity wore required (e*g* Fart 1; Section Id)* Pressures down to 

10*^ torr (the loimr limit of the gauge head) could be mlatainod*

With the exceptions of traps at (solid CO^aoetone) and at

•*196̂ 0 (liquid*^!trogen), traps were refrigerated using standard slush 

baths,prepared from eoiamon solvents cooled using llquid-fiitrogen*

All trap temperatures quoted in this thesis are therefore nominal values,
being the literature temperatures for the slushes used*
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